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. The purpose of this study was to assess the validity of a constitutive model

proposed by Rahman (1988), through the creep analyses of a plate-load and

pressuremeter tests conducted in frozen sand. Both types of test subject the

soil to multi-axial stress conditions representative of actual fietd problems.

A multi-stage plate-load creep test was performed using a 50 mm thick,

300 mm diameter, steel circular plate, which rested on the surface of a frozen

sand. The test consisted of incrementally loading the plate and allowing creep

deformation to oceur under each increment. Four loads, which produced average

bearing pressures of 0.88, 1.80, 2.68,and 3.44 MPa, were applied. The test was

carried out over a period of about one year.

Two multi-stage pressuremeter creep tests were perfonmed using Oyo

Elastmeter 100 pressuremeter equipment" The tests were conducted in separate

boreholes, at different locations in the same frozen sand investigated in the

plate-load test program. Test No. I comprised four stages in which mean cavity

pressures of 0"86, 1"77, 2.83, and 3.47 MPa were applied. The total test duration

was 120 days. Test No. 2 comprised three stages in which mean cavity pressures

of 0.85' 1.79, and 2.78 MPa were applied. The total test duration was 80 days.

Creep deformation analyses of both the plate-load and pressuremeter

test problems were subsequently performed" The constitutive relationships

developed by Rahman (1988) provided a basis for the analyses. The agreement

between observed plate displacements and those predicted by analysis wBS poor.

Several factors may have contributed to the poor agreement, but these could

not be defined in a quantitative manner. On the other hand, for the pressuremeter

problem, the agreement between observed and predicted creep strains was

generally satisfactory. Therefore, no definite conclusion was drawn regarding

the validity of the Rahman (1988) constitutive model.

ABSTH,ACT
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1."1. GENERAL

Permafrost underlies almost 20% of the land area of the world. Its extensive

occurrence in northern regions, including nearly one-half of the U.S.S.R. and

Canada, and much of Alaska, is of particular concern to geotechnical engineers.

Development and utilization of natural resources and the need for highways'

pipelines, and other constructed facilities in Arctic regions have brought about

increased interest in cold regions science and technology. In North America

and the Soviet Union, the development of permafrost regions is advancing rapidly

and engineering design and construction principles have to be formulated to ensure

safe, functional and economical solutions. The field of frozen soil mechanics

has also received further attention due to the growing use of artificial ground

freezing for soil stabilization, particularly in soft ground tunnelling. A knowledge

of the deformation and strength characteristics of frozen soils is essential for

the design of structures or foundations comprising frozen soils, and the analysis

of their behavior.

From the point of view of the science of materials, frozen soil is a natural

particulate composite, consisting of four different constituents: solid grains

(mineral of organic), ice, unfrozen water, and gases. Its most significant

dissimilarity, when compared with other particulate materials, including unfrozen

soils, is the continual restructuring of its matrix under applied stresses and varying

temperature. Frozen soil exhibits substantial deformation under sustained loading.

Engineering design, therefore, generally requires that stresses should not only

be small enough to avert failure, but that deformations that develop during the

lifetime of concern should also be maintained within tolerable limits. Hence,

CIT.APTER, 1
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the study of creep is of great importance.

engineering research involves the modelling

of frozen soil.

Two general approaches have been adopted in the development of most of

the existing theories of creep. These were termed micromechanistic and

maeroanalytical by Ladanyi (797Ð. The former approach provides a physical

theory capable of describing creep behavior in terms of previously established

concepts of physics. The latter approach provides an engineering theory based

on certain macroseopic experimental findings. Due to the presence and interaction

of various substances in different phases, the phenomena that control the

mechanical behavior of frozen soil are complex and as yet have not been

adequately investigated. Some of the studies which have attempted to provide

fundamental explanations (physical theories) of observed behavior include those

of vyalov (19s2, 1g?3), Goughnour and Andersland (1969), Chamberlain et al.

í97Ð, Sayles (19?3), Pusch (1980), Ting (1981, 1983), Ladanyi (t9st, 1985), and

orth (1985). In particular, Ting (1981) provided a comprehensive study of various

physical mechanisms controlling the strength and deformation behavior of frozen

soil-ice systems" At the same time, it is recognized that the obligation to perform

engineering design work, and to undertake construction in areas underlain by

permafrost, requires basic relations that are broad in scope and adequately

represent the behavior of frozen soil in practice. Recent literature reviews

of various constitutive relations for frozen soils and ice were provided by Ting

(1991), Rahman (1999), and puswewala (198g)"

In the most general case, the constitutive model for a material must express

a relationship among the state of stress, state of strain, time, temperature,

moisture and ice content, and other variables considered pertinent to the probiem.

The relative influence of each of these factors has been the subject of several

studies. However, the actual deformation behavior and strength of frozen soil

-2-
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mobilized irr-situ, under the loading and thermal boundary conditions, which might

arise in practice, is not readily estimated with accuracy. The gap between theory

and practice in frozen soil engineering may be partially attributed to the lack

of opportunity to investigate prototype behavio¡. This is now changing with

growing interest in resource development in the North. Ilfore occasions are arising

in which the in-situ behavior of frozen soil is studied and in which permafrost

samples are made available to laboratories for testing.

A constitutive formulation, representative of a range of frozen soils, may

be established based on laboratory test results. Nevertheless, there still remains

the practical problem of determining the stresses and deformations in a frozen

soil when several soils and complicated displacement and stress boundary conditions

exist.

L"2 STATEMENT OF TIIE PR.OBLEM

Most of the existing constitutive theories for frozen soil and ice come from

the study of metals, and fail to consider the fundamental differences in the

behavior of metals and frictional frozen soils. The theories generally do not

aecount for superimposed hydrostatic stress and do not consider volumetric strains

in their formulation. In most cases, uniaxial creep test results are extended

to the general state of stress by using equivalent stress and strain relationships

from classical plasticity theory. Moreover, short term, high stress tests are

usually conducted and the results are extrapolated to prediet long term behavior.

Rahman (19SS) proposed a constitutive model for frozen soil which accounts

for the influence of the hydrostatic stress on creep behavior. As well, volume

changes were measured and their effect on creep behavior was assessed"

Singh and Mitchelt (1968) indicated that to be of practical use in providing

a general description of the creep characteristics of soils, a proposed model

must satisfy the foltowing criteria: (1) it must be applicable for a reasonable
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range of stresses; (2) it must describe the behavior of I range of soil types; and

(3) ¡t must contain parameters that are easily determined. In addition to Singh

and l\litchells criteria, the fundamental criterion of being applicable in the analysis

of field problems was suggested by Emery (19?1).

T."3 OB-TECTTVES AND SCOPE OF THE IT{VESTIGATTOI{

The present study is a continuation of the work of Rahman (1988). The general

purpose of the study was to assess the practicality and validity of the constitutive

model for frozen sand, proposed by Rahman. The specific objeetives of the study

were ås follows:

1. To carry out a relatively long-term plate-load creep test using a rigid circular

plate resting on the surface of the same frozen sand.

2. To carry out two relatively long-term pressuremeter creep tests in the same

frozen sand.

3. To analyze the plate-load and pressuremeter problems, based on the Rahman

constitutive model and to appraise the results" Speeifically, this included

the following three steps:

(a) the modification of an existing finite element computer program to

incorporate the creep constitutive relationsips;

(b) the application of the program in the analysis of each of the

above-mentioned experimental problems; and

(c) the comparison of the observed creep response and that predicted by

analysis.

Each test and the results are described separately in Chapters 2 and 3 of

the thesis. The analyses and subsequent predictions of creep are considered

in Chapter 4. Finally, Chapter 5 presents a discussion of results of the analyses

along with conclusions regarding the overali study.



2"1. - II{TRODUCTTO}{ - REVIEW OF PUBI.TSITED EXPERIME¡{TAT, D.å'"fA

PLÁ,TE-T,OA DING CREEP TEST: EXPER'IMEMTAL PROGRA ftT

Experimental information pertaining to the creep-deformation of frozen

soil under a loaded area is at present relatively scarce. Studies carried out in

the Soviet Union constitute the bulk of the currently available data on the

deformation of frozen soil and ice beneath modet and full-scale footings. In

the following, a general review is provided of the results of published data

concerning loading tests performed on frozen soil and ice. Discussion is limited

prÍmarily to test results and observations, due to a lack of similarity of objeetives

and methods in the experimental programs considered.

Vyalov (1959) reported the results of experimental investigations conducted

at the lgarka Permafrost Research Station, Academy of Sciences of the U.S.S.R-

In these studies, circular flat-faced punches of diameters 50,71 and 101 mm'

respectively, were pressed into large blocks of undisturbed frozen soils (loam,

sandy loam, sand). The average soil temperature was -0.4oC. Tests were carried

out at varying depths within the blocks under constant loads and also under loadings

which were increased in a stepwise manner. Additionat tests were performed

in-situ using circular plates 505 mm in diameter. In this case, a stiff, varved

clay containing a large number of ice lenses up to 50 mm thick, was investigated"

The temperature of the soil was -0.5oC.

Unfortunately, complete information regarding the rheological properties

of the soil tested was not provided in the report. However, observations concerning

the character of deformation of the soil provided a general understanding of

the physical phenomena occurring during such loading tests. According to Vyalov'

the mode of failure of frozen soil under a rigid plate is distinct from that of

CTTAPTER, 2
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unfrozen soil. Heaving of the soil surface, generally observed in stiff unfrozen

soils, was absent in a variety of frozen soil types subjected to both long and

short-term loading. A more apparent characteristic was the appearance of cracks

on the surface of the soil, directed radially from the axis of the plate. In addition,

as in unfrozen soils, a dense region or 'kernel' was formed immediately beneath

the base of the plate. The formation of Prandtl-type slip surfaces was not observed

in these experiments.

To study long-term settlement, Vyalov (tSZA, 19?9) also tested sandy

loam soils in the field over a period of 19 years, using 3 settlement plates having

a diameter 705 mm. The temperature of the soil at the level of the base of the

plates was between -0.1 and -0.50c. Loads were applied to the plates in

increments. The settlement of field plate No. 1 under an initial pressure of 1S0

kPa stabilized after 6 months. The total settlement was only ? mm. Fietd

plate No. 2, under pressures of 125 and 250 kPa, experienced settlements of

5.5 and 2l mm that stabilized after 46 and 16? days, respectively. Plate No.

3 was initially loaded for equal time increments of short duration (^ t = 48 hr.).

Under the final pressure increment, selected to approximate the long-term strength

of the soil, settlements of all three plates continued steadily. The settlement

stopped after 1? years, when the soil temperature was lowered as a result of

the removal of insulation. The shape of the settlement curves observed throughout

almost the entire testing period was nonlinear, emphasizing the uncertainty of

predicting long-term settlement of foundations in warm frozen soils, from the

results of short-term creep tests.

The creep data was represented in a form analogous to Schleicher's eguation

(Tsytovich, 19?6) for a circular foundation loaded at the surface of an elastic

half-space. In this case, the elastic modulus was regarded as a variabie influenced

by stress and time. Vyalov adopted a power relation to describe the dependence

of plate creep settlement on both time and pressure as:



s/d = Bpl/* tß ,

in which s is the plate settlement,

pressure, t is the elapsed time, and

experiments.

The values of parameters ffir ß and B in equation z.r for this

investigation, which represents the longest continuous test recond of this kind

published to date, are specified in Table 2"1. According to Vyalov, substitution

of the åverage values of these parameters into equation 2.7 then facilitates

estimation of the magnitude of settlement which can be expected for real

foundations on frozen soils of the investigated type.
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Q.I)

d is the plate diameter, p ís the applied

m, ß and B are parameters obtained from

Test Plate Number

TAEtr E 2"L - PARÁ,METERS OF EQITATION (2"1)
(ÅFTER VY.å,LOV, 19?8, 19?9)

1

2

3

Zaretskii (1972) proposed a linearfractional representation (i"e. a hyperbolic

type of dependence) of settlement on both stress and time to describe the

attenuating creep settlements of foundations in plastic frozen soils, for stresses

less than the long-term strength. However, experimental results reported concern

only the time-dependence of the plate settlement expressed as:

0.57

0.57

0.57

n.a.

0.1 6?

0.1 37

in which t is the time, and s- and T are material constants, for the case

of constant applied pressure. Table 2.2 presents values of T and attenuated

settlement, s- , for the experiments of Maksimov (196?) and Vyalov (igbg).

,,r"_l/m . yr_ß¡

S=S-

n.a.

3.98

5.58

T +t

1 0-3

1 0-3

e.2)
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AccordÍng to Zaretskii, the parameter T, which characterizes the intensity

of attenuation of setilementr m&V be expressed as:

where p* is the limiting long-term pressupe, po is the instantaneous timiting
pressure' and To is a creep parameter of the soil, independent of applied pressure.

with increase of load, the period of stabilization increases, and for p = p_

non-attenuated deformation is characterisitic. on the basis of the relation 2.8,

for any values of T corresponding to different degrees of loading, such as those

presented in Table 2.2, the critical pressure, p- , ñây be approximated.

TAtsLE 2"2 _ PAII,^ê.MEÍ'ERS OF EQUATTONü (2.2} FOR, THE EXPERTMENTS
oF MAKSIMOV (196?) Á,ND lfrÅLov (1959) e es REPoRTED
BY ZAR,ETSKII (19?2}

Po-P-r-ro- p-- P

Fine frozen sand 4900

atT=-0.5oC 4900

Gravelly soil 4900

atT=-0.5oC 4900

Banded Clay
atT=-o.socs 90

Area of Duration of Load
Plate
(cm2)

e3)

Experiment
(hr) (kglcm2¡

vyalov et al" (19?3) provided a qualitative assessment of the results of
plate bearing tests in ice. The experiments were eagied out in order to examine

the influence of applied loads, the size and depth of the plate, and the structure

and temperature of the ice investigated on the resulting setgement. Tests

involving rigid circular plates of diameter 32, 160 and J20 mm were conducted

1 680

2400

2400

4320

21 00

Parameter, S_(mm)

T(hr) Calc. Actual

4-8
8 - 12

20-30
30-40

0 - 13

151

482

163

254

37.5

17.8 15.5

34.4 30.0

4"4 4.3

12.7 12"s

lz.s 72.5
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at various depths within the ice. Several tests performed in ice at -2.3oC showed

similar deformation behavior and differed only values of the steady-state

settlement rate. The rate of settlement was found to decrease with depth of

the plate and to increase in approximate proportionality with the diameter of

the test plate. Representation of the deformation behavior observed in these

studies, as presented by the authors, incorporated a power law dependence on

stress and accounted for temperature effects through an approach suggested

by Voytkovskiy (1960). The influence of ice-structure on settlement rate was

assessed through tests conducted on both multiple-veined ground ice and artificial

ice, frozen in layers. The study indicated that within the stressed zone there

was a breakdown and refinement of crystals, accompanied by a decrease in size

of air bubbles and their concentration beyond the zone. The ice underwent a

redistribution of density resulting in the formation of a dense region or 'kernel'

beneath the plate.

Johnston and Ladanyi (1974a) described a test program conducted by the

Division of Building Research of the N.R.C.C. at Thompson and Gillam, Manitoba,

to evaluate the creep behavior and load capacity of 203, 254 and 381 mm diameter

plate anchors installed at various depths within permafrost. The soils investigated

were ice-rich stratified silts and clays" The average soil temperature was -0.3oC.

It can be expected that within certain limitations of deformation and depth of

embedment, the upward movement of a deep plate anehor would result in

displacement behavior similar to that which would occur if the same anchor

was pushed into the soil" All anchors were stage-loaded in increments of either

0.9 or 2.3 tonnes; each load increment being maintained until a constant rate

of displacement was obtained. The duration of application of a single load

increment ranged from 1to 18 hours. Most tests were completed in less than

40 hours" The anchor test results lead to general conclusions on the frozen soil

behavior similar to those expressed by Vyalov (1959) with regard to plate bearing
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tests. ln-situ examination revealed no failure surfaces but only a cone of frozen

soil solidly attached to the plate. The resulting disptacement-time curves were

represented by a linear expression in which the intercept and slope representing

the pseudo-instantaneous displacement and the steady-state displacement rate,

respectively, were fitted as hyperbolic functions of the applied net uplift pressure.

However, values of the corresponding parameters reported were influenced by

various factors, including anchor depth (silt content increased with depth at

the test site), anchor diameter, depth-to-diameter ratio, soil temperature and

degree of disturbance during installation.

Ladanyi and Johnston (19?4b) made use of the elastic analogue (Hoff,

1954) in the development of a solution which provides the rate of cavity expansion,

within a medium, under a constant internal pressure. A relationship between

the displacement of a deep circular footing and the expansion of a cylindrical

cavity was then obtained by equating the volume displacements of soil produced

in each case. The authors successfully employed the cavity expansion theory

in the analysis of the test results presented by Ladanyi and Johnston (1g?aa).

Ladanyi and Paquin (19?8) performed a series of laboratory deep plate

loading tests with 35.? mm diameter punches embedded in a saturated frozen

sand. The temperature of the sand was -6oC. Three tests were carried out at

depths of 152, 305 and 45? mm in a steel tank 600 mm in diameter and g00 mm

high" AII of the tests were stage-loaded, but the duration of the increments

and the loading sequence was different in each case. The main purpose of the

study was to investigate the effect of time, load and loading history on the

settlement rate" The time necessary to attain a steady-state rate in these tests

varied between 1 and 5 days, depending on the applied load. The instantaneous

settlement was negligible. The relationship between settlement rate at the end

of any stage and the applied pressure was expressed as a power law. In addition,

from results when the load in these tests was cycled in several stages, it was
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concluded that the settlement rate is influenced by both load and loading history,

but becomes praetically independent of the latter after the penetration resistance

of the soil has been fully mobilized. The authors further demonstrated that a

satisfactory prediction of settlement rates can be obtained by using a theory

based on the spherical cavity expansion creep model (Ladanyi and Johnston, lg?4b).

Triaxial tests carried out on frozen soil samples taken directly from the testing

tank provided the necessary soil properties to allow comparison between observed

behavior and theoretical predictions.

Sego and Morgenstern (1985) carried out a series of punch indentation

laboratory experiments in ice. The tests were performed using a constant

displacement rate press and a 19.05 mm diameter circular punch, on samples

of polycrystalline ice 100 mm in diameter. Ice temperatures in separate tests

ranged from about -0.8 to -1.0oC. The duration of each test was approximately

10 days. A typical plot of punch resistance versus time at a constant displacement

rate showed a definite peak resistance and asymptotic (post peak) resistance.

According to the authors, the decrease in punch resistance with increasing punch

penetration may be associated with a change in the size and orientation of the

ice crystals beneath the penetrating punch. In the low-stress zone of the sample,

little or no disturbance of the ice crystals occurred. A small-strain finite element

computer code was developed to study plane strain and axisymmetric loading

in a material whose creep behavior is governed by a flow law of the form of

Glen's law as generalized to multiaxial stress states by Ladanyi (1972)" Close

agreement was found in comparison of the experimental peak resistance data,

the results of an analysis using the cavity expansion model (Ladanyi and Johnson,

1974b), and the results of the finite element analysis for a penetrating punch

with depth-to-diameter ratio of 0 and 5. A flow law derived from the results

of uniaxial compression creep experiments was used in both the cavity expansion

and finite element analyses. Both the results of finite element analysis and
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experimental evidence suggested a lack of influence of depth of burial on punch

resistance, in conflict with the data presented by Vyatov et al. (19?3). The authors

. indicated that the discrepancy may have been due to the difference in magnitude

of the strain to which the ice was subjected in each investigation.

Sayles (1985) presented the results of creep settlement tests performed

on a concrete strip footing measuring 910 by 250 mm, founded on the surface

of ice-rich aeolian silt permafrost. The tests were carried out at an ambient

temperature of -2"0oC in the controlled environment of the U.S.A. C.R.R.E.L"

Permafrost Tunnel Facility neå.r Fox, Alaska. The tests involved the application

of four pressures, 0.193, 0.385, 0.5?9 and 0.??0 tt{Pa, for test periods of 500,

250 and 145 days, respectively. Between loadings, the footing was allowed to

rebound for at least 48 hours. The test results were reported as plots of footing

settlement versus time for each of the applied pressures, with the exception

of the 0.579 MPa test in which equipment failure produced inconsistent settlement

values. Reasonable agreement was found between measured settlement values

and those computed by different analytical methods that utitize results from

unconfined compression creep tests. These methods included a cavity expansion

model proposed by Ladanyi (1975), a thermodynamic creep model proposed by

Fish (1983), and a procedure suggested by Nixon (19?8) which utilizes influence

factors determined from non-linear finite element analyses.

Lunne and Eidsmoen (1988) recently published preliminary results of an

investigation involving long-term plate load tests on frozen Svea clay on Svalbard,

Nonway. The Svea clay is a marine clay with a salt content of about 35 g/9. and

with ice lenses up to 10 mm thick, oriented both horizontally and almost vertically.

Six steel plate footings, I m in diameter and 22 mm thick, were installed to depths

varying between 1"2 and 2"2 m. Maximum settlement rates coincided with

maximum temperatures recorded just below the plates, and settlements ceased

for all of the plates as the soil temperature decreased near the end of the first



year. Prior to testing, maximum settlement rates were predicted based on

parameters derived from laboratory ereep tests and a simple power law. The

shallowest plates (1.2 m depth) were subjected to applied vertical pressures of

52 kPa" The warmest soil temperature below these plates was -2.S to -3oC and

the corresponding maximum creep rates were 2 to 2"5 mm/month, which was

significantly less than the rate predicted based on l,aboratory tests. The deepest

plates (2.2 m depth) wene subjected to applied vertical pressures of 100 to 134

kPa. The warmest soil temperature below these plates was -4.5oC and the

corresponding maximum creeP rates were 1 to 4 mm/month, which was reasonably

close to predicted values.

To the writerrs knowledge, the aforementioned studies constitute the

only investigations reported in the literature where the creep behavior of frozen

soil has been examined through erperiments performed on model or full-scale

test plates, or footinç under both laboratory and field conditions"
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2.2 EQUXPft{EMr å}rÐ eflATERr.&LS

2"2.L T'est Facil,ity

The tests were conducted in a 2"5 m square pit, 2 m deep, made of

reinforced concrete, 200 mm thick. The walls and floor of the pit were insulated

with 200 mm and 100 mm thick blocks of rigid insulation placed respectively,

on the exterior and interior sides. Platecoil panels made of 14 gauge carbon

steel and measuring 737 mm by 2108 mm were installed separately along the

sides and base of the pit to provide two independent fllow networks. .{ 3 hp

air-cooled comPressor unit was used to circulate refrigerant through the panels.

Thermostatically controlled solenoid expansion valves permitted separate

temperature control of the side and bottom panels. Flowever, the system did
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not allow for simultaneous temperature control of both networks. The test pit

was housed in a 5 m square, 3 m high, walk-in type cold room refrigerated by

a 5 hp air-cooled compressor unit.

2"2"2 Soil Description - Placement and Freezing Frocedures

The soil used in this investigation was a uniform quartz-carbonate,

medium-grain sand identical to that tested in the study conducted by Rahman

(1988). A representative particle size distribution curve is shown in Figure 2.1.

The coefficient of uniformity of the sand is 2.0.

The soil was deposited in a loose saturated state to a thickness of 1.8

m within the test pit. A polyethylene liner, 0.5 mm thick, was used to separate

the sand from the platecoil panels in order to prevent adfreeze forces from acting

on the panels. A 100 mm layer of wet sand was initially placed at the bottom

of the pit. Four vertical strinç of thermocouples mounted on long wood stakes

were embedded in the soil at locations starting from the pit center and extending

to a wall panel. Thermocouples (type TNBS) were spaced at 200 mm intervals

along each string. A drawing indicating the relative locations of all thermocouples

within the test pit is presented in Figure 2.2. After installation of the

thermocouple strings, the sand layer at the bottom of the pit was frozen. The

procedure used to place the remainder of the sand is described as follows.

A rectangular tank 2"8 m by 0"7 m and 0"6 m high was constructed out

of sheet metal to be used for wetting the sand prior to its placement. The tank

was built with a metal divider at a distance of 0"4 m from one end in order to

ereate a reservoir. The bottom half of the divider was perforated so that water

could flow freely into and out of the reservoir. Uniformly graded stone having

a maximum size of 38 mm was placed in the bottom of the remainder of the

tank. A sand container 2.4 m long and 0.? m wide was constructed and set inside

the upper half of the tank so that it rested upon the surface of the stone layer.
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The base of the container was made of expanded steel having approximately

6 mm openings. A layer of air dry sand, about 150 mm thick, was placed in the

container. Water was subsequently pumped into the reservoir from which it

flowed through the stone layer and up into the sand. The sand was left in a

partially saturated state following drainage of the water to a level below the

bottom of the container. The container with the sand was then removed from

the tank and lowered into the pit, just below the surface of a 300 mm layer of

cold (0oC) water retained above the sand in place. The sand flowed out of the

container and was thus deposited by sedimentation. Openings were provided

in the bottom of the container through which the thermocouple strings passed

as the container was lowered and raised. Sand was placed to a depth of 1.8 m

in this manner, as was previously noted. The top surface of the sand was levelled

off manually, resulting in some disturbance within a thin upper layer of the soil.

The soil mass was then frozen unidirectionally upward by setting a

temperature of -30oC at the base panels, closing off the side panels, and

maintaining the ambient air temperature at 0oC. Since the sand had been cooled

to near freezing during its placement, it only took about 2 days to bring it to

temperature equal to or less than 0oC. Following a period of 16 days, the

temperature of the soil varied linearly from OoC at the top to -30oC at the base

of the pit. To attain the proposed test tempenature of -3oC, the base panels

were closed off while the side panel and air temperatures were set at -3oC. As

previously indicated, it was not possible to simultaneously circulate refrigerant

through both the side panel and bottom panel circuits at the same temperature

with the particular arrangement of a single eompressor and thermostatically

controlled expansion valves. A steady state temperature distribution with a

slight vertical gradient was achieved after a period of several weeks. Temperature

profiles are shown in Figure 2.3 for the following cases: immediately after sand

placement; 2 days after initiation of the freezing process (all temperatures at
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or below OoC); and during the initial stages of the test.

Unit weight and ice content profiles of the frozen soil were determined

by coring at the beginning of the test and subsequent to its completion. These

results are presented in Figure 2.4. The range of dry unit weights was 1S.2 to

16.2 kN/m3 . The range of total moisture contents was 20.b to ZS.8%. The

variation in water (ice) content near to the surface may be attributed to

sublimation and occasional watering of the surface, which was done to minimize

sublimation. No visible ice segregation was evidenced within the soil mass during

coring.

2"2.3 Plate - Load Test Instrumentation

A schematic representation of the test pit and plate-load test apparatus

is presented in Figure 2.4. The test set-up and instrumentation are also shown

in Figure 2.5.

The plate-load test was performed using a 50 mm thick, 300 mm diameter,

steel circular plate resting on the surface of the frozen soil. A second steel

plate, 50 mm thick was stacked on the test plate to ensure rigidity. Constant

loads (axial and eoncentric) were applied to the plate arrangement through a

hydraulic ram activated by means of a dead-weight loading system. plate

displacement was monito¡ed by means of a displacement transducer and

eorroborated by an independently attached dial gauge at a second location. The

displacement transducer installed was a linear variable differential transformer

(Hewlett Packard Model ?DCDT-500) with a displacement range of *12.? mm

and a maximum nonlinearity of t0.5% of full scale. The dial gauge allowed

displacement measurements to be read to within r0.005 mm. Both the

displacement transducer and dial gauge were mounted on separate stable,

non-magnetic bars fixed to the walls of the test pit.

Reaction for the applied loads was provided by a rigid structural steel

frame positioned over the test pit. The frame consisted of two beams (W460

-19-
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x 82)' approximately 2.6 m in length, which spanned the pit and were bolted to
smaller beams (w460 x 74), about 1.0 m in length at their ends. These members

were in turn fixed to four columns (w150 x 30) of 2.4 m height, anchored to the

floor near the corners of the pit. Two channels (cag0 x s0) of 2.5 m length were

fixed close to the top of the columns. An identical section, 3.1 m in length, from

which the loading apparatus was suspended, rested on these members and spanned

across the pit along one side. In the following, the specific loading arrangement

employed in this investigation is described.

A 35 kN double-acting hydrautic cylinder (RD-46) * was connected to

a channel spanning the pit. A large oil drum wâs suspended from the cylinder

plunger and steel punchings were placed within the bamel to provide dead-weight

as required. High pressure hose was attached to the pull-action cylinder port.

In this loading arrångement, dead-weight was used to pul the plunger

downward and thereby to create hydraulic pressure within the system. The high

pressure hose was connected to a 450 kN capacity single-acting cylinder (RCL-502)

mounted on the plate assemblage in the pit. Hydraulic pressure produced by

the dead-weight loading pushed this second cylinder plunger upward against the

reaction frame- Loads were transferred to the frame through a 200 kN capacity

column-type compression load eell, and an arrangement of structural steel

members comprising a 20 mm thick plate welded to a 1S0 mm square hollow

structural section, 0"4 m in length, in turn welded to a channel section (C310

x 45) connected to the frame with a bracket.

The loading system hydraulic circuit also included manual shut-off valves

(V-8) and needle valves (FFG 2003 T). This allowed for isolation of each system

component to permit oil to be bled from the circuit and to provide for jacking-up

* ENERPAC product designation
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of the hydraulic cylinder when it reached the end of its travel. This also permitted

relatively rapid apolication of a loading increment and allowed for sustained

loading in the case of a breakdown of a system component.

A microcomputer-based data aquisition system was used for continual

monitoring and periodic recording of load, deflection and temperature

measurements. The system comprised the following basic components: Fluke

Helios I Computer Front End with option assemblies - Thermocouple/DC Volt

Scanners (3)' Isothermal Input Connectors (3), and a High Performance A/D

Converter; RS-Z32-C direct connection with host computer; IBM-PC (compatible)

system with hard drive and printer for data storage and hard-copy data output.

The Front End executed commands received from the host computer, ran the

measurement control hardware and sent appropriate responses back to the host.

In this investigation, commands were issued through a computer program FLUKEH.

BAS written in BASIC with optional programs for graphical output written in

TURBO PASCAL. All connections between the Front End and the process to

be monitored were made through option assemblies. The Thermocouple/DC Volt

Scanner was a one micro volt, Z0-channel thermocouple and mr:Iti-voltage range

relay scanner. The Isothermal Input Connector routed a maximum of 20

thermocouple or voltage input channels to the scanner. The High Performance

A/D Converter provided high accuracy analog to digital conversion of scanner

input voltages (1? bit resolution).

Displacement transducer (LVDT) and load cell calibrations were performed

at the beginning and ehecked at the end of the test program. Re-calibration

of thermocouples following the completion of testing was not possible. All

calibration procedures were carried out within the cold room at the test

temperature.



2"3 TEST PROCEDT]RES

A multi-stage plate-loading test was performed. This test consisted of

the application of a constant load to the plate arrangement and measurement

of the displacement of the plate with time. The applied load was increased to

a new level when the rate of plate displacement approached zero. Four step

loadings were applied in this fashion, pnoducing mean eonstant pressures at the

base of the test plate of 0.880, 1.804,2.6?5 and 3.4J8 Mpa, which was the capacity

of the loading system.

Some difficulty was encountered in maintaining the load constant due

to friction in the hydraulic cylinder from which the dead-weight loading was

suspended. Several techniques were tried to rectify this situation, including

such means as wrapping the cylinder with heating coils and attaching mechanical

vibrators to the cylinder. It was found that the most effective means of

maintaining the load essentially constant was to periodically bleed off a small

quantity of oil from the system so as to cause some displacement of the cylinder

plunger and thereby reduce the static friction. This procedure was carried out

on a daily basis throughout the duration of the test program, but met with only

limited suceess- Complete alleviation of the problem in future investigations

may require custom modification to specific system components, or a reassessment

of methods used to develop hydraulic pressure within the system.

2"4, T'ES¡T R,ES{II,T'S

2"4"1, Test Data - Surnmary

The plate pressures, plate displacement, and the temperature of the soit

at the base of the plate are shown as a function of time in Figure 2.6, for the

entire investigation. For clarity, individual plots of applied pressure, soil

temperature, and plate displacement are displayed in Figures 2.7, z.g, and 2.9,

respectively. Plate displacement rates are also presented as a function of time

-24-
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in Figure 2.10.

A brief breakdown of the refrigeration system occurred during both the

second and third loading stages. In each case, the air temperature in the cold

room rose above freezing. There was an accompanying increase in soil

temperatures, particularly near the surface. Unfortunately, in the first instance

the data acquisition system also failed at the same time so that the temperature

changes in the soil were not recorded. In the second instance which was of slighily

longer duration, the load was removed and reapplied after the test temperature

of the soil was restored. As expected, the increase in soil temperatures resulted

in a sharp increase in plate displacement. However, in both instances after

temperature test conditions were re-established, the plate eontinued to deflect

at a rate which was essentially the same as the rate which preceded the

breakdowns. In the analysis of the results, the displacements that occurred as

the result of the breakdowns were omitted.

As previously indicated, the temperature distribution within the test pit

was characterized by a slight vertical gradient. Temperatures at depths of 200,

400 and 600 mm below the surface of the frozen soil mass are shown as a function

of time in Figure 2.11 for the entire investigation. Average values of the soil

temperature measured over the duration of the test at 200, 400 and 600 mm

depths were -3.32, -3.15, and -2.99oC, respectively.

The plate displacement attenuated under each load increment. For higher

applied loads, longer time intervals were necessary to complete attenuation.

The total test duration was approximately one year. The total displacement

of the plate, discounting the displacement associated with a breakdown of the

refrigeration system, was 12.3 mm. Removal of the load at the conclusion of

the test resulted in a total rebound of 0.97 mm, including 0.13 mm of instantaneous

rebound and 0.84 mm of time-dependent rebound.

-30-
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2"4"2 Test Data - Interpretation

Ideally, to examine both stress level and time effects on the creep behavior

of frozen soil, separate plate-load tests should be performed at each stress level.

However, this was considered to be impractical beeause of the high cost and

time required to prePare each test. That is to say, the frozen soil in the test
pit would have to be thawed, removed, replaced, and refrozen so that the soil

conditions at the beginning of each test would be the same. Instead, it was decided

to conduct a multi-stage test and to represent the resulting data as a series of
equivalent single-stage test results in analyzing the dependence of creep on both

stress and time.

A separate plate displacement-time curve was generated for each of the

four plate loads by superposition (Figure 2.1Ð. It was assumed that the total
displacement under each new total load, at a given elapsed time, was equal to

the sum of the displacements that had occurred under all loads, up to and including

the load in question, within that same time interval. However, in general, the

displacement resutting from an increment in stress in a multi-stage test is less

than the displacement set-up by a constant stress of the s&me magnitude apptied

over the same period. Studies by vyalov and Pekarskaya (1968) and pekarskaya

(19?3) indicated that this is due to the strain-hardening of soil at a previous loading

stage. Therefore, it can be expected that displacement-time relationships

developed in the above-stated manner may lack coincidence with single-stage

test results. However, performing separate single-stage tests is not always a

practical alternative.

The hypothetical instantaneous deformation (measured at t = 1 minute)

represented, on average' less than one percent of the total deformation under

a given stress increment. Results, as considered subsequently and presented

in Figure 2.12, depict only the time-dependent (creep) response.

The creep displacement-time eurves are typical of hard-frozen soils

-32-
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subjected to stresses below their long-term strength. The displacement attenuated
.,-J^- ^ìt ^f rL^ ---l: ^ r 

-------- - -iiiiuer ¿iii oi rne apprieo pressures. Piate c¡lspiacemeni rates, <ietermined as slopes

of the displacement-time curves, are shown plotted against time in Figure 2.1J.

The rates decreased with time, tending to zero as a limit. A range of time for

which rates of deformation were approximately zero was selected for each

pressure. These ranges are shown plotted against applied pressure in Figure

2"14. The time to complete attenuation increased approximately linearly with

pressure.

The effects of stress and time on the creep deformation (at constant

temperature) are commonly expressed by two mutually independent functions.

Since the type of function is selected phenomenologically, several expressions

have been suggested by different authors to describe the time dependence of

the creep response. Some of the more eommon nelations were employed in

consideration of their relative effectiveness in representation of the experimental

data. Test of fit was assessed by linear regression analysis. A linear-fractional

representation (i.e. a hyperbolic type of dependence) of plate displacement on

time was found to provide the most satisfactory representation of the experimental

data. In addition, the nature of this mathematical form is consistent with the

conditions of an attenuating creep (i.e. displacement rates tend to zero with

time and the displacement itself tends to a certain finite value with time).

Isochrones representing the non-linear stress-displacement relation were

examined in a similar manner. It should be recognized that each curve comprised

only four data points, corresponding to respective applied pressure increments.

The stress dependence of the ereep displacement was best described by a power

law. The experimental data was, therefore, most adequately expressed by a

relation having the form:

in which ycr is the creep displacement,

ycr = o" { bt/(c+t)} ,

and o is the stress applied to the frozen

(2.4)
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soil by the plate. The three parameters of equation (2.4) as determined for this

investigation (for units of displacement in mm, stress in MPa, and time in minutes)

are:

a = 2.13

þ = o.ggb Mpa-2'13 mm

and c = 9542min.

Statistical indices which describe the quality of fit achieved using the above-stated

values of the parameters are presented in Table 2.3. Curves described by equation

2.4 are shown in Figure 2.12 along with the actual data points. The development

of the cneep response in stress-displacement-time space as expressed by equation

2.4 is also shown in Figure 2.15. Equation 2.4 provides good representation of

the experimental data for the three highest applied pressures. However, for

the lowest applied pressure (0.88 MPa), the equation overestimates the creep

displacement. The results shoutd be considered to be applicable only within the

range of stresses investigated.

The creep rates, ic' shown in Figure 2.13, may be expressed as:

yc. =oa.{cb/(c+t)2} ,

in accordance with equation 2.4. Curves described by equation 2.5 are also shown

in Figure 2.13 along with the actual data points.

The creep data presented in Figure 2.12 was used in the examination of

creep effects on the modulus of subgrade reaction of the frozen sand. A plot

of the modulus of subgrade reaction versus time is given in Figure 2.16. According

to the plot, for a given time, the modulus decreased with an inerease in pressure,

and for a given pressure, the modulus decreased with time. The modulus decreased

very rapidly initially and then tended toward a constant lower-bound value with

time. The substantial variation in the modulus with time and pressure is further

illustrated in Figure 2.17 where values are shown plotted against pressure for

(2.5)
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an elapsed time of one hour and for comptete attenuation. The short term (one

hour) values decreased from about 24.4 GN/m3 at a pressure of 0.88 MPa to

approximately 6.0 GN/m3 at a pressure of 3.4 MPa, illustrating the dependence

of the modulus on pressure.

The effect of time was also very significant, particularly at low pressures"

For example, at å pressure of 0.88 MPa, the modulus corresponding to one hour

of elapsed time was 24.4 GN/m3 and decreased to a lower limiting value of

approximately 2"7 GN/ra3 as the result of creep. The difference between

short-term and attenuated values of the modulus decreased with an increase

in pressure.

TABLE 2"3 PRECISION IIdDTCES (COEFFTCTEMT OF DETERMINATION,
12AND coEFFIcTENT oF vARI^aTIold, v) oF TIIE
APPROXIMATIOI{ (2.4} (BASED OI{ DAT^å, POMTS AT STX

HOUR IN'TERVALS}

Applied Pressure (MPa)
(Average)

0.88 0

1.804

2.675

3"438

lndices of Precision

v(%)

1.10

0"25

0.08

0.05

p2

0.?0

0.965

0.990

0.995
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PR,ESSUREMETER. CREEP TESTTNG: EXPERJMEMTÁ,L PR,OGRAM

3"1. INTRODUCTIOB{ - REVIEW OF PUBI.IST{ED EXPER.TMEMTAL DAT'A

The pressuremeter, introduced initially to the field of frozen soil mechanics

in the early 1970's (Ladanyi and Johnston, lg?3) (Zaretskiy and Fish,19?3), has

since been used with reasonable success in several investigations of both frozen

soil and ice. Most of these studies were designed to improve the understanding

of the pressuremeter testing method as a tool for the evaluation of rheological

properties of frozen materials in-situ. In addition, in recent investigations,

pressuremeter tests were camied out in confined thick cylinders of both frozen

soil and ice under controlled laboratory conditions. The following is a review

of published creep data from pressuremeter testing programs conducted to date.

Ladanyi and Johnston (1973) carried out a field testing prog?am at a

permafrost site in Thompson, Manitoba. Tests were conducted using a Ménard

pressuremeter (type G) in a warm (-O.t to -0.3oC), ice-rich, frozen varved clay.

Both single and multi-stage (15 minute increment) tests wene performed. The

primary creep response was described by a power law, having the form:

CT{APTER.3

-42-

in which . (c) is the creep strain; t is the time; and K, a, and b are

temperature-dependent material constants. According to Ladanyi and Johnston,

the ereep data obtained in a pressuremeter test can be generalized using the

solution to the problem of stationary creep of a cylindrical cavity of infinite

length, under internal pressure, located in an infinite medium. In order to process

the pressuremeter creep data, the only relationship required from the solution

relates the creep cavity-expansion rate with the applied internal pressure. The

,(c) - Ksatb, (b<1) , (3.1)
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suthors Present I Procedure' based on this relationship, for the evaluation of

the creep modulus o" (conresponding to the strain rate é.) and the two creep

. exponents b and a. These parametens may then be substituted into an equation

of the form:

where the subscript e denotes the von Mises equivalent stress and strain.

Equation 3.2 then provides a general creep relationship. To apply the procedure,

two conditions are necessary: (1) creep curves should linearize in a log-log plot;

and (2) creep curves for different pressures should be parallel to each other.

Values of the creeP parameters b, a and o" as deduced from six tests (apptied

cavity pressures between 0.6 and 1.? MPa) were given as:0.4 to 0.6?;0.9 to 2.?;

and 0.45 to 2.4 MPa (for ê. = l0-5 min-l¡, ,op""tivery. However, Ladanyi

and Johnston indicated that the creep curves presented in a logarithmic plot

were distinctly nonlinear. Moreover, such 'creep lines' for different applied

pressures were frequently not parallel. Single-stage test results linearized better

than multi-stage tests results and in both cases the fcreep lines' for different

applied pressures showed a tendency to become parallel after l5 minutes.

Zaretskiy and Fish (1973) conducted creep tests in glacier ice using a

D-76 pressuremeter designed by the Scientific Research Institute of Foundations

and Underground Structures (NIIOSP) of the Soviet Union" Both single- and

multi-tage tests were performed. The former were carried out at pressures

of 0.3' 1.2' 1,.5, and 1"8 MPa, in separate boreholes. Farameters as evaluated

from the single-stage tests wece substituted into a generalized relation based

on the ageing theory of creep, written as follows:

,j"' = {ä" / u)b (ou / o")t,o , (3.2)

T-(o" - oe(-¡)utÀn

in which: å, l, B and T are parametersioe( - )

(c)
gg 

=

&r
B oe t^

is the

(3" 3)

limiting stress (shear



strength); and n is a function, equal to zero when o.i de( _ ¡ and to unity

otherwise. Cneep parameters, derived from the single-stage test data, were

rePorted as: a = 1.4; À = 0.4?; and B/T = ?.9 x t0-5 nnpa-l'4 min-0'4?. According

to Zaretskiy and Fish, the analysis was ¡lca extended to consider multi_stage

tests. In addition, the researchers indicated that the creep parameters for ice,

determined by pressuremeter tests, agreed closety with values obtained from

Laboratory uniaxiat creep tests"

Rowely et al. (19?5) presented the results of pressuremeter creep tests

carried out in conjunction with a lateral load pile test program at Inuvik, N.W.T.

Pressuremeter creep tests were performed with a Ménard pressuremeter. The

soil was an ice-rich clayey silt permafrost. The average temperature of the

soil was -1"6oC" Altogether, four tests were conducted, including three multi-stage

tests (15 minutes per stage) and one single-stage test of lO-hour duration. The

basic creep parameters b, a, arìd o" of equation 3.2 were determined from the

test data, following the procedure suggested by Ladanyi and Johnston (19?g).

The range of each paremeter was as follows: b = 0.gs to 0.g?; a = 3.00 to 3.g9;

and oc = 0.30 to 0.32 MPa (for åc = tO-S min-l).

Ladanyi 8nd Saint-Pierre (19?8) carried out a series of pressuremeter

creep tests uing a Ménard pressuremeter (type G) within a seasonal Arctic sea

ice eover at fgloolik, ¡{"w.T. The ice temperature et the level of most of the

tests (i"e. at about 50 cm below the ice surface) was about -doC. Crystallographic

analysis of thin sections of ice indicated that the ice was columnar-grained of

52 type. In total, 10 creep tests were performed, of which 6 were multi-stage

tests and 4 were relatively lonryterm single-stage tests. In test No. l.B, the length

of each stage was 30 minutes, while a lS-minute per stage procedure was used

for all other multi-stage tests. Single-stage test durations ranged from ?S minutes

uP to a maximum of ?20 minutes. General test information and creep parametens

br år and oc 8re shown in Table 3.1. The time exponent b showed an increase

-44 -
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with increasing Pressure from about 0.22 to 1.00, the Latter value corresponding

to steady state creeP" There was nlso a tendency for b to decrease with time.

In the evaluation of parameters a and oc, an &verage value of b (valid for 15

minutes end a high stress range) was adopted for each test. These &verage b

values were found to remain approximately within the range of 0.6 to 1.0, with

an overnll average value of 0"822. There was much less variation in the value

of the stress e&onent a which remained close to a value of 2"1. However,

according to the &uthors, because of the variation of b with time and stress

level, the value of a was also influenced by the two conditions, and may be

expected to increase up to 3 or more for longer times and higher stress

levels"

TÅBT,E 3.1 T,ADA}SYI A¡qD SA.TWT PrER,RS (19?8} - A,BUÏ.T'S
OF PRESSUREMSTEN, CREEP TEStr PN,OGRåEã ÅT
IGLOOLIK' ¡€.W.T" (åc = tfS min-l)

Maxinr¡m Tine
Test ldo. ,{ppl,ied Pressr¡re per Stage

¡tæa) (Min)

3
4
5
6
7
o
c'

l2
13
14
T7
l8
?0
22

5.445
0.996-2 

" 989
3.475

0.995-2 .9E7
x .494
I .9sl

I .193-2 " 3E8
0"933-2.188
0 " 933-2 .388
0"994-2"189

I .993
x"59s
2.479

15
t5
t5
15

720
7S

1s
30
15
l5

L20
300
20

b
(Average at

15 Mi¡r)

0 .941
0.933
I .000
0"713
0.620
0. 769
0.745
0. 706
0. 805
0.882
0. 828
0.740
1.000

1"540

4"010

e.izs
?"048
2"054
2.145

Oç

1læa)

o. io¿

0.494

o. ãse
0.634
0 " 3?1,
0.184
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Ladanyi (1982) presented the results of a fietd study carried out for the

National Research Council of Canada at a permafrost site near Inuvik, N.W.T.

Tests were conducted with conventional Mehard pressuremeter equipment within

ice-saturated clayey silt soils having ice contents of between 50 and 100 percent

by weight. The soil temperatures ranged from -1.50 to -2.40oC. A total of four

multi-stage tests, three with 15-minute increments and one with 6(Þminute

increments, and seven relatively lonçterm single-stage pressuremeter creep

tests were performed at the site. Test results, given es creep parameters b,

a and oc of the general expression 3.2, are presented in Table 3.2. According

to Ladanyi, two inconsistencies with theory were encountered in processing of

the multi-stage test data. Firstly, as was noted by Ladanyi and Johnston (lg?3),

creeP curves plotted in logarithmic coordinates did not properly linearize. Rather,

in most cases' the slope increased initially, then remained constant over an

interval, and finally decreased slightly, especially at low pressures. Secondly,

the value of the exponent b showed a definite tendency to increase with pressure.

tn the evaluation of parameters a and ocr an average value of b was adopted"

In the solution of practical problems, the use of separate average values for

the three creeP parameters for low, middle, and high stress ranges, respectively,

was suggested. [n contrast with multi-stage results, the rcreep lines' developed

from single{tage tests had a constant slope after about 15 minutes.

Ladanyi and Eckardt (1983) carried out a series of pressuremeter creep

tests under controlled laboratory conditions, at -2.SoC, in confined, Iarge diameter

cylinders of frozen sand" The tests were performed with a Ménard pressuremeter

(type GC). The cylindricat samples of frozen sand were 500 mm in diameter

and 455 mm long. Lateral confinement of a sample was supplied by air-fitled

rubber cushions placed between the sample and the rigid steel tank wall. Eight

multi-stage tests (30 minutes per stage) and seven relatively long-term (maximum

10 days) single-stage tests were conducted. The tests were performed at confining



TAEg"E 3"9 T"ADAWYI (1982} - R6UIñ¡ OF PR,ES¡UR,EEflETER,

CREEP TEtr pBocR.åM 
^eT I$UVIK, N"W.T.

( åe = tO-5 m¡n-l)

Depth Soil
Teup.(n) ("c)

2.18 -2.25
2.26 -2.40
2.10 -2.20
1..78 -1.90
2.s0 -2.50
I .98 -2 .05
2.02 -2. 10
1"78 -1.85
1.90 -2.00
1.90 -2.00
2. t0 -2.20

Applied
Pressure

(MPa)

0.58
2"48
1.98
1.4E
0.98

0. 75-2.35
0.95-2.9s
0 . 95-2 .45

0.9s
1 .95-2.45
0.95-2.85

Max. Tine
per Stage

(Min)

pressures of 0"1, 0.2, and 0.3 MPa. Creep parameter determination from test

data followed the procedures of Ladanyi and Johnston (lgZ3), but with modification

to account for differences between field and laboratory testing. Parameters

b, å, and oe were evaluated from multi-stage tests for pressures exceeding 2

MPa" The average values and their ranges were b = 0"80 (0"?2 to 0.84), a = 2"40

(1.80 to 3.60), and oq = 1.23 MPa (0.82 to 2.00) at åc = 10-5 min-l. It was

suggested that pseudo-instantaneous (1 minute) strains be subtracted from the

measured values prior to any interpretation of the test data" .{ccording to Ladanyi

and Eckardt, two distinct regions of creep behavior were then clearly spparents

one st low stresses, in which b increased noticeably with stress, &nd another

st high stresses? where b remained practically constant" The variation of

eryonent b with pressure was further evidenced in long-term single*tage test

results. The authors indicated that the pressure-dependence of b could be

described on &verage by b = 0.45 p0"5, with an upper bound of b = 0.sz p0"4 and

a lower bound of b = 0.38 p0'6, valid for stresses between 0.8 and 5.0 MPa.

Shietds et al" (1985) and Fensury (1986) described the results of I laboratory

test program designed tó åssess the reliability of the use of short-term multi{tage

900
240
t50

13 10
1320

15
t5
ó0

1590
60-75

15

0.200
0.549
0.564
0.434
0.486

0.523-r.00 0.746
0.609-0.967 0.786
0.568-0.895 0.688
. 0.377

0.591-0.729
0.383-0.846 0.780

-47 -

b

(Average)

oc

(MPa)

2 .430 0. S51
2.ó55 0.431
2.370 0.734

z.ait o.i¿e
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pressuremeter creeP tests to predict relatively long-term creep behavior. Tests

wece performed using an Oyo Elastmeter 100 pressuremeter, in thick cylinders

of frozen sånd, within a thin-walled steel tank. The temper&ture of the sand

was -3oc' Two multi-stage (45 minutes per stage) pressuremeter creep tests

were conducted" Basic creeP parameters b, a, and oc were evaluated from the

test results in accordance with the procedures of Ladanyi and Eckardt (lggg).

These values (or their ranges) were b = 0.43g to 0.9s1 r a = l.?0, and oc = 1.23

MPa for Test L and b = 0"211 to 0.gll., a = 1.0? and o" = l.Jg Mpa for Test

e (åc = 10-5 min-l in both cases). Four relatively long-term (maximum 20 days)

single-stage Pressuremeter creep tests were subsequently conducted. The

previously derived parameters were used to predict the long-term creep. Good

agreement was obtained only for the test with the highest applied pressure (4

MPa) and the shortest time duration (1?0 minutes). In aü other cases the

comparison was very Poor, indicating that the method of determining the creep

response was not reliable.

Shields et al" (1988a,b) presented the results of a series of single-stage

pressuremeter creeP tests conducted in targe laboratory-prepared samples of
polycrystalline freshwater ice, at -zoC. This work represented a portion of a

larger program (Kjartanson, 19g6) which had two objectives: (1) to investigate

the validity of two theories which have been proposed to model the creep

deformation of ice: power law theory (Ladanyi and Johnston, lg?3) and a modified

second-order fluid model (Man et al., 1985h and (2) to examine the influence

of loading history through the analysis of both single- and multi-stage test results.

Eight single-stage tests were carried out in thick cylinders of ice using an Oyo

Elastmeter 100 pressuremeter. The ice was contained in a steel tankr gg0 mm

in diameter and 800 mm high, which provided semi-rigid bottom and lateral

boundaries and no top constraint. In the analysis of primary creep, the authors

employed a procedure suggested by Murat et al. (1986) to account for the effect
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of stress redistribution on creep parameters. Equation 3.2 was written in the

foUowing form:

Parameters K, a, and b of egr¡ation 3"4 are given in Table 3"3. Reasonably good

agreement was found in a comparison of these parameters with those derived

in constant stress uniaxial compression tests on polycrystalline ice.

TAELE 3.3 SIIIELffi m. AL. (1988e,b) - pR^IM.&Ry CREEP
PAR,AMETERS OF POLYCRYSTALLINE TCE
(T = - ZoC)

,(c) - K o" tbee

Pressure (MPa)

Average

Creep exponent

Creep constant

I .00
1.25
1 .50
I.75
2 .00
2.25
2.50

The autho¡s ¡lss examined the data in the context of secondary creep"

Kjartanson et al. (1988a) suggested using Glen's flow law, generalized to multiaxial

states of stress by Nye (1957)" To simply describe the minimum circumferential

strain rates observed in a series of pressuremeter tests at different plessures,

Glen's creep equation may be written as:

å^ . = BDh " (g.s)
emln

in which B and n are material coefficients and the far-field pressure is ignored"

Based on the results of the eight pressuremeter tests performed: B = 2.3 x t0-6

MPa-3'76 min-1 and n = 3.?6. Again, relatively good agreement was obtained

(3.4)

b

a

K

0.638 (ignoring b = 0.501 above)

2.4?

?.0 x t0-5 MPa-2"47 mn-0.64

0.501
0.644
0.601
0.647
0.669
0.642
0.629
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in comparing these values with parameters derived from constant stress uniaxial

compression tests on polycrystalline ice, following correction to account for

differences in stress state between the two types of test.

Shields et al. (1988c) carried out pressuremeter tests of e spray ice island

(Mars Istand) constructed by AI{OCO off the north eoast of Alaska. The tests

were performed using two Oyo Elastmeter 1.00 pressuremeters. All tests were

run at relatively low pressures and for a relatively short period of time, and

as such none attained tertiary creep. The results of sixteen tests are presented

in Table 3"4" As can be seen from the table, ice temperatures varied considerably

from test to test. The table lists the apparent secondary creep rates, which

were measured toward the end of the tests and the equivalent values computed

for a reference temperature of -10oC. Primary creep was represented by an

equation of the form 3.1 in which, for tests conducted within the range -2 to

-3oc: a= 1.83;average b= 0.62;and K =2xl0-8 Kpa-1'83 mn-0'62. Th"authors

demonstrated that it was possible to correlate the creep behavior of the spray

ice as interpreted from the pressuremeter tests with the creep behavior interpreted

from island settlement records"

Taþle 3"5 provides a summary of the ranges of the creep parameters of

equation 3"2 evaluated from pressuremeter creep tests in several of the

afore mentioned investi gations.



Depth lce
Teøperature

TAtsT"E 3.4 SETIELDS ET AT," (1988C} - CREEP DAT'A F&O&{

PRffiSTT'BEE{Ë"TER TESTS TN SPBAY ¡CE

(m)

2.58
2.58
3.25
3.25
4.60
6.01
7.89
7.89
7"89
7. 89
a "44
0 "44
3.35
4.62
3.39
4.61

( "c)

-r0.7
-10.7
-11 .3
-11 .3
-9. 4
-6. I
-2.8
-2.8
-2. I
-2.8

-22 "4
-22 "4
-10.4
-6.1.
-8.9
-8. 3

^9P's
(kPa) (10-t Mr-I)

270
470
115
185
160
105
130
3t0
485
6s0
832

1.10s
150
10s

91.

195

4.02
30. I

2.65
3 .88
2.58
1"ó6
8.9s

104.5
263
694
62. s

115 .4
2 .00
¡..s5
0.97

14.6

å3t - ro'c)

(10-6 m-r)
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4.42
33.2
3.20
4.70
2 "40
I .08
3"10

36.0
91
240
367
678
2.10
l. .00
0. 87

L2"3

Test
Dr¡ration

(Hrs)

0.60
0.82

0. 78

o. io
0"53
0.76

0. 82
0.70
0.36
0.38

0"34

24
4

)7
24
23
?4
L2

2
2
2
2

1.5
1 1.8

Lt9
t0
I
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T'AEr,E 3"5 PAR.åMFrERS OF EQUATION 3.2 AS REPORTED FA,OM

VAR.IOUS PR,ESUR,EME"TER, C REEP T6T PROGRA&{S

Investigator
(year)

Ladanyi and
Johnston
( re73)

Rowely et al.
(1s7s)

Material

Ladanyi and
Saint-Pierre
(re78)

I ce-rich
va:rred clay

Ladanyi
(1982)

TemperaÈure

(.c)

Ice-rich
clayey silt

Ladanyi and
Eckardt (1983)

Sea ice; col-
unnar grained
of 52 type

-0.1 to
-0. 3

Fensury (f986)

Kjartanson
(rs86)

Ice-rich
clayey silt

-1"6

0.4-0.67 0.8 - 2.7 0.45-2.4

Shietds et al"
(1s88c)

Sand

-4.0

0.85-0.87 3.00-3.89 0.30-0.32

Sand

o"(MPa)
(for e" =

-q - I
10 -nin ')

Polycrystal,l ine -2 .0
freshwater ice

-1.5 to
-2.4

0.6-1.0
(Average)

Spray ice

-2.5

0.69-0.78 2.37-2.84 0.43-0"73
(Average)

1.54-4.01 0.10-0.63

- 3.0

0"72-0.u 1.80-3.60 0.82-2.0

0.21-0.95 1.07-1.70 1.23-1.39

-2.0 to 0.62
-3. 0

0.50-0.67 2.47

1. 83



3"2 EQ{nPMEMT AND M^åTERIALS

The pressuremeter tests were carried out in the same test facility and

the same material that was investigated in the plate-load test program. The

Pressuremeter tests were conducted subsequent to the completion of the plate-load

investigation.

3.2.1 Fressuremeter Test Imtn¡mer¿tation

The pressuremeter used in this investigation was the Oyo Elastmeter 100

pressuremeter. This pressuremeter measured changes in the radius of the borehole

directly through a caliper arm - LVDT system. The pressure for expanding the

probe was supplied by compressed nitrogen gas" The use of pressurized gas

removed some of the difficulties associated with low temperature testing.

Experience with the Oyo Elastmeter 100 pressuremeter at the University of

Manitoba (Fensury, 1985; Kjartanson, 1986; Shields et al., 1988c) demonstrated

that the caliper arm measuring system was robust and very accurate at low test

temperatures and for long testing periods, under both laboratory and field

conditions.

The Oyo Elastmeter 100 pressuremeter equipment used in the present

investigation consisted of the probe, a regulated supply of dry nitrogen gs, a

caliper arm-LVDT digital indicator, a pressure gauge, a pressure transducer,

and a data acquisition system. A schematic of the test pit and pressuremeter

testing apparatus is presented in Figure 3.1" The test set-up and instrumentation

are also shown in Figune 3.2"

The probe consisted of a steel cylindrical core, over which a 4 mm thick

rubber membrane sleeve was fitted. The rubber membrane was rated for applied

pressures of up to 3 MPa. The membrane had an outside diameter of 70 mm

in its unstressed condition and an effective length of 390 mm, giving a length

-53-
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to diameter ratio of 5.6. The caliper arm-LVDT system measured the change

in radius of the inside of the rubber membrane, at its center. Calibrations,

considered in the following section, were carried out to account for the change

in thickness of the membrane with pressure, time, and temperature, to compute

its outside diameter, that is, the borehole radius.

The pressure used to inflate the probe was controlled with a Tescom 44

- 1100 series regulator. These regulators provided good setting sensitivity and

limited pressure drift to within t10 KPa over 12 hour time periods (Kjartanson,

I 986).

Measured test variables included probe radius, applied pressure, and soil

temperatures near to the probe. Output from the pressuremeter displacement

transducer was conditioned and displayed in a portable digital indicator which

provided an analog output to the data acquisition system. Applied gas pressures

were monitored by both a pressure gauge and a pressure transducer (Dynisco

Model PT3?0DHF - 7 MPa). The rated accuracy of this transducer, including

nonlinearity, hysteresis, and repeatability, was within L0.25% of the full scale

output. Pressure transducer calibrations were canried out at the beginning and

checked at the end of the test program. Frozen soil temperatures were measured

with the same thermocouple arrangement as was used in the plate-load test

program. As well, the same microcomputer-based data acquisition system was

employed for continual monitoring and periodic recording of probe radius, applied

pressure, and soil temperatures.

3.2"2 Fressuremeter Calibration

Pressuremeter calibrations were carried out both before and after each

test. The procedures fotlowed were those developed by Kjartanson (fgA0) for

relatively long-term creep tests. Ail of the calibrations were carried out in

the cold room at the proposed test temperature.
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According to Kjartanson (1986), modifications to the manufacturerrs

suggested calibration methods were necessary to account for long-term and low

temperature tests. The recommended procedures to determine the corrected

values of borehole radius and pressure may be grouped into three categories:

1. calibration of the caliper arm-LVDT system,

2. calibration for membrane thickness, and

3. calibration for membrane resistance.

Details of the calibration procedures and results are provided in Appendix A.

3"3 TEST PR,OCEDT'RE"S

As indicated previously, two pressuremeter creep tests were carried out.

Test Nos. 1 and 2 were conducted at different locations within the test pit.

Prior to running each test, a borehole was drilled with minimum mechanical

and thermal disturbance of frozen soil. A modified CRREL-type core barrel,

fabricated at the University of Manitoba, was used for this purpose. The core

barrel drilled a ?? mm diameter borehole and produced core samples which were

43 mm in diameter. The core barrel was driven by a variable speed electric

drill and was rotated at approximately 60 revolutions per minute. Continuous

samples of core were recovered for determining unit weight and ice content,

and for visual inspection. As indicated in Section 2.2.2, the range of dry unit

weights was 15.2 to 16.2 kN/m3 and the range of total moisture contents was

20.5 to 23"8%" The specific results are given in Table 3.6. The ratio of the

diameter of the borehole to the diameter of the uninflated pressuremeter probe

was 1"08 for Test No. 1 and 1.0? for Test No. 2. According to Briaud and Gambin

(1983), an acceptable borehole should have a ratio between 1.0J and 1.20.

A polyethelene sheet was placed on the soil surface to minimize sublimation.

Fiberglass insr:lation sheets were placed on the polyethelene, as shown in Figure

3.1.



TABÍ,8 3.6 ÐR,Y I'ß{TT WEIG¡TT A$D ICE COMTEMT OF FROZEI{ S^A,ND

TESTIIOLE fl RESULTS

Depth Below Sand Surface
( ¡n¡n)

90
240
380
510
650
830

TESTTIOLE #2 RESULTS

Dry Llnit Weight

(t¡¡ r-3 )

100
290
470
670
890

11 10
1300

15 .4
15 .8
L5 .7
16. 1

ls. I
ls .8

t5 .2
t6.2
16.0
ls .7
15 .9
15 .9
15 .9

The boreholes were situated on either side of the plate-test location. The

distance from each borehole to the platetest location was about 0.5 m. Each

was drilled to a different depth" For Test No. 1, the probe was seated at the

bottom of the shnllower borehole. The depth to the center of the probe was

approximately 550 mm. For Test No" 2, the probe was seated at the bottom

of the deeper borehole" The depth to the center of the probe was approximately

1050 mm.

Multi-stage pressuremeter creep tests were performed" The procedure

involved the application of the desired pressure to the probe an¿ tfre monitoring

of changes in borehole radius over time. To start the test, the membrane was

first inflated until it came into contact with the cavity wall" This took about

30 seconds and ensured that the probe wes properly seated within the hole" The

pressure was then rapidly increased to the proposed, first stage, test pressure.
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Moisture Content

(%)

23.7
2L.6
2L.L
20.9
2I.s
2L.6

24
20 .5
21 .5
23.7
22.8
23.2
22.8
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As creep occurred, the probe pressure was adjusted, in accordance with the

calibrations, to maintain a constant cavity pressure. After complete attenuation

.of deformation, the applied pressure was increased to a new level. The pressure

increase was usually completed in less than 1 minute.

Pressure increments of similar magnitude to the plate-load test pressures,

were applied in both of the pressuremeter tests. In Test No. 1, the mean applied

cavity pressures were 0.86,1.?7r 2.83, and 3.4? Mpa. In Test No. 2, the mean

applied cavity pressures were 0.85, 1.?g, and 2.?g Mpa.

3.4 TEST R,ESULTS

3"4.L Test Data - Summary

The applied cavity pressures, borehole radius, and the temperature of

the soil at the depth of the probe are shown as a function of time in Figure 8.3,

for Test No. 1. The same information is given for Test No. 2, in Figure 3.4. For

clarity, individual plots of applied pressure, soil temperature, and borehole radius

are displayed in Figures 3.5, 3.6, and 3.?, respectively, for Test No. 1, and in

Figures 3.8, 3.9 and 3.10, respectively, for Test No. 2. The values of pressure

shown in the above-mentioned figures were corrected in accordance with the

calibration procedures indicated in Section 8.2.2.

A few brief breakdowns of the refrigeration system occurred during the

test period. The probtems were usually rectified before any soil temperature

changes occurred. However, a small rise in soil tempers.ture of brief duration

occurred in stage 2 of Test No. 1. This resulted in a small immediate increase

in the borehole radius, shown in Figure 3.7. In the analysis of the results, this

change in borehole radius was omitted. A small temperature increase also occurred

during stage 3 of Test No. 2. It was not possible to determine if this specifically

caused any increase in borehole deformation.
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As previously mentioned, the temperature distribution in the test pit was

characterized by a slight vertical grarlient. Soil temperatures at depths of 200,

400, and 600 mm are shown as a function of the elapsed time for Test No. 1,

in Figure 3.11. The average value of the soil temperatures measured over the

test period, at the approximate depth of Test No. 1, was -3.J0.oc. soil

temperatures at depths of 800,1000,1200, and 1400 mm are shown as a function

of the elapsed time for Test No. 2, in Figure 3.12. The average value of the

soil temperatures measured over the test period, at the approximate depth of

Test No. 2, was -2.65oC. The temperature data in Figure 8.12 have a cyclic

nature. This may be due to periodic circulation of refrigerant through the platecoil

panels at the bottom of the test pit.

In stages 1, 2, and J of Test No. 1 and stages 1 and 2 of Test No. 2, the

borehole deformation attenuated with time. In stage I of Test No. 2 the

deformation did not attenuate, but instead, continued into tertiary creep. After
the limit of the radius measurement system was exceeded, each of the tests

was terminated. This limit comesponded to approximately a 25% increase in

the borehole radius. Test No. 1 was stopped at stage 4. The total test duration

was almost 120 days. Test No. 2 was stopped during stage 3. The total test

duration was approximatley 80 days.

3"4.2 Test Data - Ireterpretation

For small values of strain, the borehole circumferential strain may be

defined as:

in which r denotes the borehole radius and r¡ denotes the initiat borehole radius.

In the present study, only the creep response was considered. In accordance

with the approach of Ladanyi and Eckardt (1993), creep strain was assumed to

commence at one minute following the application of pressure. All values of

ln(r/r¡) = Ar/ri = [(r-r¡)/r¡l ,
(3.6)
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creep strain were, therefore, referenced to the borehole radÍus rneasured at

one minute, that is, ri in equation 3.6 was defined as the borehole radius at an

elapsed time of one minute, for each stage.

To consider the dependence of creep strain on both stress and time, a

separate cummulative strain-time curve was generated for each of the applied

pressure increments, by superposition. It was assumed that the cummulative

strain under each new total pressure, at a given elapsed time, was equal to the

sum of the strains that had occurred under all pressures, up to and including

the pressure in question, within that same time interval.

Creep circumferential strain-time curves developed from the test data

in the above-stated manner are shown in Figure 3.13 for Test No. l and in Figure

3.15 for Test No. 2. Curves representing the creep response under pressures

imposed in stages 1, 2, and 3 of Test No. 1 and stages 1 and 2 of Test No. 2 show

attenuation, which is typical of hard-frozen soils subjected to stresses below

their long-term strength. Attenuating c¡eep at relatively large values of strain

was a charaeteristic feature of both the plate-load and pressuremeter creep

test results.

Creep circumferential strain rates are shown plotted in Figures 3.17 and

3.18, for Test Nos. 1 and 2, respectively. With the exception of the final stages

of each test, creep strain rates decreased, tending to zero as a limit. In the

final stage of Test No" 1, the strain rates decreased throughout the period of

observation" The test was not continued for a sufficient time period to determine

if the strain would attenuate completely. The final stage of Test No. 2 exhibited

tertiary creep.

According to the temperature data, there was a small rise in soil

temperature near the beginning of stage 3 of Test No. 2 (Figure 3.4). This

temperature increase may have contributed to an early development of tertiary

creep. Furthermore, it is possible that the development of larger strains, under
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the same applied pressures, in Test No. 2 as compared with Test No. 1 (Figures

3.13 and 3.15) may be the result of differences in soil temperature at the two

test locations. As previously indicated, the average soil temperatures during

testing were -3.30 and -2.650C, at the locations of Test Nos. l and 2, respectively.

In the present study, no attempt was made to mathematically represent the

temperature-dependence of the creep response.

The effects of time and stress on creep strain were expressed by two

mutually independent functions. Only primary creep was considered.

Two different types of time function were selected to represent attenuating

and non-attenuating ereep strain. Ladanyi (1982) made the following statement

with regard to the representation of pressuremeter creep test results: t'For (the)

low stress range, the power law might not be the best solution, and a hyperbolic

approximation would probably give a better fit, because, at low stresses, below

the long-term strength limit, one can expect to get an attenuating creep and

not necessarily continuously increasing creep strains, as implied by the power

lawr'. This was observed to be the case for the results of the present study. Stages

1,2, and 3 of Test No.1 and stages 1 and 2 of Test No.2, which displayed

attenuating creep, were approximated by a linear-fractional relationship between

ereep strain and time. The final stages of each test exhibited continuously

increasing creep strains. In these cases, a power relation between strain and

time was used to represent the test data. In all cases, the nature of the

mathematical form selected was compatible with the type of response observed,

allowing for consistent extrapolation beyond test results.

The condition of similarity between stress-strain isochrones was

approximated by a single function form. Each curve consisted of only four data

points in the case of Test No. 1, and three data points in the case of Test No.

2, corresponding to respective applied pressure increments. In each case, the

stress-dependence of the creep strain was expressed by a power law.
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The following two relationships were, therefore, proposed to represent

the experimental data, during primary creep: For attenuating creep,

€cr = (p-po)" tft/(g+t)) ,

and, in the case of continuously increasing strains,

Êcr = B(P-Po )"tb ,

in which e", is the borehole circumferential creep strain, p is the pressure

applied to the walls of the borehole, po is the far-field pressure, and a, f, B, B,

and b are equation parameters. It was assumed that por the radial pressure in

the medium at r = - , was equal to zero.

For Test No. 1, stages 1, 2, and 3 were represented by equation 3.7, in

which:

a = 2.14

f = 0.0199 MPa-2'14

and I = 30?1 min.

Stage 4 was represented by equation 3.8, in which:

a = 2.L4

þ = 0.47

and

Units of stress

For Test

(3.7)

. --4 _ _^ -2.14 . -0.47B - 1.51 x 10 'MPa min ---'.

(3.8)

in MPa and time in minutes were assumed.

No" 2, stages 1 and 2 were represented by equation 3"7, in which:

a = 2"10

f = o.o304o MPa-2'10

and g = 2947min.

Stage 3 was represented by equation 3.8, in which:

a = 2"70

b - 0.50

and B - 1.54xtO-4nPa-2'10 . -0.5 0
mtn



Units of stress in MPa and time in minutes were s,ssumed.

Statistical indices which describe the quality of fit achieved using the

above-stated values of the parameters are presented in Table 3.?. Curves

described by equations 3.7 and 3.8 are shown in Figures 3.13 and 3.15 along with

the actual data points. The development of the creep response in stress-strain-time

space, as exppessed by these equations, is also shown in Figure 3.14, for Test

No. 1, and in Figure 3.16, for Test No. 2. The equations provided satisfactory

representation of the experimental data, for each of the apptied pressures. The

results should be considered to be applicable only within the range of stresses

investigated.

TABLE 3"? PRECI$OTS INDICEÍI (COEFFICIENT OF DE'TERMINATIOh{,
r 2, AND coEFFIcIEMT oF vARrÂTIoN, v) oF TIIE
APPROKNdATIONS (3.?) AI{D (3.8). (BASED ONü DAT'A
POITüTS AT O}dB HOT]R T3üTERVALS}
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Applied Pressure (MPa)

(Average)

TEST NO.

0.855
I.77
2. 83
3.47

TEST NO. 2:

0.846
1.79
2.78

Equation

(3.7)
(3.7)
(s.7)
(3. 8)

Indices of Precision
v(eo)

(s.7)
(s.7)
(s. a)

0.89
0.08
0.04
0. 01

T2

0.821
0 .998
0 .996
0.972

0. 10
0.02
0.01

0.998
0.999
0.984
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Cavity circumferential creep strain rates, å.., may be expressed as:

Ëcr = (p-po)" tte/ (g*t)') , (8.9)

.in accordance with equation 3"7, or as:

é". = Bb(p-po)a,b-1 , (l.to)

in accordance with equation 3.8. Curves described by equations 3.9 and 3.10

are shown in Figure 3.17, for Test No. 1, and in Figure 3.18, for Test No. Z, along

with the actual data points.

For consistency with the published results presented in Section 3.1,

pressuremeter creep test data approximated by equation 3.8 were generalized

to the following form:

Equation 3.11 and equation 3.4 are the same. According to Shields et al. (1988b,d),

the parameter B of the pressuremeter creep equation 3.8 and the parameter

K of the general creep equation 3.11 are related by:

in which

þ = a factor which accounts for the deerease in stress with distance

from the borehole wall

B=DK,

= (3/¿)(a+t)/z 
{

where

Ro = outside radius of the thick cylinder of soil

pressuremeter

R¡ = internal radius of the thick cylinder of soil'

radius"

the present study, it was assumed that Ro+ - , which led to:

D =+,*r

( Ro / R¡ )2/a

(3.1 1 )

( Ro / R¡ )2/a - r

(3.12)

3l'

being tested by the

that is, the borehole
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The parameters a, b, and B of equation 3.8, determined from Test No. 1 and

those determined from Test No. 2 were similar. The average values from the

two tests are:

a = 2"72

b = 0"49

and ft = 1,53 x 10-4 nnpa-2"12 . min-0"49 .

substituting these values of the parameters into equation J.12 gives:

t( = 2.70 x to-4 rupa-2'12 . min-0.49.

Therefore, the general creep equation 3.11 is expressed as:

tj") = 2.70 (10-4 ) " ou''t2 t0'4e ,

for units of stress in Mpa and time in minutes.

The error rectification algorithm proposed by Murat et aI. (l9g6) to account

for the effects of stress redistribution was not employed in the determination

of the above-stated parameter values.

sayles (1968) reported ranges of the creep exponents a and b for

various frozen sands: 1"28 < a ( 2.63; and 0.45 < b < 0.63. The values determined

in the present study fatt within these ranges.

Secant Creep Sflear Moduh¡s

If a cavity of initial radius r¡ , located in an infinite medium, is expanded

or contracted elastically, due to only a change À p of the internal stress p ,

the following relationship is given from the Lamd's theory (Ladanyi, 19g2):

Ar/r¡ =Lp/Zc, (9.1A)

in which Ar is the radial displacement of the cavity wall and G is the shear

modulus. From & measured change in the cavity radius ar, produced by ap, the

value of G is then:

c =Lp/z(Ar/ri) (9"14)

For the pressuremeter creep test data, since the applied pressure - circumferential



creep strain curves are nonlin€&rr å.fl average

determined from the expression:

Gcr = (p-po)/z Ecr

The values of G". are plotted as a function of time in

Test Nos. 1 and 2, respectively. The secant creep

represented by:

Gcr = *,o-po)1-a {(g+¡)/ft},

in accordance with equation 3.?, or by:

G", = å n-l (p-po,1-a,-b ,

in accordance with equation 3.8. Curves described by equations 3.16 and 3.1?

are shown in Figure 3.19, for Test No. 1, and in Figure 3.20, for Test No. 2, along

with the actual data points.

(secant) creep shear

-83-

modulus was

(3.1 5)

Figures 3.19 and 3.20 for

shear modulus may be

(3.1 6)

(3.1 7)
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4"1 ÏÌ{TRODUCTION

Chapters 2 and 3 described two separate experimental investigations of

the creep behavior of a frozen sand: (1) a rigid plate-load creep test; and (2)

pressuremeter ereep tests. The plate-load and pressuremeter creep test problems

were subsequently analyzed, based on the constitutive relationships developed by

Rahman (1988). In this Chapter, the method of analysis is described and a comparison

of the predicted behavior with experimental results is presented"

CREEP Á,NALYSES AND PREDICTIONS

CTT^APTER 4

4"2 REVIEW OF TTTE CO}ÜST'ITTTTryE þTODEL

The eonstitutive relationships developed by Rahman (1988) followed an

approach suggested by Domaschuk et al. (1983, 1985). This was an extension of

an incrementally isotropic stress-strain model proposed by Domaschuk and Wade

(1969), for non-frozen soils. Therefore, the model is first described in this context.

The incremental constitutive relations were based on a simple modification

of the isotropic linear elastic relations. The constant bulk and shear modt¡li were

replaced with variable, stress-dependent, tangent bulk and shear moduli, K¡ and

G¡ These are readily related to the two components of material response: K1

is associated with the hydrostatic (volumetric) component and G1 is associated

with the deviatoric (shear) component. The incremental stress-strain relations

for the two responses were decoupled, for isotropic media, and expressed as:

furn = Kt ôunn

(4.1)

eij - 2Gt ôe ij ,

in which ôo* is the change of the mean normal stress, ô.kk = ôeo is the volume

-86-
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change, sij is the deviatoric stress change, and 6e¡¡ is the change of deviatoric

strains. The tangent moduli are defined as:

K1 = ôo.n / 6T 
ø.2)

G1 = ôto"t / 6yoct ,

where ôToct and 6Yo", are the incremental octahedral shear stress and strain,

respectively. Expressions were developed for K¡ and G1 as functions of the

octahedral normal and shear stresses or strains (Domaschuk and Wader 1969;

Domaschuk and Valliappan, 19?5). The expressions were substituted into equations

4.L which, upon addition, provided the following incremental stress-strain

relationships:

uo,j = *, ôr*k ôij * zct ( ôeij + ôt¡¡. 6ij ) , (4.8)

in which ôo¡¡ and ôe¡¡ are the stress and strain increment tensors an¿ ôij is the

Kronecker delta.

For frozen soil, Domaschuk et al" (1983) suggested extension of the

constitutive model by the replacement of tangent bulk and shear moduli, K1 and

G1r with tangent bulk and shear creep functions, Kq1 and Gct . Ks1 and G"1 depend

on many factors, including stress level, time, temperature, ice content, unfrozen

water content, and mineralogical composition of the soil. The authors used isotropic

compression creep tests to determine Kct , for which equation 4.3 was written

as:

and constant mean normal stress triaxial compression creep tests to determine

Gs¡, for which equation 4"3 was written as:

ô56 = Gs¡ ôtC , (4.5)

in which S¿ and a¿ are the resultants of the deviatoric components of stress and

strain" Hereafter, they are simply referred to as the resultant deviatoric stress

6o* = Ket ôao , (4.4)



and strain.

Rahman (tg8g) developed expressions for the tangent bulk and shear creep

functions of a frozen sand. The index properties and the temperature (-3oC) of

the sand were held constant and Ksl and G"1 were evaluated as functions of the

stress level and time.

Solutior¡ fon the BuXk Creep Puretion

A single multi-stage isotropic compression test was performed to evaluate

the tangent bulk creep function. Mean normal stress-volumetric strain curves

(isochrones) were constructed, for various elapsed times, from the test data.The

following linear expression was proposed for the secant bulk creep function, K".

, as a function of the mean normal stress:

Kes = om /ev = Ko + ßo,.,.,

in which Ko and ß are parameters representing

creep function and slope, respectively, of the

parameter ß was observed to be a function of

was suggested:

-88-

ß - n"-*t , (4.7)

where n and m are material constants. The expression for Ks1 was derived by

first rewriting and then differentiating equation 4.6" This expression was given

AS:

Kct = Ko(1+(g/ Ko) o,n)2 ,

which for the particular test data was written as:

Kct = 10250(f +(B/t0ZS0) orn)t

(4.6)

the intercept or initial secant bulk

straight line of equation 4.6. The

time and the following relationship

where

in accordance with equation 4.7. In the above, the

were expressed in hours and KPa, respectively.

g = 180 e-0'0045 t

time and mean normal stress

(4.8)



Solutio¡r for the Shesr Creep Frmction

A series of constant mean normal stress triaxial compression tests were

performed to evaluate the tangent shear creep function. Resultant deviatoric

stress-strain curves (isochrones) were constructed, for various elapsed times, from

the test data. Ggl was determined graphically as the instantaneous slope of the

stress-strain curves. The following hyperbolic type of dependence of G"1 on the

ratio of mean normal stress to the resultant deviatoric stress was proposed:

in which a and b are equation parameters. The parameter & was observed to

be a function of time and the following power relationship was suggested:

a = ctc , (4.10)

where c and o, are constants representing the intercept at t = t hour and slope,

respectively, of the straight line in a logarithmic plot of equation 4.10. In the

same manner, the parameter b was observed to be a function of time and the

following power relationship was suggested:

uct - a+b(on"'/56)
o'n/S¿
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where m and n are parameters representing the intercept at t = t hour and slope,

respectively, of the straight line in a logarithmic plot of equation 4.11. In this

equation, the parameter m was observed to be a function of the mean normal

stress and the following power relationship was suggested:

b = mtn

where ml and ß are eonstants representing the intercept at om = 1 KPa and

slope, respectively, of the straight line in a logarithmic plot of equation 4.12. The

expression for Gg¡ was, therefore, written as:

(4.e)

m = mrorß

Gct = { mro*ßtn +ctd( s¿/ o*)}-l ,

which for the particular test data was given as:

(4.11)

ø.12)

(4"13)



Gct = {g x f 0-s on,-0.205 t0.14?

In the above, the time is expressed in hours,

deviatoric stresses are expressed in KPa.

Failure Criterion

Rahman (1988) observed that samples underwent volume change during shear

deformation in constant mean normal stress triaxial compression tests. The samples

initially underwent volume reduction followed by positive dilation. The resultant

deviatoric stress at which dilation first occurred coincided with the stress at which

accelerating creep (faiture) first occurred. The relationship between the resultant

deviatoric stress at failure, S¿¡ , and the mean normal stress was found to be linear

and was expressed as:

-90-

+ 1 x 1o-sto'23( s¿/o* ) ]-1 .

and the mean normal and resultant

in which So and m a.re parameters representing the intercept and slope, respectively,

of the straight line of equation 4.14. For the particular test data, the equation

was written as:

Sdf = So+mo¡, ,

for stresses expressed in units of KPa. Equation 4.14 was proposed as a failure

criterion in which failure is defined as the onset of tertiary creep.

Sdf = 100 + 1.3 o¡¡ ,

4.3 e{BT}rOÞ OF.&}{ALYSIS

4"3.1. General

In general, to model creep phenomena in practical problems it is necessary

to take into account the stress history of the soil. The stresses will be redistributed

by the process of creep, even if the applied loads remain constant. To include

these effects, cpeep problems are generally solved using incremental procedures.

In most cases, numerical methods are employed. the inclusion of creep behavior

(4.14)
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in a finite element approach has been described in several publications. Zienkiewicz

(19?i) presented an overview of this subject.

' There are two approaches to present a constitutive formulation which is

valid for variable stress conditions: (1) a memory theory, in which the material

remembers its past explicitly and responds to the present in a manner which reflects

its past history; anO (2) an equation of state theory, in which the response of the

material depends on its present state explicitly. An example of the former approach

is the theory of non-linear hereditary creep (Rabotnov, 1966). This theory has

found some practical application in the field of frozen soil mechanics. In the latter

approach, for a constant stress condition, the stress, strain, strain rate, and time

are related in their implicit or explicit form. A rule or hypothesis is then proposed

to describe the nature of this relation for a variable stress condition. It allows

the prediction, from constant stress creep curves, of the effect of varying the

stress with time.

These rules are sometimes referred to as engineering theories of creep. The

two most widely used are the time-hardening theory and the strain-hardening theory.

In the former, it is assumed that the creep strain rate depends on the present values

of stress and time. ln the latter, it is assumed that the creep strain rate depends

on the present values of stress and strain. The simplest formulation is the ageing

theory or total strain theory. In this theory, it is assumed that the total strain

depends on the present values of stress and time. I\Íany formulations have been

proposed for predicting creep strains under a continuously changing stress condition,

but none can predict creep behavior in a completely general manner.

In some cases, approximate methods of solution are possible in which

incremental procedures are generally not required" These are frequently used to

obtain analytical solutions. According to Ladanyi (1972), the following three methods

have found increasing application in practice: (1) Hoff's elastic analogue (Hoff,

1954; Finnie and Heller, 1959; Odqvist, i 966h Q) method of time-dependent
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strength (Vyalov, 1959; Vyalov et al., 1962) or limiting strain (T\rrner, 1966h and

(3) method of isochronous stress-strain curves (Vyalov, 1959; Vyalov et al., 1962;

Smith and Sidebottom, 1965).

The procedure used in the present analysis is directly analogous to the third

approximate method stated above. In this method, for a fixed time, the nonlinear

creep problem is solved ås a nonlinear time-independent problem, using the

isochronous stress-strain relationship. The method is based on the ageing theory

of ereep. The theory states that a strain induced at a specified time is not affected

by the stress applied at a preceding time. It is, therefore, strictly applicable only

in problems for which the applied load is constant. Moreover, in these cases, it

is assumed that the effect of redistribution of stress with time may be neglected.

As previously described, in the development of the constitutive relationships

used in the present study, both changes in volume produced by the mean normal

stress, and deviatoric strains produced by the resultant deviatoric stress were

considered. Expressions were derived for the tangent bulk and shear creep functions.

In the analysis, for a fixed time, these creep functions were assumed to represent

variable, stress-dependent, tangent bulk and shear moduli, K1 and G1 r and were

used in the incremental stress-strain relationships 4.3. Therefore, for a particular

problem, a separate solution was obtained, for each specified time, in the same

manner as for the corresponding problem in nonlinear elasticity. Specifically, for

each fixed value of time, a numerical analysis was carried out using an incremental,

time-independent, finite element computer program.

eß"2 Finite Element Computer Program

The finite element computer program used in the present analysis is a modified

version of the prog?am developed by Vattiappan (tSZ+). The program was written

in FORTRAN IV and was implemented on the AMDAHL 5870 mainframe computer

system at the University of Manitoba. A listing of the program and guidelines

for data input to the program are given in Appendix B.
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The program is limited to linear or physically nonlinear elastic analyses

of solids of revolution (axisymmetric solids) subjected to axially symmetric loading.

Two types of elements may be used: (t) an axisymmetric ring element of triangular

cross-section with a linear displacement model; and (2) an axisymmetric ring element

of quadrilateral cross-section (Figure 4.1). In the latter, four triangular elements

with linear displacement models are grouped to form a quadrilateral. The stiffness

of each triangle adds directly to the quadrilateral element stiffness. The number

of unknown displacements is reduced by condensation of the degrees of freedom

of the internal node. In addition, the quadrilateral elements ensure that the solution

is independent of the skew of a subdivision mesh. As indicated in Figure 4.1, the

cylindrical coordinates r, z, and 0 are used to denote the radial, vertieal, and

tangential directions, respectively. For axisymmetric problems, all properties

and variables are independent of the 0 coondinate"

The solution of problems involving material nonlinearity is accomplished

using incremental or stepwise procedures. The program includes two incremental

schemes: (1) the basic incremental procedure; and (2) the midpoint Runge-Kutta

scheme. In the basic incremental procedure, the load is subdivided into small

increments and is applied one increment at a time. During the application of eaeh

increment, a linear problem is assumed. For each loading step, the solution is

obtained as an increment of the displacements" To compute the increment of the

displacements, a fixed value of the stiffness, evaluated at the end of the previous

increment, is used. Hence, after the application of the ith increment, the equilibrium

equation for a single element is given by:

I ki_r I {nq. } = { AQi }
where

in which

and {^qi

lk,_rJ = [ki_r({c,_r}, {Qi_1 })] ,

I ki_t ] is the stiffness evaluated at the end of the

Ì and {¿Q, } are the increment in dispiacements and

(4.1 5)

previous increment,

loads, respectively.
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The displacement increments are accumulated to obtaÍn total values at each loading

step. The incremental process is repeated until the total load is attained. The

basic incremental procedure is shown schematically in Figure 4.2.

The midpoint Runge-Kutta scheme is a modification of the basic incremental

procedure. In this scheme, two cycles of analysis are performed for each load

increment. In the first cycle, half of the increment of loads is applied and the

displacements at the midpoint of the increment {q¡_r/r} are computed, as follows:

In the second cycle, the stiffness matrix evaluated at the midpoint of the ith
increment I ki-t/z I is used to compute the full displacement increment. Hence,

for ith increment, the equilibrium equation for a single element is given by:

I kt_r I {Âe,_rrr} = { ¡Q,i ¡z

The basic method for a full and haived increment, and the midpoint Runge-Kutta

scheme are compared schematically in Figure 4.2. It can be seen that the latter

procedure improves the solution. However, it requirès additionai computational

effort.

At every stage of the incremental procedure, new element stiffness matrices

are computed. A prerequisite to this computation is the current value of the material

parameters. In the case of isotropic elastic behavior, two material parameters,

such as the tangent buik and shear moduli, are required. The moduli are functions

of the state of stress within the finite element. In addition, once the increments

of dispiacement are determined, the increments of the strain and stress are evaluated

by using the strain-displacement equations and the current stress-strain relationships.

The stress increments are accumulated to obtain total values at each loading step.

Based on the new state of stress, moduli for the next ioading step are calculated

for each element.

Valliappan (19? 4) described the theoretical background of the central features

-95 -
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of the program. In addition, a detailed examination of the finite element method

of analysis may be found in several standard textbooks" The principal program

modifications required for the present analysis were as follows:

1. The constitutive relationships described in Section 4.2 were incorporated

into the program.

The tangent bulk and shear creep functions were included in separate

subroutines" The experimentally determined parameters in each function are

specified as input data. The program permits the variation of the parameters

from element to element. It also allows selected elements to be treated as

linear materials. The proposed failure criterion was also included in the

program. The failure condition is checked for individual elements, at each

loading step.

2" A procedure to permit the analysis of problems for different values of

time was incorporated into the program. The procedure follows the approximate

method of solution described in Section 4.3.1.

The size and number of time steps are specified as input data. At each

step, the value of time is held constant in the tangent br¡lk and shear ereep

functions. A solution is obtained, using the above-mentioned ineremental

procedures, in the same manner as for the corresponding problem in nonlinear

elasticity. The program writes the solution at the completion of the final

loading increment, for the particular time step. Subsequently, the stresses

and displacements are initialized at zero and the problem of the succeeding

time step is analyzed in the sa.me fashion" The initial moduli values for the

new time step are based on the stresses determined following the final load

increment of the previous time step.

Solutior¡ ^Aþorithn'l

In accordance with the above-stated program modifications, the procedures



of the analysis may be briefly outlined as follows:

1" The problem specifications were read, including geometry, material

properties, boundary load and displacement conditions, and time step

information. The program printed this input data. The nodal displacements

and element stresses were initialized at zero.

2" The initial or in-situ stresses were computed for each element based

on the depth of the element, the average unit weight of the soit, and the

coefficient of earth pressure at rest. The mean normal and resultant deviatoric

stresses were determined. On the basis of these stresses, the initial tangent

bulk and shear moduli were evaluated for each element using equations 4.8

and 4.13' respectively. A value of time of one minute was assumed in these

calculations. For elements specified as linear materials, eonstant tangent

bulk and shear moduli values were assigned" The program printed the initial

stresses and moduli values for each element. The time was fixed at a constant

value for the first time step.

3" The element stiffness matrices were computed based on the current

values of the tangent butk and shear moduli. The element load vectors were

determined" Gauss quadrature was used to perform the integrations necessary

to obtain the element stiffnesses. The internal degrees of freedom of

quadrilateral elements were eliminated by the process of static condensation.

The global stiffness matrix and load vector were assembled using the direct

stiffness method" If necessary, modifications were made to account for skewed

boundary conditions and displacement boundary conditions"

4. The increments of nodal displacement were computed for an applied

increment of loading. The system of equilibrium equations was solved by

Gaussian elimination. The displacement increments were accumulated to

obtain total values at each loading step.

-9 8-
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The increnlents of strain were computed for each element from the

increments of nodal displacement determined in step 4. The increments of

stress were evaluated for each element using the stress-strain equations 4.3.

The current values of the tangent bulk and shear moduli were used in the

equations. The stress increments were accumulated to obtain total values

at each loading step. The mean normal and resultant deviatoric stresses were

calculated for each element. In this calculation, both the accumulated values

of stress and the in-situ stresses from step 2 were considered. On the basis

of these stresses and the current value of the time, new values of tangent

bulk and shear moduli were evaluated for each element using equations 4.g

and 4"13, respeetively. For elements specified as linear materials, the constant

moduli assigned in step 2 were not revised.

Steps 3 to 5 were repeated for subsequent loading steps, in aecordance

with the basic incremental procedure (Figure 4.2). The time was held constant

for all load increments during a time step. After the final load increment

was applied, the program printed the nodal displacement values as the solution

for the particular time step. The program also printed the stresses and current

moduli values for each element" In addition, the elements for which the failure

condition (equation 4.14) was exeeeded were indieated.

The time was fixed at a new constant value, for the next time step. The

nodal displacements and element stresses were initialized at zero. The initial

values of the tangent bulk and shear moduli were computed using equations

4"8 and 4"13, respectively. In this computation, the current value of the time,

and the stresses determined following the final load inerement of the previous

time step, were used. Steps 3 to 6 were repeated beginning with the application

of the first load increment.

Any variation of both applied loading increments and time steps could be

5.

6"

t"
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considered in a single program run, subject to restrictions on available computer

time.

4.4 CREEP DEFORMÁ,TIOI{ A,NALYSES

4.4"X. Plate-Loading Creep Test Froblem

Problem Characteristics and Assumptions

Analyses were performed to predict plate displacements for the plate-load

creep test described in Chapter 2. A homogeneous soil mass was assumed. The

in-situ stresses were computed based on a measured average unit weight of the

soil of 15.8 KN/m3 and an assumed value of 1.0 for the eoefficient of earth pressure

at rest. For the shallow depths considered, the in-situ stresses did not significantly

contribute to the subsequent stresses and therefore did not affect the deformation

behavior. As previously mentioned, the tangent bulk and shear creep functions

and failure criterion, developed by Rahman (1988) for this soil, were used in the

analyses.

Two types of loading conditions were assumed. In the first type, the plate

was considered to be completely flexible. In the finite element idealization, a

uniform pressure was applied to simulate this condition. Figure 4.3 shows the final

mesh layout and the specified boundary conditions used in the analysis. The number

of nodal points was 284 and the number of elements was 260. In the second type

of loading condition, the plate was considered to be rigid. In the finite element

idealization, the plate was represented by elements specified as linear materials.

Large values of the bulk and shear moduli were assigned to these elements to

simulate the rigid condition. A uniform pressure was applied to the elements

representing the plate. This simulation of the problem was considered adequate,

since no attempt was made to examine plate-soil interaction or the response of

the plate itself. Figure 4.4 shows the final mesh layout and the specified boundary
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conditions used in the analysis. The number of nodal points was 291 and the number

of elements was 266"

The subdivision meshes and boundary conditions used in the flexible and

rigid plate analyses were similar. The meshes wene made finer near the area of

load application. The elements had balanced dimensions and gradually inereased

in size away from the area of load application. Since the problem was symmetric

about the z-axis, it was only necessary to discretize the continuum on one side

of this axis. Therefore, the nodal points on the z-axis were restrained against radial

displacement. The side and bottom boundaries were placed at a sufficient distance

from the area of load applieation so that, at the boundaries, the radial and vertical

displacements, respectively, were negligible" Thus, the nodal points on the side

boundary were restrained against radial displacement and the nodal points on the

bottom boundary were restrained against vertical displacement.

The basic incremental procedure, described in Section 4.3.2, was used in

the analyses. In general, ten load increments were applied at each time step.

Improved accuracy could have been obtained by using a greater number of load

increments, or by employing the midpoint Runge-Kutta scheme. However, this

was not considered to be practical for the present analyses beeause of the large

amount of computational effort required for each time step.

Comparison of Flexibtre and Rigid Flate ^4nalyses

As indicated above, both a flexible and rigid plate loading condition were

considered" The results of analyses based on each of these conditions were compared.

Figure 4.5 shows the reactive pressure distributions at a time of one minute for

an applied pressure of 0"88 MPa, for both flexible and rigid plate analyses" For

the flexible plate, the distribution was approximately uniform, but the pressure

decreased near the edge of the piate. For the rigid plate, the pressure increased

consistently to a maximum near the edge of the plate. The reactive pressure
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distributions changed significantly for different values of the applied pressure.

Figure 4.6 shows the plate displacement as a function of time for an applied

pressure of 0.88 MPa, for both flexible and rigid plate analyses. For the flexible
plate condition, the displacement was determined as the average displacement

of the nodes immediately below the plate. The displacement determined for the

rigid plate was slightly smaller than the average displacement determined for the

flexible plate. The maximum difference in displacement for the two conditions

was about eight percent. The rigid plate condition (Figure 4.4) was used in subsequent

analyses, for comparison with the experimental results.

Representation of the Shear Creep Fur¡ction

As described in Section 4.2, Rahman (1988) developed an expression for
the tangent shear creep function. A hyperbolic type of dependence of G"1 on the

ratio of mean normal stress to the resultant deviatoric stress was proposed (equation

4"9). In order to examine the influence of the form of the function selected to

represent Gct , the shear test data obtained by Rahman, were re-fitted using a

power relationship, given as:

in which k and j are equation parameters. Expressions were

these parameters with the parameters a and b of equation 4.g,

of available data. They were as follows:

lç = 3369 + 0"464(1/a)

and j = 0.226 +0"164(a/b)

Gct = k("om/s¿)J ,

These expressions permitted incorporating the new representation of G"1 (equation

4.i8) into the finite element computer program, without making changes to the

input data format. A new subroutine was required to evaluate the tangent shear

creep function" The subroutine is listed in Appendix B.

The results of analyses, using both function forms for Gs1 , were compared.

(4.18)

found to relate

over the range

(4.1e)
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Figure 4'7 shows the rigid plate displacement as a funetion of time for an applied
pressure of 0'88 L{Pa. The displacements determined by analyses using the power

function were slightly smaller than the displacements determined by analyses using

the hyperbolic function. The maximum difference in disptacement for the two
cases was about 14 percent. Results based on the power function showed slighgy
better agreement with actual plate-load creep test data, as shown in Figure 4.?.

Therefore, the power function was used in subsequent analyses.

BuIk and Shear Creep Frmctions

The tangent bulk creep function values, for two elements, are shown as

a function of time in Figure 4.8, for an applied pressure of 0.gg Mpa. The values

shown correspond with the final increment of the applied pressure, at each selected

time' Element 4 was situated below the center of the plate and element b9 was

near the edge of the plate. The location of each element is indicated in Figure

4'15' Initially, the value of Kq1 for element 4 was significanily larger than for
element 59, at a particular time. However, the values for each element deereased

with time to a lower limiting value of K_ = 10.25 Mpa, which is consistent with
equation 4.8.

The tangent shear creep function va.lues, for the same two elements, are

shown as a function of time in Figure 4.9, for the same applied pressure. The values

shown correspond with the final increment of the applied pressure, at each selected

time" The value of Gs1 for element 4 was always larger than for element s9, at

a particular time" The difference between the values for each element decreased

slightly with time, but remained approximately constant. For both elements, Gg1

decreased with time. over the range of time considered, it appeared to approach

a different lower limiting value, for each element.

cornparison of Fredieted and Experirnentar creep curves

The plate displacements predicted by analysis are shown as a function of
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time in Figure 4.10, for the same values of pressure as were applied in the plate-load

creep test. For comparative purposes? the predicted curves and corresponding

'experimental results are presented on common plots in Figures 4.11 through 4.14.

Solutions for the plate displacement were obtained for a 100 day time period.

The predicted displacements attenuated under each value of the applied pressure.

Under applied pressures of 0.88, 1.80, 2.68, and 3"44 MPa, the displacement rates

were approximately 0.006, 0.020, 0.032, and 0.042 mm/day, respectively, at the

end of the 100 day period. For the same values of the applied pressure, the total

displacements were about 6.?, 16.3, 26.0, and 32.2 mm, respectively.

The agreement between the observed plate displacements and the predicted

values was very poor. The observed displacement-time curves fell far below the

predicted curves, in each case. For applied pressures of 0.88, 1.80, 2.68, and 3.44

MPa, the maximum difference between observed and predicted displacement was

roughly 1240,430, 260, and 160 percent of the observed displacement, respectively.

For a particular value of the applied pressure, the difference tended to increase

slightly with the elapsed time.

Failure Criterion

The analyses indicated that failure conditions, as defined by equation 4.14,

prevailed in several elements below the plate. Figure 4.15 shows the elements

which failed, for the lowest apptied pressure, 0.88 MPa. The zone of elements

whieh failed extended downward from approximately 50 mm below the plate to

about 300 mm below the plate. Most of the elements which failed were directly

under the plate.

For elements which failed, the pre-failure shear creep function was assumed

to remain valid. To properly account for failure in an element, a shear creep function

representative of the failure condition should be assigned to the elment. In general'

this would result in larger predicted values of the plate displacement than indicated
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in Figure 4.10, and poorer agreement with observed displacements.

4"4"2 Pr*uremeter Creep Test Froblem

Problem Characteristics and Assumptiors

Analyses were performed to predict the borehole deformations for the

pressuremeter creep tests described in Chapter 3. The same assumptions were

made regarding soil conditions as those indicated in section 4.4.1.

As described in Chapter 3, two pressuremeter creep tests were carried out

at different depths in the frozen sand. The depth to the center of the probe was

approximately 550 mm in Test No. l and 1050 mm in Test No.2. In both cases,

the distance from the center of the probe to the bottom of the borehole was about

410 mm. For the shallow depths involved, it can be expected that the depths of

the test did not significantly influence the observed creep behavior. Therefore,

in the analysis, a single test at an intermediate depth was considered. In the finite

element idealization, the depth to the center of the probe was assumed to be 800

mm and the distance from the center of the probe to the base of the borehole was

taken to be 410 mm. The initial radius of the borehole was 3b mm. A uniform

pressure was applied to the borehole wall, over a vertical distance of 3g0 mm,

the effective length of the pressuremeter membrane.

The final mesh layout and specified boundary conditions used in the analysis

are shown in Figure 4"16. The number of nodal points was 302 and the number

of elements was 276" The mesh was made finer near the area of pressure application.

The stress gradients were comparatively higher in the radial than in the vertical

direction, therefore, the dimensions of the elements were generally made larger

in the vertical direction. The size of the elements gradually increased away from

the area of pressure application" Since the problem ws.s symmetric about the z-axis,

the continuum was only discretized on one side of the axis, and the nodal points

on the axis were restrained against radial displacement" The nodal points on the

-118-
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borehole wall were not restrained. The side and bottom boundaries were placed

at sufficient distance from the area of pressure application that the radial and

vertical displacements, respectively, were negligible. Thus, the nodat points on

the side boundary were restrained against radial displacement, and the nodal points

on the bottom boundary were restrained against vertical displacement.

The basic incremental procedure, described in Section 4.2"2, was used in

the analysis" In general, ten load increments were applied at each time step.

Bulk and Shea¡ Creep Functions

The tangent bulk creep function values, for two elements, are shown as

a function of time in Figure 4.L?, for an applied cavity pressure of 0.85 Mpa. The

values shown correspond with the final increment of the applied pressure, at each

selected time. Element 120 was situated near the top and element 220 near the

bottom of the region over which the pressure was applied. The elements were

at approximately the same radial distance from the borehole wall. The location

of each element is indicated in Figurc 4.24. For both elements, K"1 decreased

with time to its lower timiting value of K- = 10.25 Mpa. Initially, the value of

K"¡ for element 120 was slightly larger than for element 220. The difference became

insignificant after about 80 days.

The tangent shear creep function values, for the same two elements, are

shown as a function of time in Figure 4.18, for the same applied cavity pressure.

The values shown correspond with the final increment of the applied pressure, at

each selected time" For each element, G"1 decreased with time and appeared

to approach a different lower limiting value. The value of G"1 was larger for element

220 than for element 120 and the difference remained essentially constant with

time.

Comparison of Predicted and Eryerimental Creep C¡rrves

The changes in borehole radius predicted by analysis are shown as a function
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of time in Figure 4.19. The values shown were calculated as the average for two

nnrlsl nnints nn the horehole wn]l" which were nearest to the mirì-rìenth of the reøion" *-t "

over which the pressure was applied. The applied pressures considered in the analyses

were 0.85, 7.78, 2.80, and 3.4? MPa. These values were åverages of the mean applied

cavity pressures for Test Nos. 1 and 2.

Solutions for the change in borehole radius or radial displacement were

obtained for a 100 day time period. The predicted radial displacements attenuated

under each value of the applied pressure. For applied pressures of 0.85, 1.78, 2.80,

and 3.47 MPa, the displacement rates were approximately 0.002, 0.006, 0.008, and

0.016 mm/day, respectively, at the end of the 100 day period. For the same values

of the applied pressure, the total displacements were about 2"1,4.7, ?"4, and 9.2

mm, respectively.

The borehole circumferential strain was computed from the radial

displacement in accordance with equation 3.6. For comparative purposes, the

predicted borehole circumferential strain-time curves and the comesponding

experimental results are presented on common plots in Figures 4.20 through 4.23.

For the applied pressure of 0.85 MPa (Figure 4.20), the observed strain-time

eurves fell well below the predicted curve. The maximum difference between

the observed and predicted strain, over the test duration, was about 220 percent

of the observed strain for Test No. 1 and 95 percent for Test No" 2"

For the applied pressure of 1.8 MPa (Figure 4.21), the average of the strains

from the two tests was over-predicted. The maximum difference between the

observed and predicted strain, over the test duration, was about 74 percent of the

observed strain for Test No" 1 and 12 percent for Test No. 2"

For the applied pressure of 2.8 MPa (Figure 4"22), the observed strain-time

eurve for Test No. 1 fell below the predicted curve initially and above it at greater

elapsed times. The maximum difference between the observed and predicted strain,
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over the test duration, was about 13 percent of the observed strain. In Test No.

2, the strain continued into tertiary creep and, therefore, diverged rapidly from

the predicted values.

For the applied pressure of 3.47 MPa (Figurc 4.23), the observed strain-time

curve for Test No. 1 fett above the predicted curve. The maximum difference

between the observed and predicted strain, over the test duration, was about 29

percent of the observed strain.

At the same values of the applied pressure, there was a large difference

in the experimental results from Test Nos. 1 and 2. Therefore, a more detailed

comparison of the predicted curves with the experimental results was not made.

In general, at low applied pressures, the analysis over-predicted the observed strains,

whereas, at high applied pressures, the analysis under-predicted the observed strains.

For intermediate values of the applied pressure, satisfactory overall agreement

between observed and predicted strains was obtained.

Failure Criterion

The analyses indicated that failure eonditions, as defined by equation 4.14,

prevailed in some elements near to the borehole wall, in the area of the applied

pressure. Figure 4.24 shows the elements which failed, for each value of the applied

pressure. For the applied pressures of 0.85, L.79, 2"76, and 3"47 MPa, the zone

of elements which failed extended to distances of about 95, 145, 185, and 210 mm,

respectively, radially outward from the borehole wall. Most of the elements which

failed lied within the vertical extent of the area of the applied pressure"

As indicated in Section 4.4.7, for elements which failed, the pre-failure

shear creep function was assumed to remain valid. To properly account for failure

in an element, a shear ereep function representative of the failure condition should

be assigned to the element. In general, this would result in larger predicted values

of the borehole circumferentiai strain and poorer agreement with observed strains.
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FIGURE 4.24 ELEMENTS
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may account for tertiary creep evidenced in the
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third stage of Test



5.1. I¡{TRODUCTIOIV

Chapter 4 described the creep deformation analyses of the plate-load

and pressuremeter test problems. The predicted and experimental creep data

were compared. In this Chapter, some of the possible reasons for differences

between predicted and observed behavior are discussed. In addition, the

observations and conclusions of the study are presented and recommendations

for further research are made.

DIS¡CUSSION ATqD CONCLUSTO¡{S

CTTAPTER, 5

5"2 DISCUSSION

5"2.'1. Plate-Loading and Pressuremeter Tests

There is a considerable difference in the way the frozen soil was stressed

in the plate-load test, as compared to the pressuremeter tests.

In the plate-load test the soil was subjected to an increase in both vertical

and nadial stresses, with the former being much larger than the latter.

Consequently, there was an increase in both the hydrostatic and deviatoric

components of the state of stress. The resulting deformation included both tinear

strains and distortion.

-I32-

In the pressuremeter tests, on the other hand, a nearly pure deviatoric

state of stress was imposed on the frozen soil. The resulting deformations were

primarily distortion.

Since frozen soil behavior is stress-path dependent, it can be expected

that the behavior of the frozen sand in the plate-load test would differ from

its behavior in the pressuremeter tests.

5.2.2 n imitations of the Study

The limitations of the study may be considered in two general categories:
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limitations of the experimental programs; and limitations of the method of

analysis.

5"2.2"1. X,imitatior¡s of the Experimental programs

Some of the factors which may have influenced experimental results are

as follows:

1. Effect of Variations in Temperature

In each experimental program, there were deviations from the condition

of constant temperature assumed in the analyses. In general, the variation

of temperature over the duration of each test was small. There were,

however, brief periods of substantial temperature rise associated with

breakdowns of the refrigeration system. The immediate displacements which

occurred as a result of such temperature increases, were omitted in the

analyses. However, the deformations that occurred during these breakdowns

may have altered the properties of the soil in the immediate vicinity of

the applied pressure. This could not be accounted fon in the analyses.

The constitutive relationships used in the analyses were developed

for a particular soil at a constant temperature of -3oC. The average soil

temperatures measured over the duration of the plate-load test, at 200 mm

depthr was -3"32oC" The average soil temperature during pressuremeter

testing were -3.30 and -2.65oc, at the locations of Test Nos. 1 and z,

respectively. The development of larger strains, under the same applied

pressures, in pressuremeten Test No. 2 as compared with Test No. 1, may

have been the result of the higher temperature at the Test No. 2 location.

In addition, when eomparing the plate-load creep data with predictions,

it should be noted that the constitutive model was based on a higher average

soil temperature than that in the test pit, near to the plate. This would

account for, in part at least, the over-prediction of displacements. The



sême is true for pressuremeter Test No. 1.

2" Ef,fect of Variation in Applied Pressure

As described in Chapter 2, some difficulty was encountered in

maintaining a constant applied pressure in the plate-load test. The variations

in applied pressure resulted in some scatter of the test data. In analyzing

the problem, a constant pressure was assumed. This could account for some

of the difference between the observed and predicted creep.

In both Pressuremeter tests, deviations from eonstant applied pressure

conditions were small.

3. Effect of Variations in SoiI Froperties

As indicated above, the constitutive relationships used in the analyses

were developed for a particular soil at a constant temperature. Artificially

prepared frozen sand samples were used in the assoeiated laboratory testing

program. The average dry unit weight of the frozen sand samples was 15.5

KN/m 3 and the maximum difference from the average value was about

2%" The average moisture content of the samples was 25.7% and the

maximum difference from the average value was about 5%.

The average dry unit weight of the frozen sand core samples, recovered

from the test pit, was 15,9 Kl.l/ms and the maximum difference from the

average value was about 8%" The average moisture content of the core

samples was 21.9% and the maximum difference from the average value

was about 3%" Thus, the average value of dry unit weight in the pit was

only slightly larger than that of the lab samples, and the average moisture

content was significantly smaller. Thenefore, from a physical point of view,

the frozen sand in the pit would be expected to undergo smaller creep

deformations than those predicted by analysis. This may account for some

of the over-prediction of observed displacements.
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5.2"2.2 Limitations of the Method of ^&nalysis

Some of the factors which may have influenced the results from analysis

are as follows:

1. Constitutive Mode! - Limitations

The time-independent form of the constitutive model used in the present

study is a special class of the hypoelastic models in which the behavior is

restricted to be incrementally isotropic. In general, cross effects between

hydrostatic and deviatoric incremental response components are neglected,

since the model is incrementally isotropic. However, for general functions

such as Ks1 and Gct , there is some interaction through the change in

magnitude of the moduli with the invariants. The limitations of this class

of model were further described by, for example, Chen and Baladi (1985).

2" Method of .ånalysis - Linnitations

The method of analysis used in the study did not account for the stress

history. The effect of stress history is significant, even for constant applied

loads, since creep results in a redistribution of stress with time. Shanley

(1952) indicated that a creep theory, based on the assumption that the effect

of stress history can be neglected, will predict deformations that are

conservative if the stresses at all points in the body analyzed increase with

time, and will predict deformations that are non-conservative if the stresses

at all points in the body decrease with time" However, for the problems

examined in the present study, different stress histories existed for each

element in the body analyzed. Therefore, no general conclusion can be made

regarding the error introduced by the assumption that the effect of stress

history may be neglected.

The finite element idealization of each problem was described in Chapter

4" The accuracy of the finite element solution may be improved through
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further mesh refinement or through the use of higher order displacement

models. In addition, other solution techniques for nonlinear problems may

be employed, including procedures which account for geometric nonlinearities.

5.3 otsSER,VATIOì{S ^At{D COIqCLUSIO}qS

In the following, observations are presented separately for each different

phase of the study.

5"3.1 Pl,ate-Loading Creep Test Frogram

1. The plate displacement-time curves were typical of hard-frozen soils

subjected to stresses below their long-term strength. The hypothetical

instantaneous displacement, measured at one minute, represented, on average,

less than one percent of the total displacement under a given pressure

increment. The displacement attenuated under eaeh of the applied pressures.

The time to complete attenuation increased approximately linearly with

pressure. The total displacement of the plate, excluding that resulting from

equipment failure, was 12"3 mm. Removal of the load at the conclusion

of the test resulted in a total rebound of 0.g? mm.

2. Creep displacement-time curves, generated for each of the applied

pressures by superposition, were represented by an expression which assumes

a hyperbolic type of dependence of displacement on the elapsed time and

a power relationship with the applied pressure.

3. The modulus of subgrade reaction of the frozen sand decreased with

time under a given applied pressure, and also decreased with pressure for

a given time. Modulus values ranged from about 24"4 Gl¡/mg at one hour

under the smallest applied pressure, to about 0.zg GN/m3 at complete

attenuation under the largest applied pressure.

5.3"2 Pressurerneter Creep T'est Frogram

1. For mean applied cavity pressures of 0.86, 1.??, and 2.83 Mpa, in Test
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No. 1, and 0.85 and 1.?g Mpa, in Test No. 2, the borehole displacements

attenuated with time. Test No. 1 was not continued for a sufficient time

period, at the applied Pressure of 3.4? MPa, to determine if the displacement

would attenuate completely. The final stage of Test No. 2, at the applied

pressure of 2.78 MPa, exhibited tertiary creep.

A larger amount of borehole displacement developed in Test No. z

than in Test No. 1, under the same applied pressures. This may be partially

attributed to the higher soil temperature at the Test No. 2 location.

Creep eircumferential strain-time curves, generated for each of the

applied pressures by superposition, were represented by two equation forms.

For attenuating creep, a hyperbolic type of dependence of strain on time

was used, whereas, in the case of continuously increasing creep strains,

a power relationship between strain and time was used. For both equation

forms, a power relationship between the creep strain and the applied pressure

provided the best fit. Only primary creep was considered.

The pressuremeter test data for which a power relationship between

the creep circumferential strain and both time and applied pressure wa.s

assumed, was expressed as a general creep power law following Shields et

al. (1988b'd)" The values determined for the creep exponents were similar

to those found in the literature for various frozen sands.

The secant creep shear modulus was represented as a function of the

elapsed time and the applied pressure, based on the expressions developed

for the creep circumferential strain.

2"

3.

4.

5.

5"3"3 Creep Analyses and Predictions

The following observations were made based on the analyses of the

plate-load test problem:
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The agreement between the observed plate displacements and the

predicted values was very poor. For each applied pressure, the predicted

displacements were much larger than the measured values.

The analyses indicated that failure conditions prevailed in very many

elements below the plate, even though the observed displacements continued

to attenuate" This discrepancy between implied and real behavior could

not be accounted for.

1"

2"

The following observations were made based on the analyses of the

pressuremeter test problem:

1. In general, at low applied pressures, the analysis over-predicted the

observed borehole circumferential strains, whereas, at high applied pressures,

the analysis under-predicted observed strains. For intermediate values of

the applied pressure, satisfactory agreement between observed and predicted

strains was obtained.

2" The analyses indicated that failure conditions prevailed in some elements

close to the borehole wall, in the area of the applied pressure.

In summary, it ean be stated that there was poor agreement between

observed creeP displacements of the plate and those predicted by analysis.

Although several factors may have contributed to cause the poor agreement,

it was not possible to identify them in a quantitative manner. The agreement

between observed and predicted creep strains, for the pressuremeter problem,

w&s generally satisfactory. Consequently, no definite conclusion can be dnawn

regarding the predictive capabitity of the constitutive model proposed by Rahman

(1 e8S).



5"4 R,ECOMMENDATIONS FOR FTIRTHER RESEARCH

The following areas of study are suggested for further research:

1. A suitable time-incremental finite element code should be developed

which incorporates the constitutive relationships developed by Rahman (lggg),

to account for the effect of stress history.

2" Additional plate-load and pressuremeter tests should be carried out

to verify the experimental results obtained in the present study.

3" For comparative purposes, other constitutive models and available

closed-form analytical procedures should be applied in analyses of the

problems investigated in the present study.

4. The study should be extended to consider other geotechnical problems

having different displacement and stress boundary conditions.

5. The constitutive model should be extended to include different material

types and temperature conditions.
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According to Kjartanson (1986) and Kjartanson et at. (igg8b), modifications

to the manufacturer's suggested calibration methods are necessary to account

for long-term and low temperature tests. The recommended procedures to

determine corrected values of the borehole radius and pressure may be grouped

into three categories:

1. ealibration of the caliper arm - LVDT system

2. calibration for membrane thickness, and

3" calibration for membrane resistance.

In the following, these calibrations are described with regard to the present study.

1" Caliper Arm - L\IDT System

The following relationships were required in order to calculate the internal

radius of the rubber membrane. Based on the geometry of the caliper arm -
LVDT system, the internal radius, r¡ , is related to the travel, x , of the LVDT

core by:

PRESSUREMET'ER CA TIBR.ATTON

ri = 2x + 6t1- (x/25)tlå*16mm

The digital indicator reading, rn , is related to x by:

-752-

*="1 *"r.n, e)

in which c, and c, are calibration constants. To determine r¡ , the value of

x was first calculated from equation 2 and then substituted into equation 1.

For calibration of the caliper arm - LVDT system, a calibration ring was

slid along the pressuremeter core. In setting the zero and gain potentiometers,

the manufacturer's calibration ring, with two radius settinç, L and 2, was used.

For radius setting 1, the internal radius, r¡ , is 23.500 mm, and the digital indicator

reading, rn ' was set to -2.00. For radius settíng 2, the internal radius, ri , is
33.500 mm, and the digital indicator reading, rn , was set to -12.00. To establish

the relationship between the digital indicator reading, rn , and the travel, x,

(1)
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cf the LVDT core, the x values corresponding to these radius settings were

back-calculated from equation 1. The values of the calibration constants,

"l and c, ' in equation 2, were determined to be 6.8493 and 0.5082, respectively.

To verify these values, a calibration ring with three additional radius settings,

3' 4' and 5, was used. Digital indicator readings, r¡ r w€r€ obtained for these

radius settings and the corresponding values of the internal radius, r¡ , were

calculated from equations I and 2" The calculated radii and the actual radii

are given in Table 1. The maximum error in nonlinearity, based on radius settings

3r 4r and 5, was in the order of 0.03 and 0.02 mm, for pressuremeter Test Nos.

L and 2, respectively.

T'AE},E T CAT,IPER AR,M - LVTT SYSTEM CÁ,T,rR}¿6flONð R,6UT,TS

Radius Setting No.

TEST NO. 1:

I
')

3
4
5

TEST NO. 2:

1

2

5
4
5

Actual
r. (nn)

23.500
33.500
38 .48s
41.980
45.995

23.500
33.500
38.48s
41.980
4s.99s

Drift of the caliper arm radius measuring system was small. Table 2 gives

the results of ealibrations performed before and immediately after pressuremeter

testing. For Test Nos" 1 and 2, the test duration was about 120 and 80 days,

respectively. Based on an average of the before and after test readinç, the

maximum error in the system was determined to be in the order of 0.06 mm

for Test No. 1 and 0.03 mm for Test No. 2.

T
n

-12.00
-2.00
3.09
6.73

10.93

- 12 .00
-2.00
3. 10
6.72

L0.92

x (uu¡)

0. 7s14
5.833
8.420

10. 269
12.403

0.7514
5.833
8.425

I0.264
12.398

Conputed
r.(mrn)

23.500
33. s00
38.489
42.008
46.016

23.500
33.500
38.498
41.999
46.007



Radius Setting No.

TABLE 2 DRIFT'OF TTTE RÁ,DIUS ME.åSURI}TG SYSTEM

TEST NO. 1:

1

2

tWJ'
1

2

2. Membrane Tfiichess

tn (before test)

Two types of calibrations were necessary to relate the caliper arm inside

radius reading to the outside radius of the rubber membrane, that is, the borehole

radius:

(a) calibration to account for ehange in membrane thickness with expansion

of the probe, and

(b) calibration to account for compnession of the membrane due to applied

pressures.

-12.00
-2 .00

-12.00
-2.00

rn (after test)
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(d Membnane Thick¡ness Clurqge Ðue to kobe Epansiora

To calibrate for change in membrane thickness, the probe was placed

in each of five thick-walled steel tubes having inside radii ranging from gT.B4

to 4?.58 * 0.01 mm, which represented the common range of probe expansion

during a test" The probe was inflated until it just came into contact with each

tube' by increasing the probe pressure in 13.?9 KPa increments. Each increment

was maintained for one minute. The digital indicator reading, r¡ ¡ copr€sponding

to the initial contact of the probe with the steel tube wall, was then converted

to an inside radius value, r¡ , using equations 1 and 2" Therefore, both the inside

radius of the membrane, r¡ , and the outside radius of the membraneT rs ¡ wêr€

known" The cross-sectional area of the membrane, s , was then calculated, as

-11.89
-2 .00

-11 .94
-2.00



follows:

s = n[ ( ro / 10.0 )2 + ( r¡ / t0.0 )2] cmz (g)

In this manner, an s/n value was determined for each steel tube, both before

and after each pressuremeter test. The s/¡ versus rn relationship was expressed

AS:

s/'î - (", *"u tn)cm2 , (4)

in which c, and cu are calibration constants. The relationship is shown plotted

in Figures 1 and 2. The values of the calibration constants c, and q , in equation

4, were determined to be 2.3L37 and 0.09476, respectively, for Test No. 1, and

2.2394 and 0.09719, respectively, for Test No. 2.

(b) Membrane Compression Due to Pressure

The change in membrane thickness with pressure calibration was performed

in the thick-walled steel tube elosest in radius to the initial test cavity radius.

To determine the zero reading for the calibration test, the probe was first inflated

sufficiently to provide contact with the tube. The pressure was then rapidly

increased to the proposed test pressure and held constant. The changes in the

digital indicator reading, rn, with time, were then recorded. The relationsip

between the observed change in membrane thickness, P* , and the time, t , in
minutes was expressed as:

- 155-

in which "s and c 6 are calibration constants. Since the pressuremeter tests

were multi-stage tests, staged caiibrations were performed. The constants,

"5 and cu , in equation 5, were determined for each pressure increment. The

calibrations were carried out both before and after the pressuremeter tests. The

results of the calibrations are given in Tables 3 through 6.

Po. = (c_ +c- ln(t))mm ,656
(5)
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TABT,E 3 CETANGE II{ MEMBRANE TEilCKI{ESS WTTTT fi&TE
CALIBR.ATION: BEFORE TEST RESULTB

TEST g1

Elapsed Time

(nin)

STAGE 1:

0
I
2

3
5

10
20
30
60

r20
240

cr(1) = 0.0822 c'(l)
STAGE 2:

Pressure

(Þra¡

(nembrane in contact)
0. 8543
0.8571
0. 859
0.8585
0. 8507
0.8502
0. 8525
0.8s16
0.8497
0.8s16

= 0.0026

1

5

15

c-Q) = 0.108
5

STAGE 3:

r
n

-158-

1"06
1. 14
I .15
1.15
1"ls
1 .ls
1. ls
1.15
1. ls
1.16
1.16

Change in
(nn)

r.797
1 .799
I .798

cU(2) = 0.0

2 .805
2.811
2.811

c.(s) = 0.0

3.509
3 .499
3.498

c.(a) = 0.0

1

5

15

c, (3) = 0.117

STAGE 4:

I
5

l5

t(4) = 0.L27

L.
1

0 .078
0.088
0.088
0.088
0.088
0 .088
0. 088
0 .088
0.098
0.098

I .16
7.17
r.t7

1 .18
I .18
1.18

0. 098
0. 108
0. 108

I .19
1.19
1 .19

0.117
0.L17
0. 117

0.r27
0.I27
0.127



TAELE 4 CT{^ANGE IN hflEMBRANE TIIICKNESS WTTTI TIME
CALIBRATIOT{: AFTER, TEST RESUÍ,TS

rFFgTr s1¿lut E4

Elapsed Tine

(nin)

STAGE 1:

0
1
)
5

10
20
30
60

720
240

Pressure

(MPa)

(nenbrane in contact)
0.8s21
0. 8535
0.8s42
0. 8499
0.8462
0.8461
0.85r2
0.8s26
0.8525

cU(1) = 0.01199

I .821
1 .820
1" 821

cU(2) = 0.0

2.836
2.839
2.84L

cU(3) = 0.0

3.s31
3 .509
3 "524

c.(a) = 0.0

cr(1) = 0.03596

STAGE 2:

1

5

1s

cr(2) = 0.L27

STAGE 3:

r
n

- 159-

I .05
1 .10
1.10
1 .10
1.11
1.11
I .11
1.14
1. 16
1.16

Change in r.
(nrn)

1

5

15

cr(3) = 0.137

STAGE 4:

õ. õon
0.049
0. 049
0.059
0.059
0.059
0.088
0. 108
0. 108

I
5

15

cr(a) = 0.L47

1.17
I .18
1 .18

1 .19
1.19
1.19

0. 118
0.r27
0.L27

L.20
L.20
1. 20

0. 137
0.L37
0.I37

0.L47
0.L47
0.L47



TAEtr,E 5 CÍTANìTGE II{ MEMBRANE TITICKNESS WIT}T TIME
CALIBRATIOI{: BEFORE TEST RESIILTS

'TFSTTI åÐ
Á@¡ ú@

Elapsed Time

(nin)

STAGE 1:

0
I
2
3
5

10
20
30
60

L20
240

cr(1) = 0.0276 c.(t)

STAGE 2:

I
5

15

cr(2) = 0.049 cU(2)

STAGE 3:

1

5
15

cr(3) = 0.059 c.(s)

STAGE 4:

I
5

15

cr(a) = 0.079 c.(a)

Pressure

(MPa)

(nenbrane in contact)
0. 8s83
0.8499
0. 8495
0. 8718
0. 8s41
0. 8439
0. 8578
0. 8639
0. 8s00
0.8499

= 0.0019

1.812
1 .803
1 .806

= 0.0

2.858
2.820
2.78I

= 0.0

3.489
3.484
3.544

= 0.0

-160-

r.23
L.26
t.26
1.26
L.26
L.26
L.26
r.26
L.27
r.27
I.27

Change in
(¡nn)

r.
1

0.030
0.030
0.030
0 .030
0.030
0.030
0.030
0.039
0.039
0.039

I.28
L.28
1. 28

L.29
t.29
L.29

0. 049
0.049
0.049

1"30
I .31
1. 31

0.059
0.059
0.059

0.069
0.079
0 .079



TAtsLF 6 C}TAI{GE IN MEMBRAT{E TTTICK¡{ESS WTTTT TIME
CALIBRATIOI{: AFTEß TESf RESULTS

TESr #2

Elapsed Time

(min)

STAGE 1:

0
1

2

J
5

10
20
30
60

720
240

cr(1) = 0.02360

STAGE 2:

I
5

15

cr(2) = 0.069

STAGE 3:

1

5
15

cr(3) = 0.078

STAGE 4:

1

5
L5

c, (a) = 0.088

Pressure
(MPa)

(menbrane in contact)
0.8s52
0.8s17
0. 8520
0.8630
0.8s20
0. 8451
0. 8519
0. 8s 7s
0.8513
0. 8s 13

c.(1) = 0.00431
o

1.817
1. 812
I .814

c'(z) = 0.0

2.847
2.830
2. 811

c6 = o'o

3.510
3.497
3.534

c.(a) = 0.0

I
n

-161 -

1.19
1.22
L"22
r.22
1.22
L.22
L.22
1))
r.24
1.24
t.24

Change in
(n¡n)

r.
1

0.029
0.029
0.029
0.029
0.029
0.029
0.029
0.049
0.049
0 .049

t.26
r.26
1.26

I.27
L.27
1.27

0.069
0. 069
0.069

1.27
I.27
L.28

0.078
0.078
0.078

36.7L3
36.7r3
36.72s
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ln order to determine the outside radius, ro , of the membrane, the results

of the two membrane thickness calibrations, (a) and (b), were applied

independently. FÍrst, a corrected inside radius, 15 ¡ wåS calculated by subtracting

the change in membrane thickness, pg, from the inside radius, r¡ :

rs =[(ri-pg)/ro.o]cm

Next, the value of s/n , in which s

membrane, was calculated from equation 4.

was determined using the following expression:

ro = [( sln + r"2 ¡t/z 1o.ol mm

3" Membrane Resistance Correction

On expansion of the rubber membrane during testing, a difference existed

between the recorded internal pressure and the pressure actually apptied by the

probe to the borehole wall. This difference was due to the resistance of the

rubber membrane. Therefore, it was necessary to obtain the resistance to inflation

of the membrane by calibration, and to subtract it from the measured probe

pressure' in order to determine the true pressure applied to the soil. The

calibration involved unrestrained inflation of the probe in air in increments of
20 kPa, to the capacity of the radius measurement system. Each increment

was maintained for a period of 60 minutes. The 60-minute digital indicator

readings, r¡ e årê shown as a function of apptied pressure, for Test Nos. 1 and

2, in Figures 3 and 4, respectively.

In a similar manner, Kjartanson (tg86) studied the change of membrane

resistance during pressuremeter creep tests at -zoc. In order to compensate

for the loss of membrane stiffness during a test, Kjartanson used a eomposite

curve (also shown in Figunes 3 and 4) to reflect the membrane resistanee of the

before testt curves early in the test and the less stiff 'after testr curves near

the end of the test. The composite curve was developed from the calibration

(6)

is the eross-sectional area of the

Finally, the outside radius, re ,

Q\
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results of two pressuremeter tests of durations 52 and 26 days. There w&s no

apparent change in resistance for different membranes. The membrane reaction

curve suggested by Ohya (1982), based on tests conducted in steel tubes at room

temperature, is also presented in Figures 3 and 4.

In the present study, composite calibration cupves were developed for

pressuremeter Test Nos. 1 and 2. These are shown in Figures 3 and 4" The

membrane resistance correetion, Rg , or composite calibration curve, was given

by;

for Test No. 1, and by:

for Test No. 2. These curves were used to calculate the true pressure

to the cavity wall, P""u , from the applied internal ppessure, Pa, according

Rg = 46.5? + 30.695 ln(rn+2)KPa

Rg = 50.94 + 30.3?ln(rn+2)KPa

It was also necessary to adjust the internal pressure in the probe throughout

the duration of each test. This was required to account for the current membrane

resistance, in order to apply the proposed constant test pressure to the cavity

wall. Since it was not possible to develop a composite calibration curve until

'after test' calibrations had been performed, the eurve suggested by Kjartanson

(1986) given by:

Pcav = Pa-( Rg / 1000.0 ) MPa

was used for this purpose. It was observed that the before testl calibration results

of Kjartanson were similar to those of the present study.

In summary, the results from all of the above-described calibrations allowed

for: the calculation of the cavity radius based on the digital indicator reading;

the calculation of the true pressure applied to the cavity based on the measured

Rg = 51.28+30.18 ln(rn+2)KPa

applied

to:

(8)



internal pressure; and conversely, the calculation of the internal pressure required

to apply a desired constant cavity pressure. Simple eomputer programs were

written to perform these calculations as required, during testing.

-166-



APPENDIX B

COMPT]TER, PR,OGR,AM FOR, FINITE ET,EMENT ANAÏ,YSß
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A. Probiem ileading QAA4)

Columns 1 - 80 contain alphanumeric data to be printed as titles on

Problem Details (15,

Columns I - 5

11 - 80

Logical Keys:

GUIDELI}.TES FOR DATA INPUT

c.

the output.

5X, 17A4)

Problem number

Problem details

Column 5

10

15

20

25

30

35

Options to Keep Prior Information (715)

One for retaining or using the information previously

read, zero otherwise.

Control information (KCINF)

Linear material type (KLMTYP)

Nodal point data (KNPDT)

Element data (KELDT)

Non linear data (KNLIN)

Soil conditions (KSCON)

Constant moduli information (KPLE)

- 168-

D. Time Increment Specification (15, E10.3)

Column 1 - 5 Number of time increments (NTINCR)

6 - 15 Size of time increments (STINCR)

General Information and Options (11I5)

Columns I - 5 Number of nodal points (NNP); 400 maximum

6 - 10 Number of elements (NEL} 300 maximum

11 - 15 Number of linear or nonlinear materials (NMAT); 10

maximum

16 - 20 Number of boundary pressure cards (NBPC} 30 maximum

21. - 25 Number of increments (NINCR)



- 169-

28 - 30 Numben of coneentrated load or deformation points

(NUMLPC)

' 35 Option for full or half step method of analysis

(NRNGKT). Set the value = 0 for half step and to

one for full step.

40 Option for linear or nonlinear analysis (LIN)" Set the

value = 0 for linear analysis and to one for nonlinear

analysis.

45 Option for analysis of mats¡inls with constant K and

G (MPILE). Set the value = 1 for such analysis; zero

otherwise.

50 Option for different increment of toading (I(INEXC)

set the value = 1. for different increment of loading;

zero otherwise.

55 Number of elements to be modified in a stage (NELEX).

F" Linean Material Properties (38 10.3)

Required if the option for linear material type (XlfvlTYP) is specified as

zero in Section C" As many number of cards as the number of linear materials

(NMAT) specified in section E.

Columns 1 - 10 Elastic modulus (E)

11 - 20 Poisson's ratio (NU)

21 - g0 Density (RO)

c. Soil Conditions (3F10.0)

Required if the option for soil conditions (KSCON) is specified as zero in

Section C"

Columns 1 - 10 Coefficient of earth pressure at rest (CEPAR)

11 - 20 Depth of bottom boundary (DEPB)

21 - 30 Average unit weight of soil (UWT)



-I70-

H" Nodal Point Cards (15, 5X, 5F10.3)

Required if the option for nodal point data (KNPDT) is specified as zero

in Section C. One card for each nodal point with the following information.

Columns 1 - 5 Nodal point number (N)

11 - 20 Code number which indicates if displacements or forces

to be specified.

21 - 30 R-ordinate(R)

31 - 40 Z-ordinate(Z)

41 - 50 Specified load or displacement in R-direction (UR)

51 - 60 Specified load or displacement in Z-direction (UZ)

If the nodal points are on a straight line and equidistant then the first and

last nodal points need to be input and intermediate nodal points are generated

by the program" The code number for the generated nodal point is assigned

as 0.0"

If the number in columns 11 - 20 is:

0"0

1"0

UR is the specified load in R-direction

UZ is the specified load in Z-direction

UR is the specified displacement in R-direction

UZ is the specified load in Z-direction

UR is the specified load in R-direction

UZ is the specified displacement in Z-direction

UR is the specified displacement in R-direction

IJZ is the specified displacement in Z-direction

2.0

3.0

All loads are considered to be total forces acting in one radial segment,

Skew Boundaries

If the number in columns 11 - 20 is other than 0.0, 1"0,2.0 or 3.0, it is

interpreted as the magnitude of an angle in degrees. The terms in columns

41 - 60 of the nodal point card are then interpreted as follows:



The directions 1 and 2 are indicated with reference to coordinate system

in Figure 1. The angle must always be input as a negative angle and can

range from -'001 to -180'0 degrees' Hence' +1'0 degree is the same as

- 1?9.0 degrees. The displacements of these nodal points which are printed

by the program are:

UR = the displacement in 1-direction and

US = the displacement in 2-direction.

UR is the specified load in 1-direction and

UZ is the specified displacement in 2-direction.

-77r-

Flgure I

Load or Deformation Addition at Certain Nodal Points (15,5X,5F10.3).

Required if the option for element data (KELDT) is specified as zero in

Section C and if the option for linear or nonlinear analysis (LIN) is specified

as zero in section E. one card for each element. order nodal points

counter-clockwise around element. Identification of nodal points according

to Figure 2.

Skerr Boundary



Ffgure 2

Columns 1 - 5 Elementnumber(M)

6 - 10 Nodal point I (IX (M,1))

L1 - 15 Nodat point J (IX (M,2))

16 - 20 Nodal point K (IX (M,3))

2L - 25 Nodal point L (IX (M,4))

26 - 30 Material identification (IX (M,5))

Quadrilateral Eleuent

-772-

R

For triangular elements repeåt the last nodal point, i.e" (I,J,K,K). If the

elements are in the same row and of same size and material then the first

and last elements need be input and the omitted elements between two input

elements will be generated automatically by the program.

Element Cards for Linear Materials (not applicable in this study).

Element Cards for Nonlinear Materials (615)

Required if the option for element data (KELDT) is specified as zero in

Section C and if the option for linear or nonlinear analysis is specified as

one in Section E. Identification of nodai points according to Figure 2. One

card for each element. No provision for automatic generation of left out

elements.

Columns 1 - 5 Elementnumben(lVl)

J.

K"
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6 - 10 Nodal poinr I (I X (M,1))

11 - 15 Nodal point J (I X (M,Z))

16 - 20 Nodal point K (I x (M,3))

zt - Zs Nodal point L (IX (M,4))

26 - 30 Material identification (IX (M,S))

For constant K, G materials this should be specified

as 200.

L" Elements to be Modified (61s, 3F10.0)

Required if the number of elements under excavation (NELEX) is specified

in Section E. One card for each element to be modified. Arrangement of

data as outlined in Section K.

Distributed Boundary Loads (21 5,81 0.3)

Required if the number of boundary pressure cards (NBPC) is specified in

Section E. One card for each boundary pressure acconding to Figure 3"

z

N. Moduli for the Analysis of Constant, K, G Materials (2F10.0)

FLgure 3 Boundary Pressure on an Elenent

Required if the option for analysis of constant moduli materials (MPILE)

is specified as one in Section E and the option (KPLE) in Section C is specified

as zero"



Columns 1 - 20 Shear Modulus (SMPL)

2l - 40 Bulk Modr¡lus (BMPL)

O. Nonlinear Material Property Cards (8F8.0)

Required if the option for linear or nonlinear analysis (LIN) is specified

as one in Section E and the option for nonlinear data is specified as each

nonlinear material.

Columns 1 - 8

9 - 16

t7-24

25-32

33-40

41-48

49-56

57-64

P. Stop Card (Blank)

Parameter Ko in equation 4.8 (AAA)

Panameter n in equation 4.8 (BBB)

Parameter m in equation 4.8 (CCC)

Parameter m, in equation 4.13 (DDD)

Parameter S in equation 4.13 (EEE)

Parameter n in equation 4.13 (FFF)

Parameter c in equation 4.13 (GGG)

Parameter d in equation 4.13 (HHH)

-174-

For normal termination of exeeution the complete deck finishes

with a blank card. A non zero value encountered in columns 1 - 5 is considered

a subsequent problem number and the Program continues with new

specification of input parameters as desired. As such, there are no restrictions

on the variations in the number and size of time increments which may be

considered"



//¡"rcn JoB',,,L=15,T=4214,I=20','FoRTX'
/ / sxac FoRTxcLc,REGIoN-2048K,HÀp=NOtlÀp
//ronr.svstN DD r

II,IPLICIT REÀL f 8 (À-H,O-Z )

DI!,|ENSION ÀN1 (20), ÀN2(17)
cor.fr.{oN/TI}E/DT
coH!{oN / ceNcox / DEPB, twr, cEpÀR, NNp, NEL, NMAT, NBpc,

&LIN, NRNGKT, NINCR, NCOUNT, IHÀLF, IMYP, INOD, NIINCR, STINCR
coHiloN / x¡tvp / Es(300), s(10), Ro(10), NU(10)
coHHoN / Hpo¡t¡ / R(400), 2(400), uR(400), uz(400), c0DE(400)
cotfHoN / ego¡t¡ / BD(800), srcl(300), src2(300), srG3(300), srG4(

&300), sIG5(300), src6(300), slBv(300), s2By(300), pR(30),
&src(10), ÀNGLE(4), IBC(30), JBC(30)
coMlroN / xoogs / Br.foD(300), s!,foD(300), ÀÀA(15), 8BB(15), CCC(15),

&DDD(15), EEE(15), FFF(15), GGG(15), HHH(15), SMPL, BI|PL
coHr.roN / ¡nc / RRR(5) , zzzl'l , s(10, 10), P(10), LH(4), DD(3, 3),

&HH(6, 10), RR(4), ZZ(4), C(4, 4), H(6, 10), D(6, 6), F(6, 10), Tp(
&6), xI (10), IX(400, 5)
coHMoN / so¿vn / xslxD, t{u}fBLK, 8(108), À(108, 54)
REÀL NU
REAL'8 IHC2O8
REALTS IHC265
CALL ERRSÀV(208, rHC208)
cÀLL ERRSÀV(265, rHC265)
cÀtL ERRSET(208, 999, - 1, 1)
CALL ERRSET(265, 999, - 1, 1)
IÞ|OD ' 0

C PROBLE¡.I IDENTIFICÀTION E DESCRIPTION
RSÀD (5,385) (AN1(H), ¡¡ - 1, 20)

5 lfRrrE (6,390)
REÀD (5,395) NPROB, (ÀN2(N), |l . 1, 17)
IF (NPROB) 10,380,10

1o WRITE (6,400) (ÀN1(H), X " 1, 20)
wRITE (6,405) NPROB, (AN2(N), N " 1, 1?)

C REÀD & PRINÎ CONÎROL INFORHÀ?ION & }IÀTERIÀL PROPERTIES
REÀD (5,410) KCINF, Kt¡fTYP, KNPDIT, KELI}T, KNLIN, KSCON, KPLE
WRITE (6,415) KCINF, KLI{TTP, KNPDIP, RELDT, KNLIN, KSCON, KPLE
wRITE (6,416)

C NELEX: NIJI¡ÍBER OF ELE}IENTS 1þ BE ÀLTERED ÀT EÀCH STAGE
C NRNGKT: SET Tf.lE VÀLUE '0 FOR HÀLF STEP, & TO 1 POR FULL STEP
C NINCR: NI,NIBER OF INCREI{ENTS OF LOÀD
C LIN: SET TllE vALUE .0 FOR LINEÀR ÀNALYSIS
C I'IPILE: SET lHE VALUE'1 FOR ANÀLYSIS OF CONST. I.ÍODULUS I{ÀTERIÀLS
C SET THE ¡qÀTERIAt #.200 FOR CONSTÀNT K G T'ÀlERIÀt (C9 PiIC)
C KINEXC:SET 1T¡E vÀLIIE'1 IF DIFF.ÍNCR. OF LOADING IS DESIRED e ÀLSO
C FOR EXCN. PROBLEI.IS FROM 2IID STAGE. POR EXCN.PROELEXS ELEMENîS 1þ
C BE EXCÀVÀTED ÀRE TO BE INDICÀTED AT EÀCH STAGE. EVERY STÀGE OF
C EXCN. & EVERY DIFF. TNCREHENT ÀRE TO BE ANÀLYSED ÀS À SEPERÀTE
C PROBLEH.
C REÀD & PRI}IT NI]I4BER AND SIZE OP TIME INCRE¡{ENTS
C TINCR: NI,D{8ER OF III{E INCRE,IENTS
C STINCR: SIZE OF TII{E I}ICRET{E}TT

REÀD (5,417) TtNCR, STtNCn
WRITE (5,418) lINCR, STINCR
IF (It{OD) 14,14,12

12 1T.ffi+TINCRTSTINCR
DÎ'IIT+STINCR

14 IF (KC¡NF) 20,15,20
15 READ (5,420) NNP, NEL, MÎ , N8PC, NINCR, NIJMLPC, NRNGKT, LIN,

EMPILE, KINEXC, NELEX
20 WRITE (6,425)

WRITE (6,430) NNP, NEL, NHÀT, NBPC, NINCR, NLnÍLPC, NRNGKT' tIN'
&MPILE, KINEXC, NELEX

30 CONTINUE

DÞ¡.ìt:p Â nJÍ Í_rq'nrhrl:
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35

40

IF (LIN) 35,35,50
WRITE (6,445)
IF (KL¡'mYP) 45,40,45
REÀD (5,450) (E(M), NU(M), R0(H), H=1, NHÀ?)
wRITE (6,455)
WRITE (6,460) (M, E(H), NU(¡"1), RO(Þl), H"1,NHÀT)
GO 10 65
wRrrE (6,465)
GO TO 65
IF (KSCON) 60,55,60
REÀD (5,{70) CBPÀR, DEPB, IJWI
WRITE (6,475) CEPÀR, DEPB, ttWT

GO 1þ 65
r{RITE (6 ,480 )

READ ÀI{D PRINT NODÀL POINT DATÀ
wRITE (6,485)
I{RrrE (6,490)
IF (KNPûT) 105,70,105
L'0
REÀD (5,495) N, CODE(N), R(N), Z(N), UR(N), UZ(N)
NLsL+1

Áq

50
55

60
c
6s

70
75

rF (L .EQ. 0) Go 111 80
ZX=N-L
DR' (R(N) - R(t)) / zx
Dz.(Z(N)-Z(r))/zx

g0 ¡o¡+1
IF (N-r) 95,90,85

85 coDE(L) " 0.0
R(L),R(L-1)+DR
Z(L)'Z(L-1) +DZ
uR(L) " 0.0
uz(t,) " 0.0
GO 113 80

90 HRITE (6,500) (K, CODS(K), R(K), Z(K), UR(K), UZ(K), ß = NL, N)
IF (NNP - H) 95,100,75

95 wRrrE (6,505) N

GO rO 380
1OO CONTINI'E

GO 10 110
C LOAD OR DEFORHÀÎION ADDITION À1 CERTAIN NODÀL POII.'TS
105 WRITE (6,510)
110 IF (NUHLPC) 115,125,115
115 tfRtrE(5,515)

DO 120 I ' 1, Nul.lLPC
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120
c
125

REÀD (5,495) N,CODE(N), R(N), Z(N), UR(N), UZ(N)
r{R¡TE (6,500) N, CODE(N), R(N), Z(N), UR(N), UZ(N)
CONTINUE
REÀD ÀND PRINT ELEHENT PROPERTIES'
WRIIE (6,520)
llRITE (6,525)
IF (KEm.r) 190,1 30,190
N'0
IF (tIN) 140,140,145
REÀD (5,530) M, (IX(H, I), I " 1, 5)
co ro 150

130
135
140

145 READ (5,535) H, (IX(H, ¡), t .1, 5)
150 N = N + 1

155
IF (H - N) 1 60,1 60,1 55
lX(N' l) 'IX(X - 1, 1)
IX(N, 2) - IX(N - 1, 2)

160

IX(N, 3) = IX(N - 1, 3)
IX(N, 4) - IX(N - I, 4)
Ix(N, 5) = Ix(N - 1, 5)
IF (tIN) 165,165,170

+
+
+
+
+



165

170
175
180
185

190
195
200

205
c
210
215

220
22s
c

230
235

wRITE (6,540) N, (IX(N, I), I = 1, 5)
GO TO 175
WRITE (6,545) N, (Ix(N, I), I = 1,5)
IF (H - N) 180,180,150
IF (NEL - N) 185,185,'t35
CONTINUE
GO TO 195
wRrrE(6,550)
IF (NEtEX) 200,210,200
l{RfrE (6,555)
DO 205 J " 1, NELEIX
REÀD (5,535) H, (IX(M, I), I ' t, 5)
HRITE (6,545) Þt, (IX(Þt, I), I o 1, 5)
CONTINUE
REÀD ÀND PRINT PNESSURE BOIJNDARY CONDITIONS
r F ( NBPC ) 2',t5 ,225 ,215
I"'RrrE (6,560)
wRIIE (6,565)
û 220 L . 1, NBPC
READ (5,570) rBC(L), J8C(t), pR(L)
r{RrTE (6,5?5) tBC(t), JBC(L), pR(L)
CONTINUE
TNPUT OF BÀCRFILL & PILE HÀÎERIÀL PÀRAHETERS
IF (1.{PItE) 265,265,230
IF (KPLE) 240,235,240
REÀD (5,580) S!{PL, B!{PL
wRllE (6,585) SHPL,BMPL
GO TO 265
wRtrE (6,590)
CONTINUE
INPUT OF NON T,INEAR STRESS STRÀIN RELÀTIONSHIP;OPfION LIN IS FOR
L¡NEÀR OR NON LÍNEAR ANALYSIS. IF LIN.0 LINEÀR ÀNÀLYS¡S IS DONE.

260
265
c
c

IF (ttN) 270,285,270
270 t{RITE (6,610)

IF (KNLIN) 280,275,280
275 REÀD(5,615) (ÀÀÀ(N), BBB(N), CCC(N), DDD(N), EEE(N), FFF(N), cGG(N

e), HHH(N), N ' 1, NHÀT)
WRITE (6,620)
I{RIIE (6,625) (N, ÀÀÀ(N), B8B(N), CCC(N), DDD(N), EEE(N), FFF(N),

&ccc(N), HHH(N), N c 1, NHÀT)
GO TO 285

280 wÌI18 (6,630)
C COHPUTÀÎTON OF BA¡{D WIÛITI
285 J.0
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W 297 N o 1r NEL
Dþ297I'114
DO 295 t. 1, 4
KK'IÀBS(IX(N, I) - IX(N, L))
IF (KK - J) 295,295,290
J-'RK
CONTTNT'E
corTrruE
Þ¡BAND=2iJ+z
NNC'2û¡tNP
rðlITE (6,635) MBÀND
IF (IHOD) 298,298,300
IIT ' STINCR
1l'TINCRûSTINCR
IF (IHOD) 304,304,301
wRrrE (6,636)
WRITE (6,63?) ûT
WRITE (6,642)
DO 303 N " 1, NEL
IF (ÈrrYP - 200) 302,303,303

290
295
291

298

300
301

c



302 sH - (src5(N) + src6(N) + (src3(N) - s2By(N))) / 3.0
51=SIGS(N)-sH
52.sIc6(N)-sN
s3 = SIG3(N) - S¡.r - S2BY(N)
SDSQ. DÀBS(S1 a* / + 52 Êû 2 + 53 Ût 2)
SD " DSORT(SDSO)
X " NINCR
NINCR * -1
cÀLL PARÀ¡.|(N, SM, SD)
NINCR " X

c wRITE (6,643) N, SIGs(N), SIG6(N),
303 CONTINUE

co m 325
30{
30s
310
312
315

320

IF (tIN) 315,315,305
tF (KINEXC) 3'l 0,310,315
I{RrrE (6,637) DT
e¡RrrB (6,640)
CONTfNUE
rF (KTNEXC) 325,325,320
IllOD . 1

c0 To 340
DO 330 I " 1, NNC
Bo(r) . 0.0
DO 335 N = 1r NEL
S¡c1 (N) . 0.0
SIG2(N).0.0
SIG3(N).0.0
SIG4(N) = 0.0
sIGs(N).0.0
StG6(x) . 0.0
NCOtIlfl " 0
IP (NRNGKT) 345,355,345
IHÀLF . 1

FORHÀTTON OF STIFFNESS MÀÎRIX
CALL ST¡FP

325
330

22E

340
34s
c

sM, sD, sHoD(N), BMOD(N)
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C SOLVE FOR DISPLÀCEHENTS
cÀLL EQSOLV
DO 350 I . 1,NNC

350 BD(I) . BD(I) + B(I)
KCO1,NToNCOUTNT+1
IF (NINCR - KCOI'NT) 351,351,352

351 wRrrE (5,390)
wnrTE (6,645)
T¡RITE (6,650) (N, 8D(2 r N - 1), BD(2 r N), N = 1, NNp)

352 I!,10D " 1

C COI'IPLTTATION OF SÎRESSES
CÀLL SÎRESS
NCO¡¡NT_NCgUNT+1
IF (NINCR - NCoUNT) 353,353,354

353 WRITE (6,655) NCoUNT
354 IF (NINCR - NCO['NT) 375,375,345
355 DO 360 I ' 1, NNP
360 uz(r) ' uzß,) / 2.0

IHÀLF " 0
CALL STIFF
cÀtL EQSOLV
Il'lOD " 1

CÀLL STRESS
IHÀLF " 1

DO 365 I = 1, NNP
365 uz(I) = uz(I) + uz(r)

CÀLL SlIFF
CALL EQSOLV
DO 370 I = 1, NNC



370 ¡D(r) = BD(r) + B(r)
KCOI;¡¡¡=NCgUTNT+1
IF (NINCR - KCoUNT) 311,371,372

371 WRITE (6,650) (N, BD(2 a N - 1), BD(2 Ê N), N'1, NNp)
312 cÀLt STRESS

NCgt NT ' NCOL¡NT + 1

IF (NfNCR - NCOIJNT) 373,373,314
3?3 srRrTE (6,655) NCOUNT
374 IF (NINCR - NCOIJNT) 375,375,355
375 IF (TT - DT) 5,5,376
376 bT ' ETT + STINCR

GO 111 301
380 CONTINUE

38s
390
39s
400
405
410
415

cÀtL ERRSTR(208, IHC208)
cÀLL ERRSTR(265, IHC265)
FORr,fÀT ( 20A4 )
FORHAÎ (1H1)
FORt'tÀT ( I5 , 5X, 1?A4 )
FORMÀT (5X, 20A4)
FOR!.|ÀT ( /,8H PROB, /, 5X, I5, 5X, 17A4)
FORr'rÀT (7r5)
FORrt{ÀT (5X, /, 29H oprIONS 1þ RETAIN PRIoR DÀÎÀ, /, 39H SEl Tfl

&E VÀLLIE.1 FOR RETÀINING , /, 39H CONTROL INFOR¡.{ÀTION
& , 13, /, 39H HATERIAL PROPERTIES (LTNEAR CÀSE) , 13,
& I , 39H NODÀL POINT DÀTA , 13, / , 39H ELE
&HENT DÀÎÀ , T3, /, 39H NON LINEÀR INFORI{À
&TION , t3t /, 39H SOIL CONDITIoNS
& , 13, 1,39H CONSÎÀNÎ DEFORI|À?ION HoDUL¡ DÀTÀ , t3, / )

416 FORHÀT (//, 5X, 'llttE - RELÀTED CONÎROL INFOR}|ÀIION' , / I
417 FORHÀT (810.3, 810.3)
{f 8 FoRt{AT ( / , 5X, 'NIJMBER OF TII{E I!¡CREMENÎS ' 

"F10.3, 
/, 5X, ',SrZ

eE OF TIl,lE INCREHEI{T ' ' ,F10.3, /)
420 FORHÀÎ (1115)
425 FOR!{ÀT (5X, 9H TABLE 1, 5X, 'CoMTROL INFORXÀTION" / )
430 FORHÀT ( I, 39H NTJ¡'ÍBER OF NODÀL POINTS , f5, /, 39H

e NUIÍBER 0F ELE!,IENTS , 15, /, 39H NIJI.{8ER 0F
&DIFFERENT I-{ÀTERIÀLS , 15, /, 39H NIJI'TBER OF PRESSURE CÀRDS
& ,15,/,39H NUI.{BER0PTOADINCREHENTS ,15,
e /, 39H Nut'r8ER 0F LOÀD POINTS , t5, /, 39H OpT
EION FOR HÀLF OR FULL STEP , 15, /, 39H OPTION FOR LINEÀR
&ÀNALYSIS , 15, /, 39H OPTION FOR CONST. K G ELEI|ENTS
& ,I5, /,39H SPECIÀL OPIION FoR DIFF. INCREHENT ,15, /,39H
e mJuEER OP ÀLÎERED ETENENTS , f5, / )

{45 FORXÀÎ (5X, 9H TA9LE 1A, 5X, 'LINEÀR ÀNÀLySIS" 5X, 'HÀTERIÀL pROp
EERTTES" / )

450 FORilAT (3810.3)
455 FORHÀT (10H !{åTERIAL , 5X, 1oH}|oDULUS 0F, 5X, 9HPOISSoN-S, 5X, 9}il,t

&ÀTERIÀL, /, 9H NUHBER, 5X, 1oHELÀSTICITy, 7X, 7H RÀTIO, 7X, 8HD
EEHSITY, / )
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460 FOR¡.{ÂT (I6, 7X,812.{¡, 3X, e12.4, 5X, e12.4)
465 FORt'lÀÎ (5X, 42H ETASTIC ÀND !{ÀTERIÀL PROPERIIES AS BEFoRE, /
470 FORI|ÀÎ (3F10.0)
415 FOR!,|ÀT I /, 39H COEFFT.OF EÀRTTI PRESSURE AT ¡sgir , F6.2,

e39H DEPIH OF Bgryfg!'f BgUNDÀRY " , F6,2, /, 39H

d80 FoRl{ÀT (5x, 26H SoIL CONDTTIONS AS BEFORE, / )

485 FORHÀÎ (5X, 9H TÀBLE 2, / )
490 FORI.IÀT (5X, 83I{ NODÀL POINÎ TYPE R-ORDINÀTE

& R-LOÀD OR DISP Z-LOAD OR DISP, / )

EGE UNIÎ çTT. OF SOIL

495 PORr,tÀT (I5, 5X, 5P10.3)
500 FORHÀT (10X, I5,5X, F10.3,2X,810.3,1X,

eF10.3)
505 FORI,IÀT (lX, 28H NODAL POINT CÀRD ERROR N=
510 PORÌ.{ÂT (5X, 27H NODÀL pOrNT DÀTÀ ÀS BEFORE,

. , F6.2, / )

E10.3,3N, F10.3,7X,

, 13, / )

/)

)

ÀVERå

Z -ORDI NÀTE



515 FOR¡-{ÀT (5X, 10H TÀBLE 2A, /,47H MODIFIED LOÀDS CR DISPS=PREVIOUS
& +INCREHENT, / )

520 FORHÀT (5X, 9H TABLE 3, / )
525 FOR¡IÀT (5X, 49H ELEMENT NO.

530
535
540
545
550
555

560
565

e/)
FORHÀT (615)
FORHÀT (615)
FOn¡nT (7X, I5,8X, I5,1X, I5,1X, I5,1X, I5,4X, I5)
FORì,|ÀT (7X, I5,8X, I5, 1X, ¡5, 1X, I5, 1X, t5,4X, I5)
FORHÂT (5X, 30H ELEII{ENT PROPERTIES ÀS BEFORE , / )
FORr,tÀÎ (5X, toH TÀ8LE 3A, /, 5X, 55HÌ'|ODIFIED ELEHENTS = PREVIOUS +

E ELEI,IENIS TO BE EXCÀVÀ?ED, / )
FORttÀT (5X, 9H 1À8LE 4, / )
FORHÀT (5X, 30H PRESSURE BOUNDARy CONDITIONS, l, 25H I

&J PRESSURE, / )
570 FORHÀT (215,E10.3)
575 FOR¡'IAT (3X, ¡5, 1X, I5,3X, F10.3)
580 r'oRr.tÀT ( 2F20. 0 )
585 FORHÀT (5X, 'FoR ptATE ; CONS?ANT c VÀLUE ' 

" 
810.3, 'Kpà,, /,

&24X, ' K VÀLUE c r, 810.3, 'Kpa', / )
590 FORr.rÀT (5X, 'PÀRAHETERS FoR CoNSTÀNT K ; c !4À?ERIÀt ÀS BEFORE" /

e)
610 FORHÀT (5X, 33H ÎABLE 5 NON LINEÀR ÀNALYSIS DATA, / )
61 5 FOR¡,íÀÎ (8F8.0 )

620 FORt'lÀT (T5, 'l'lATERlÀL #" T20, ,ÀÀÀ" T30, ,BBg,, T4O, 'CCC,, T5O,
& 'DDD" T60,'EEE" T?0r'FFF" Tg0r'GGG" 1g0r,HHH., / )

625 FORIIÀÎ ( I 10, 5¡{, 8810.3 )
630 FORXÀT (5X, 26H NON LINEÀR DAlÀ ÀS BEFORE, / )
635 FORIIÀÎ (20X, 'BÀND Ht[ffH'' , 17, / )
636 FORXAT ( /, 10N,, !Q¡¡lt*lltltltûrrrûrlùrÊirrr*rr**rÈ*ÊrrrrârirÈ*rÊâ

&r*rrrt*rtrrltrûtÈttrtr**rrttrr*rt*****t*rtre )
637 FoRtlÀT ( ///,5x, 'TntE ' ', F10.3)
640 FORXÀT ( / /,25X, 'OUTPUT; INSITU STRESSES ÀND ÀSSOCIATED ttODttLI'

e, / / , ?x, SHELE!¡IENT# , 2¡{, 1oHHÀX-SÎRESS , 2X, Io¡{HIN-STRESS , 2X,
&1IHMEÀN-STRESS, 2X, 1oHDEV-STÎESS, gX, 9HSHEAR !{OD, 2X, 8HBULK MODe, / ,

c 642 FOru,rÀT ( / /, 25X, 'OUIpLrp; CURRRENT STRESSES AND ÀSSOC. MODULI I

c &, / /,7x, SHELEHENT#,2X, 1oHHÀX-STRESS,2X, 10H!!I¡¡-STRESS, 2X,
c &11HuEAN-STRESS, 2X, 1oHDEV-STRESS, 9X, 9HSHEÀR pfOD, 2X, EHBULK HODc e, / )
c 643 FORHÀT (?X, I?, F10.2,2X, F10.2,2X, F10.2,3X, F10.2,9X,2810.3c &)
645 FORIíÀT (5X, 4gHRESULTS,NODAL DISPLACEITENTS À¡{D ELEMENÎ SIRESSES, /

&)

IJKtHÀT5RIÀL,
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650 FORt'lÀT (12H N.P. N[n'tBER,
655 PORHÀT (5X, 32H NtlfBER 0F

STOP
END
ST'BROUTINE STIFF
T}IPLICIT REÀL 1 8(A - H,
cot0.{oN /'rltß/vî
CO}O{ON / CEXCO¡{ / Oep¡,UFÎ, CEPÀR, NNP, NEL, NHÀT, NBPC,

&LlN, NRNGKT, NINCR, NCOUNT, IHÀLF, MTYP, I¡I{OD, NTINCR, STINCR
coMXoN / x¡ryp / Es(300), E(10), RO(10), NU(10)
coltHoN / xpo¡t¡ / R(400), z(400), uR(400), uz({00), coDE(400)
coMr.{oN / er,o¡r¡ / BD(800), slcl (300), src2(300), sIc3(300), src4(

e300), src5(300), sIc6(300), slBy(300), s2By(300), pR(30),
&sIG(10), ÀNGLE(4), IBC(30), JBC(30)
coHHoN / NOprs / sHoo(300), sHoD(300), AÀÀ(15), BBB(15), CCC(15),

&DDD(f5), EEE(15), FFF(15), GGG(15), HHH(15), SMPL, 8¡.tpL
coHxoN / ¡ac / RRR(5), zzz(5), s(10, 10), p('t0), Lil(4), DD(3, 3),

&H¡.1(6, t0), RR(4) , ZZ(41, C(4, 4), H(6, 10), D(6, 6), F(6, 10), Tp(
&6), x¡(10), Ix(400, 5)
cot'$loN / sor,vn / ¡¡¡¡Np, NT,JHBLK, B(108), À(108,54)

18X, 2HUR, 18N,, 2HVZ, /, (1112, 2F20.7',tl.
FULL LOÀD INCRE!{E¡¡T ., 15)

o-zl



REÀL NU

C INITIÀLISE
REI{IND 9

c
c

NB;PÀRÀI.IETER RELÀTED fþ THE SIZE OF À BLOCK. ITS VALUE CÀN BE

SPECIFIED DEPENDING ON THE CORE SIþRÀGE ÀVÀILAELE IN TI.IE COHPIITER
NB'27
t{D.2ÊNB
ND2=2*ND
STOPP = 0.0
NUI{BLK = 0
DO 10 N = 1, ND2
B(N) " 0.0
ûO 10 l{' 1, ND

À (N , l'l) ' 0.0
POR!{ THE SÎIFFNESS HÀTRIX IN BLOCKS

NLJì'IBLK.NUI{BLK+1
NH'NB T (T{I'¡{BLK + 1)
Nl¡lsNH-NB
NLoNl,f-NB+1
KSHIFT'2INL-2
DO 180 N . 1, NEL
IF (IX(N, 5) ) 180,180,30
DO 50 I * 1, 4

IF (IX(N, r) - Nr) 50,40,{0
IF (IX(N, I) - NH) 60,60,50
CONTINI'E
co ro 180
cÀLL QTDSTF(N, vOL)
IF (Vot) 70,70,80
r{RIlE (6,470) N

SÎOPP . 1 .0

10
c
20

30

40
50

50

?0

80 IF (IX(N,3) - IX(N,4)) 90,120,90
C ELI}.IINÀÎE TÍIE FIFll¡ NODÀL POINT
90 DO 100 It'1,9

cc = s(tt, 10) / s(10 , 10)
P(II) " P(¡I) - cc t P(10)
Iþ 100 JJ' 11 9

100 s(II, JJ) = s(I¡, JJ) - cc È s(10, JJ)
¡þ 110 Il " 1, I
cc's(It,9l / S(9, 9)
P(II) " P(II) - cc Ê P(9)
DO110JJ"1,8

110 S(II, JJ) " S(II, JJ) - CC ù S(9, JJ)
C ÀDD ELEMENI STIFFNESS TO TÛTÀL STIFFNESS. DIRECT STIFFNESS I{EIHOD
120 DO130I'1,4
130 Lil(I) . 2 È IX(N, tl - 2

DO 1?0 I " 1r 4

DO 1?0 K ' 1, 2
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II'Lil(I)+K.RSHIFÎ
KK.2rI-2+K
B(Ir) , B(rr) + P(KR)
DO 170 J o 1, 4

DO170L.1,2
JJ, Lt!(J) + L - II + 1 - KSHIFT
LL.2*J-2+L
tF (JJ) 170,170,140
IF (ND - JJ) 150,160,160
wRrTE (6,{80) N

STOPP . 1.0
GO 10 180
A(II, JJ) " A(II, JJ) + s(KK, LL)
CONTINUE
CONTINI'E
ÀDD CONCENTRÀTEÐ FORCES WTTHIN BLOCKS

140
150

160
170
180
c



190
c
c

fþ 190 N = NLr NM

KO2¡N-KSHIPT
B(r) " B(K) + Uz(N)
B(K - 1) , B(n - 1) + uR(N)
EOÍ,JNDARY CONDITIONS
1. PRESSURE BOUNDARY CONDITIONS
IF (NBPC) 200,340,200

200 DO 330 L. 1' NBPC
I " I8c(L)
J . JBC(L)
IF (IHÀLF) 220,2'10,220

210 pp = pR(L) / 12.0
GO TO 230

220
230

PP'PR(t)/6.0
DZ - (Z(I) . Z(J)) Ê PP
DR'(R(J).R(I))*PP
RX'2.0ûR(I)+R(J)
ZX, R(¡) + 2.0 È R(J)
II-2ûI.KSHIFT
JJ=2ÊJ-KSHIFT
rF (rr) 280,280,240
IF (rI - ND) 250,250,280
MODIFY FOR SKEW BOI'NDÀRIES
SINÀ " 0.0
COSÀ ' 1.0

240
c
2s0

rP (coDE(r ) ) 260 ,?70,270
260 SINA . DsIN(coDE(I) / 57.29571)

cosA " Dcos(coDE(ll / 57.29577')
270 8(II - 1) . 8(I¡ - 1) + RX' (COSÀ e D?, + SrNA t DR)

B(II)' E(II) - Rx û (stNÀ a Dz - cosA' DR)
280 IF (JJ) 330,330,290
290 IF (JJ - r¡D) 300,300,330
300 SINA ' 0.0

COSÀ ' 1.0
IF (CoDE(J)) 310,320,320

310 SINÀ = DSIN(coDE(J) / 51.29571)
CoSÀ " Dcos(coDE(J) / 57.29577)

320 B(JJ - 1) " 8(JJ - 1) + ZX r (COSÀ ù DZ + SINA t DR)
B(JJ) = B(JJ) - zx r (sINÀ * Dz - cosA û DR)

330 CONTINUE
C 2. DISPLACEI.IENT BOT'NDARY CONDITIONS
340 DO 420 Èl * NL, NH

IF (Èr - NNP) 350,350,420
350 u " uR(H)
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360
370
380
390

400
410

N'2Û}4.1-KSHIFT
IF (CODE(H) ) 410,420,360
IF (CODE(!,r) - 1.0) 370,390,370
rF (coDE(Þr) - 2.0) 380,410,380
IF (CODE(H) - 3.0) 410,400,410
CALL MODIPY(A, B, ND2, PÍ8ÀND, N, U)
GO TO {20
cÀLL t'toDIFY(À, B, ND2, FIBÀND, N, U)
u " uz(H)
¡'¡+1
CÀLL MODTFY(A, B, ND2, MBÀND, N, U)

420 CONTINUE
C WRITE ELOCK OF EQUÀTIONS ON TAPE ÀND SHIFT UP LOWER BLOCK

WRITE (9) (B(N), (À(N, H), H = 1, MBÀND), N = 1, ND)

Iþ 430 N. 1, ND

K.N+ND
B(N) " B(K)
8(x) " 0.0
DO 430 M o 1, ND

À(N, M) = A(K, M)



430 À(K, Þl) ' 0.0
C CHECK FOR T1IE LÀST BLOCK

IF (¡¡!'t - NNP) 20,440,440
440 CONTINUE

IF (STOPP) 450,460,450
450 CALL EXIT
460 REI'IJRN
470 pOnü¡r (5X, 25HNEGÀÎIVE AREÀ ELEÌ'{EI¡T NO., 15, / )

480 FORHÀT (5X, 3oHBÀND WIDÎH EXCEEDS ÀLLoIíÀBLE , 15, / )

END
suBRourINE QUDSTF(N, voL)
II{PLICIT REAL û 8(À - H, O - Z)
cox!'roN/r¡xe/m
co!,tì,toN / ceHcoH / Deen, uHT, CEPÀR, NNP' NEL, N!{ÀT' NBPC'

&LIN, NRNGKT, NINCR, NCOUNÎ ,.IHÀLF, ryryf , I¡{oD,.NIINCR' STINCR
colúoN / HÀTYp / Es(300), E(10), RD(10), NU(10)
õóm.roH 7 Npo¡r¡ / R(400), zl¿ooi, uR(400), uz(400), coDE(400)
õómrõu 7 e¡o¡r¡ / so(aooi, sIGl(300), slcz(300), sIG3(300), slc4(

&300), SIG5(3OO), SIG6(300), SlBY(300), S2BY(300) ' PR(30) '&slc(io), ÀNGLE(4), IBC(30), J8C(30)-có¡oro¡ i r.roors / É¡ropt300); sMoD(3oo), ÀAA(15), BBB(15) ' ccc(15),
&DDD(15), EEE(15), FFF(15), GGG(15), Ht{H(15), Sl',lPL, BHPL-õóm{oH i tee / nnn(s), zz,ß), s(10, 10), P(10), Lll(4), DD(3, 3)'.
&HH(6, 1o), RR(4) , zz,(41 , c(4, 4), H(6, 10), D(6' 6), F(6, 10) ' TP(
&6), xr (10), IX({oo, 5)
colo'¡oN / sórvn / uÉaro, NIJI{BLK, 8(108), À(108, 54)
REAL NU

10 I'IX(N, 1)
J - IX(N,2)
K.IX(N,3)
L'IX(N,4)
KTYP ' IX(N, 5)

c
c

20
c
30
40
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Ix(N,5). - Ix(N,5)
DEVELOPEI{ENT OF STRESS STRÀIN RELÀTIONSHIPS
FOR PLÀNE STRÀIN OR STRESS ¡NSERT CORRESPOI{DING C MATRIX
IF (tIN) 20,20,50
IF (NCOIJNT) 30,30,40
COI.{PIITE C I{ÀTRIX FOR LINEAR CÀSE INVOLVING E & NU

Es(N) 'E(l.fTYP)
XNUH " ES(N) i (1.0 - NU(HTYP))
XDEN. (1.0 + NU(mYP)) Ê (1.0 - 2.0 t NU(ÈíTYP))
coltltR'xrur/xoe¡¡
col.lHRl " NU(ÞfrTP) / r.0 - NU(lrrrP) )

c(1,1)'COMHR
C(1, 2) ' COì.ll¡fR Ê COMMR1

C(1, 3) 'C(1, 2)
c(1, 4) " 0.0
C(2, 1) 'C(1' 2)
C(2, 2l = C(1, 1)
c(2, 3) " C(1, 2)
c(2, 4) " 0.0
C(3, t) . C(1, 2)
C(3, 2) . C(1, 2)
C(3, 3) " C(1, 1)
c(3, 4) " 0.0
C(4, 1) " 0.0
C(4, 2) ' 0.0
C(4, 3) . 0.0
xN " (1.0 - 2.0 Ê NU(Ì'{TyP)) Ê co}.ß{R
xD " 2.0 n (1.0 - NU(HTYP))
C(4, 4) " )(N / xD
GO 10 130
C HÀTRIX FOR NON LINEÀR ÀNÂLYSIS
IF (NRNGKT) 50,1OO,60

c
50



60 IF (NCOI¡NT) 90,70,90
70 rF (ntoD) 80,80,90
80 cÀLL BFoRCE(N, I, J, K, L)
90 ESH - SHoD(N)

EBK. (SHoD(N) / 3.0) + B¡.{oD(N)
GO 1Ð 120

100
110
120

IF (NCoLNT) 110,110,90
IF (IHÀtF) 70,70,90
C(1, 1) = EBK + ESH
C(1, 2) = EBK - ESH
C(1, 3) = C(1, 2)
c(1, 4) = 0.0
C(2, 1) = C(1,
c(2, 2', = C(1,
C(2, 3) o C(1,
c(2, 4) = 0.0
C(3, 1) . C(1,
C(3, 2) o C(2,
C(3, 3) ' C(1,
C(3, 4) '0.0C(4, 1) " 0.0

2t
1)
2t

3)
3)
1)

C DEVELOPEXENT OF QUADRITATERÀL S?IFFNESS },IÀTRIX
130 RRR(s). (n(¡) + R(J) + R(K) + R(t)) / 4.0

zzz(5)' (z(I) + z(J) + z(K) + z(t)) / 4.0
0O170H.1,4
rot = Ix(N, H)
IF (R(l0.r)) 160,1{0,160

140 R(l,o'r) r 0.01 * RRR(5)
rF (coDE(MH) ) 160,150,160

150 CODE(t{l{)'1.0
160 RRR(H) ' n(r*r)170 zzz(tÍl ' z(!or)

DO 190 II ' 1r 10
P(Il) = 0.0
DO 180 JJ o 1, 6

180 HH(JJ, I¡) .0.0
DO 190 JJ * 1, 10

190 s(II, JJ) " 0.0
DO200II.1r{
JJ ' IX(N, II)

200 ÀNGLE(II) ' CODE(JJ) / 57.3
IF (K - L) 220,210,220

210 CÀLL TRISTP(1, 2, 3)
RRR(5) . (RRR(1) + RnR(2) + RRR(3ll / 3.0
zzz(5). (zzz(11 +zzz(2', +zzz(3)) / 3.0
vOL ' xI(1)
GO TO 240

220 VOL = 0.0
CALL TRISTF(4, 1, 5)
vOL á vOL + XI(1)
cÀLL ?RISTF(1, 2, 5)
voL , voL + xI(1)
cÀLL TRTSTF(2, 3, 5)
VOL * VOL + XI(t)
cÀLL lRISTF(3, 4, 5)
VOL ¡ VOL + XI(1)
DO230IIo1,6
DO 230 JJ = 1, .10

230 HH(Ir, .lJ) = HH(ÍI , JJ) / 4.0
240 RETURN

END

C(4, 2) " 0.0
C(4, 3) ' 0.0
C(4, 4) " ESH
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SUBROUTINE IRISTF(TI, JJ, KK)
II.IPLICIT REAL È 8(À - H, O - Z)
coxr{oN/'rtns/w
coHHoN / cexco¡t / oepg, uim, cEpÀR, NNp, NEL, HHAI, NBpc,

&LIN, NRNGKT, NINCR, NCOITNT, IHÀLF, ¡{?YP' l},lOD' NTINCR' STINCR
coHr{oN / x¡rvp / Es(300), E(10), RO(10), NU(10)
cor,o,roN / xpo¡r¡ / R(400), z(400), uR(400), uz(400), coDE(400)
coH!,foN / ero¡r¡ / BD(800), stcl(300), sIG2(300), src3(300), sIG4(

e3O0), Stc5(300), SIG6(300), SlBy(300), s2BY(300), PR(30),
esIG(10), ÀNGLE(4), rBC(30), J8C(30)

co!,o,toN / xoprs / Br{oD(300), sMoD(300), ÀÀÀ(15), BB8(15), CCC(15),
&DDD(15), EEE(15), FFF(15), GGG(15), HHH(15), SMPL, BHPL
coto,toN / me / RRR(5) , zzzß), s(10, 10), P(10), t¡{(4), DD(3, 3),

&HH(6, 10), RR(4) , ZZ(4), C(4, 4), H(6, 'l 0), D(6, 6), F(6, 10), TP(
&6), xI ('l 0), IX(400, 5)

REAL NU
TNITIÀLI ZÀTION
LH(1) " IIt¡(2) ' .l¡
tfl(3) ' KK
RN(1) 'RRR(II)
RR(2) . RRR(JJ)
nn(3) ' RRR(KK)
RN({) . RRR(II)
zz0) . zzzltt)
zz(2) - zzzßJ',
zz(3) . zzz(R()
ZZ(4) " zzzßt)
DO 30 I . 1, 6
DO 20 J. 1, 10
F(I, J) ' 0.0
H(I, J) .0.0
DO 30 J . 1, 6
D(I, J) . 0.0
COI'IPT¡TE INTEGRÀL (C)I O (C) Ê (G)
FOR PLANE STRAIN ÀND STRESS CÀSES ,THE ELEI.IENT PER T'NIT IENGTH IS
COHPUîED BY I,IULTTPLYING T{IÛTH 8Y DEPTH . SUBROUÎTNE NIJHINT IS
NEEDED FOR ÀXI-SYIIîTETRICAL CÀSE .
cÀLL NIJHINT(XI , RR, ZZ)
D(2, 6) ' xI(1) t (c(1, 2l + c(2, 3))
D(3, 5) . XI(1) Ê C(4, 4)
D(5, 5) . XI(1) o c(4,4)
D(6, 6) ' xl(1) * c(2, 2)
D(1, 1) * xI(3) û c(3, 3)
D(1, 2) . XI(2) r (c(1, 3) + c(3,3))
D(1, 3) - xI(5) * C(3, 3)
D(1, 6) . XI(2) * c(2, 3)
DQ,2l . xI(1) â (c(1, 1) + 2.0 È c(1, 3) + c(3, 3))
D(2, 3) - XI(4) Ê (C(1, 3) + C(3' 3))
D(3, 3) . xI(6) * C(3, 3) + XI(1) a C(4,4)
D(3,.6) . XI(4) â C(2, 3)
DO {0 I ' 1, 6

æ 40 i ' 1, 6

10

20

30
c
c
c
c
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+0
c

D(J, I) = D(I, J)
DEVELOPEI.IENI OF COEFF I C I ENT DT SPLÀCE}'IENT TRÀNSFORHATI ON

COtûr = RR(2
e(zz(1| - zz

DD(',l , 1) "
DD(1' 2) "
DD(1, 3) "
DD(2, 1) '
DD(2, 2) "
DD(2' 3) =
DD(3, 1) =

ì (zz(3) - zz(1)) + RR(1) a (ZZl2l - zZ(3))
2t)
RR(2) ' zzß) - RR(3) È zzl2)) / CO¡,s
RR(3) Ê ZZ(11 - RR(1) n ZZ(3)) / CO¡C'I

RR(1) Ê zz(2) - RR(2) r zz('l)) / co¡os
zz(2)-zz(3)l/cot4{
zz(31-zz(1)l/cOtø
zz(1) - zz(2)l / CO¡ar
RR(3) - RR(2)) / co¡o.{

I"IÀTRIx
+ RR(3) n



DD(3, 2) = (RR(1) - RR(3)) / co}&{
DD(3, 3) ' (nn(2) - RR(l)) / CO¡'s{
DO 50 I - 1, 3
J-2*t¡.{(I)-1
H(1, J) = DD(1, I)
H(2, J) . DD(2, I)
H(3, J) 'DD(3, I)
H(4,J+1)=DD(1,I)
H(5, J + 1) 'DD(2, I)H(6, J + 1) = DD(3, I)
ROTATE I,'NKNOTNS IF NECESSARY
DO 80 J , 1,2
I " Ltl(J)
rF (ÀNGLE(I) ) 60,80,80
SINÀ . DSIN(ÀNGLE(I))
COSÀ . DCOS(ÀNGLE(I))
IJ ' 2 T I
DO 70 K' 1, 6
lElt " H(K, IJ - 1)
H(K, IJ - 1) " TEI{ a COSÀ + H(K, IJ) * SINÀ
H(K, IJ) - - TEH r SINA + H(K, IJ) û COSA
CONTINUE
DEVELOP ELE}IENT STIFPNESS HÀTRIX (¡I)t * (D) f NH
DO110J.1,10
Iþ 110 R. 1, 6
IF (H(K, J)) 90,110,90
DO 100 I . 1,6
F(I, J) o F(I, J) + D(I, K) * H(R, J)
COI{TINUE
DO 140 I o 1, 10
ÐO 140 K. 1r 6
IF (H(K, I)) 120,1{0,120
Iþ 130 J'1, 10
s(I, J) o S(I, J) + H(K, I) r F(K, J)
CONTINUE
IF (LIN) 150,150,170
DEVELOPHENT OF EODY FORCE HÀTRIX
TBODyF = XI(1) r Ro(ltTYp)
BODTF'-TBODYF/3.0
IIO 160 I . 1, 3
J " 2 * LN(I)
P(¡)"P(J) +BODYP
DEVETOPI'IEN? OF STRÀIN TRÀNSFORMÀTION HÀTRIX
DO 180 I'1,6
DO 180 J. 1, 10
HH(I, J) ' lÍH(I, J) + H(I, J)
RETURN
END
suBRouuNE BFoRCE(N, t, J, K, L)
I}ÍPLICTT REAL È 8(À - H, O - Z)
co!î.roN /TulE/vt
coilltoN / cexcol¡ / oeps, utn, cEpÀR, NNp, NEL, Nl,tÀT, N8pc,

&LIN, NRNGKT, NTNCR, NCOI.JNT, IHÀLF, }ITYP, I¡¡IOD, NTINCR, STINCR
co{MoN / xpo¡t¡ / R(400), z(400), uR(400), uz(400), coDE(400)
coro.roN / etottx / 8D(800), srcl (300), src2(300), srG3(300), src4(

&300), sIc5(300), src6(300), slBy(300), s2By(300), pR(30),
&sIc(10), ÀNGLE(4), I8C(30), JBC(30)

cor,f!'roN / rcoors / BHoD(300), sHoD(300), AÀÀ(15), BB8( r5), ccc(15),
&DDD(15), EEE(r5), pFF(',t5)" ccc(15), HHH(15), SHPL, EHPL
IF (K - L) 20,10,20
RcEl¡'r' (R(I) + R(J) + R(K)) / 3.0
ZCE!Í! = (z(I) + z(J) + z(R)) / 3.0
GO T0 30
RCENT = (R(r) + n(i) + R(K) + R(t)) / 4.0

50
c

70
80
c

90
100
110

't20
130
140

c
150
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160
c
170

180

10



30
c

ZCENT = (z(t) + z(J) + z(x) + z(L)l / q.O
DEL=DEP8-ZCENT
lÛTAL STRESS ÀNÀLYSIS
S18Y(N) =DELIIJBT
S2BY(N) " SlBY(N) r CEPÀR
IF (tfrYP - 200) 80,70,?0
S!{CD(N) = SHPt
EMoD(N) = BMPt
GO TO 90
S!,f ' (S1Br(N) + 2.0 * S2By(N)) / 1,0
S1B=S1BT(N) -S}T
s2B.S2BY(N)-sH
SDSQB ' DÀBS(S1B rÈ 2 + 2.0 " (S2B râ 2))
SD " DSQRI(SDSQB)
cÀtL PÀRåt{(N, Stf, SD)
wRITE (6,100) N, SlBy(N), S2By(N), SÌ,t, SD, SMOD(N), BMOD(N)

?0

80

90

100

CONTINUE
RElURN
FORMÀT (7X, I7, F10.2,

&2F1 0. 1 )
END
SUBROUTINE PÀRÀI.{(N, S},I, SD)
I}.IPLICIT REÀL Ê 8(À - H, O - Z)
cot{MoN/wng/w
coHMoN / ceXcoN / OEeB, Urf,!, CEPÀR, NNp, NEL, NHÀÎ, NBPC,

&LIN, NRNGK?, NINCR, NCOTJNI, IHALF, }MYP, IXOD, NTINCR, STINCR
cot{MoN / NPDÀTÀ / R(400), Z(400), UR(400), UZ(400), CODE(400)
cot4,toN / eLD¡t¡ / BD(800), Srcl(300), src2(300), sic3(300), slc4(

&300), stc5(300), src6(300), slBy(300), s2By(3ooi, pR(30),
&src(10), ÀNGLE(4), IBC(30), JBC(30)

coHl.toN. / ltoDts / 8H0D(300), sHoD(300), AÀÀ(15), BBB(15), CCC(15),
&DDD(15), EEE(15), FFF(15), GGG(15), t{tfH(15), sfuL, BHPL'
cÀtL BULKI|(N, St{)
CHECK FÀILURE CRITERION
sDF = 100.0 * (1.3 r DÀBS(Slr))
IF (SD - SDF) 5,6,4
KCOUNT"NCOUMP+1
IF (NINCR - KCOUNT) 6,5,6
I{RITE (5,110) N
IF (DT) 10,10,20
wRrrE(6,100)
CÀLL EXIT
I F ( rr,roD ) 25 ,25 ,30
X"D¡T
IIf ' 0.016667
w0"DÀBS ( SH)
wl 'I{0ÊrEEE (lfryP)
W2!DryrrFFF (¡r{Typ)
w3smrrHHH (Ì,íTYP)
s4.gp/w0
w5. (DDD(tnyp) rw1 rI.¡2 ) + (cGG (MTyp) rw3rgr4 )
SllOD(N).1.0/9¡5
rF (ItfoD) 35,35,40
ûl'X
EMoD' (9.0 r BÌ,toD(N) i SÌ{OD(N)) / (SHOD(N} + (3.0 i BMOD(N)))
POIR " (3.0 " BÞ{OD(N) - 2.0 r sHoD(N)) / (6.0 o BHoD(N) + 2.0 a

eslroD(N) )

FORHÀÎ (5X, 'TNVALID (NEGÀTIVE OR ZERO) îIHE STEP SPECIFIED IN PRO
&GRÀlil' )

FORHÀT (5X, 'FÀILI¡RE CRITERION EXCEEDED IN ELEHE}¡T NO." I5 )
RETURN
END
suSRouTINE BULKl,t(N, Sr't)
IHPLICIT REÀL Ê 8(À - H, o - z)

2x, F10.2, 2N, F10.2, 3X, F10.2, gx,
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co¡{MoN/Îtw/vt
coHMoN / cercox / pepg, u!¡r, CEPÀR, NNP, NgL, NllÀT, NBPC,

&LIN, NRNGKT, NINCR, NCOUNT, IHALF, }MYP, IIIOD, NTINCR, STINCR
coHHoN / Hpo¡t¡ / R(400), 2(400), uR(400), uz({00), coDE(400)
co¡ro{oN / elo¡r¡ / BD(800), sIGl (300), s¡G2(300), sIG3(300), sIG4(

&300), sIG5(300), sIc6(300), slBY(300), s2BY(300), PR(30),
&srG(10), ANGLE(4), IBC(30), JBC(30)
colo{oN / Noor,,s / aNon(300), sMoD(300), ÀÀÀ(15), BBB(15), CCC(15),

&DDD(15), EEE(15), FFF(15), GGG(15), HHH(15), SMPL, BHPL
IF (It'toD) 10,10,20
X=û!
III = 0.015667
$'0'DÀBS ( SH)
l¡1=1.0/ÀÀÀ(!frYP)
w2=-ccc (lttyP) r0¡I
l{3'DEXP (I{2 )
W4a 1 . 0+ (H1 rBBB (¡ITYP) ÊFt3Êt{0 )

T!rT{ * t t
EHOD(N).AåÀ(MTYP)fW5
IF (rMOD) 30,30,40
[If"X
RETURN
END
SUBROITTINE HODIFY(A, B, NEO, },ÍBÀND, N, U)
I}IPLICTT REAL ù 8(À - H, O - Z)
DIilENSION À(108, 54), B(108)
DO 40 l.l . 2, !{BÀND
6'¡-¡4+1
IF (K) 20,20,10
B(K) . B(R) - À(K, H) È U
À(K, H) ' 0.0
K.N+H-1
IF (NEQ - R) 40,30,30
B(x)'B(K) - À(N, H) Ê u
À(N, H) o 0.0
CONTINUE
À(N, 1) " 1.0
B(n) " u
RETURN
END
SUBROUTINE NTJMINT(XI , RR, ZZ)
II'IPLICIT REÀL * 8(A - H, O - Z)
DIT,|ENSION RR(4), ZZ(41 , XI(10), 

'{]1{(6), 
RN(5), ZN(6), XX(6)

DO 10 I o 1, 3

)(x(I ) ' 1.0
xx(I + 3) '3.0coMt{'RR(z) û nzß) - zz(1)) + RR(1) n (zz(21 'zz(3)) + nn(3)

e(zz(1) - zz(2ll
COl,lMoCOìs4/24.0

10

20

30
40

10

20

30

40
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10

¡¡¡11¡ . ¡p(1)
RN(2) " RR(2)
RN(3) ' RR(3)
RN(a) . (R¡l(1) + RN(2)) / 2.0
nH(5) " (nrr(2) " RN(3)) / 2.0
RN(6) = (R¡t(3) + RN(1)) / 2.0
zN(1) . zz(1)
zN(2) " zz(2)
zN(3) ' zz(3)
zN(4)'(zN(1)

20

zN(5) = (zN(2)
2N(6)'(zN(3)
DO 20 I . 1, 6

xlr(I) = xx(I)
Þ 30 I = 1,

I

f

+ zN(2)) / 2.0
+ zN(3)l / 2.0
+ zN(1)l / 2.0

f RN(I)
rì



30 XI(I)
DO 40
XI (1
x¡ (2) .
xI (3) =

0.0
= 1r 6
xI(l) +

xI (2) +

xI(3) +

xI ({) +

¡(I(5) +

xI (6) +

XI (7) +

XI (8) +

xI (9) +

xr (10)

xI (a) =
xI (5) =
xI (6) =
xr (?) =

40

50

xI (8) =
xI (9) =

fi(r )

¡fi(r) / RN(r)
xH(r) / (RN(r) Ê' 2)
r0,l(r) û zN(r) / RN(r)
x!'t(i) ù zN(r) / (RN(I) Êr 2)
n'|(r) r zN(I) rÊ 2 / (RN(¡) Êû 2)
XH(I) I RN(I)
)o,r(r) r zN(I)
)${(I) È (nr¡(¡) uu 2)
+ x¡.{(I) u R¡¡(I) È zN(I)XI (10) =

CONTINUE
DO 50 ¡'1, 10
x¡(I) "XI(I) rcoHH
RETI]RN
END
SUBROIJTINE STRESS
II'IPtICIT REÀL Ë 8(À . H, O - Z)
cot{HoN/rtxe/m
cot{HoN / ce}¡ccN / oepg, lffi, CEPÀR, NNP, NEL, Nl'fÀT' NBPC'

&LIN. NRNGRT, NINCR, NCOI,'NT, IHÀLF' }MYP, I}{OD' NTINCR' STINCR
co¡o'roN / ¡{Àívp / Es(300), E(10), RO(10), NU(10)
ðom'roN / upo¡r¡ / R(4OO); z(400), UR({00), UZ(400), coDE(400)
ðówo¡¡ 7 er.Dlr¡ / golsooi, sIGl(300), slc2(300), slc3(300)' slc4(

å300). Src5(3OO), SIG6(3OO), SlBv(300), S2BY(300), PR(30) '&src(i0). ÀNGLE(4), IBC(30), JBC(30)-ðó¡.nbx i xop¡s / Éxoot3o0); sHoD(300), AÀÀ(1s), BEB(1s), ccc(1s) '&DDD(15), EEE(15), FFF(15), GGG(15), H¡lH(15), Sl.lPL' BI{PL-õõla;ox i ¡nc / nnn(s), zzi,(s), s(1Ó, 10), p(10), L!{(4), DD(3, 3),.
cr¡r¡G, lô), nnit) , zz(il, c(4,'l¡), H(6, 10), D(6, 6), F(6, 10) ' TP(
&6) , xI ( 10) , IX(400, 5)
cofooN / sór,vn / ¡æ¡xD, NLHSLK, 8(108), À(108,54)
REÀL NU
CO}IPUIÀTION OF ELSI'IENT STRESSES
MPRINT = 0
DO 350 Ì,1 . 1' NEL
Nol,l
IX(N, 5) ' IÀBS(IX(N, 5) )

tfltP'Ix(N,5)
cÀLt QUDSTP(N, voL)
IX(N, 5)'lflYP
PLÀCE NODAL DISPLÀCEHENT IN ARRÀY P FROH ARRÀY B

DO 10 I'1, 4

II = 2 r I
JJ'2ûIX(N, I)
P(II-1)"B(JJ-1)
P(II) 'B(JJ)
HODIFY TO ÀCCOT'NT FOR lHE FTPT1I NODÀL POINT
DO 20 I - 1,2
RR(r) , p(¡ + g)
DO 20 K. 1, 8

RR(I) ' RR(I) - S(I + 8, K) g P(K)
CoMH ' s(9, 9) Ê s(10, 10) - s(9, 10) Ê s(10, 9)
IF (COHH) 30,40,30
p(9) " (S(10; 10) r RR(1) - S(9, 10) * RR(2)) / CO¡0'l
p(10) - ( - É(10, 9) r RR(1) + S(9,91 a RR(2)) / co¡o¡
COI{PUTÀTION OF T1IE SÎRÀINS
m 50 I . 1, 6

TP(I) '0.0
DO 50 K - 1, 10
TP(¡) * TP(I) + HH(I, K) Ê P(K)
RR(1) = TP(2)
RR(2) = rP(6)
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c
60

RR(3) = (Tp(1) + TP(2) * RRR(5) + TP(3)' zzz(5)) / RRR(5)
RR(a) =TP(3) +rP(5)
COüPUfÀTTON OF lHE RADIÀL,VERTICÀL,TÀNGENTIÀt ÀND S¡{EAR STRESSES

DO ?0 I ' 1, 3

SIc(I ) = 0.0
DO 70 K " 1, 3

SIG(I) " SIG(I) + C(I, K) T RR(K)
src(4) = (c(4, 4)) Ê RR(4)
COI.ÍPUTÀTION OF THE PRINCIPÀL STRÀINS ; S1ÐRE IN RR

cc=(RR(1)+RR(2))/2.0
cR1 = DÀBS(((RR(2) - RR(1)) I 2.0\ à* 2 + (RR(4) / 2.0, tà 2)
cR . DSSRT(CR1 )

RR(1) . CC +.CR
RR(2)=cc-cR
COI.{PUTE PRINCIPAL STRESSES ÀND ÀNGLE BETWEEN STRESS DIRECTIONS
CC * (Src(1) + src(2)l / 2.0
BB " DÀBS(slc(1) - SIG(2)l / 2.0
cR . DSQRT(BB '* 2 + SJG(4) ÈÈ 2)
TOTI"CC+CR
sIG(5) = 1!T1
TûT2.CC-CR
SIc(6) . ToT2
stc(?) = 28.648 * (DÀTÀN2(SIG(4), BB) )

I'IODIFY FOR SKEF BOUNDARÍ ES

STRESSES PARåLLEL TO THE LIHE I-J
I " IX(N, 1)
J " I:((N,2)
XXNoZ(J)-Z(I)
þtD'R(J)-R(¡)
ÀNG . 2.0 Û DÀTÀT¡2(:LTN, XXD)
COS2À o DCOS(ÀNG)
SIN2À ' DSIN(ÀNG)
cx' 0.5 r (sIG(l) - slc(2))
sIG(8) "CX* (COS2À) +SIG(4) Ê (SINzÀ) +CC
src(g).2.0s cc-sIG(8)
src(10)' - cx' (sIN2À) + SrG(4) r (COS2A)

IF (!{RNGKT) 80,120,80
FULL I NCREI,IE} TÀL }IETI{OD
sIGl(N) . slcl(N) + sIG(1)
Src2(N), Src2(N) + SrG(2)
sIG3(N)' SIG3(N) + slc(3)
SIG4(N)' SIG4(N) + SIG(4)
IF (L¡N) 90,90,100
ccr' (src1(N) + src2(Nl) / 2.0
BBI " DÀ8S(SIG1(N) . SIG2(N)) / 2,0
co 10 110
ccr - ((srG1(N) - S2By(N)) + (SIG2(N) - SlBY(N)ll / 2.0
B8r " DÀBS((SrG1(N) - s2BY(N)) - (SIG2(N) - slBY(N)l) / 2,0
CRI ' DSQRT(8BI oo 2 + S!G4(N) âÊ 2)
StcS(N)"CCI+eRI
SIG6(N).CCI-CRI
GO 1'O 170
IF (IHÀLF) 80,130,80
HALF TNCRE}IENT HETHOD
SIG11 'S¡c1(N) +SIG(1)
SIG22=SIc2(N) +SIG(2)
STG33=SIG3(N) +SIG(3)
SIG44.SIG4(N)+SIG(4)
IF (tIN) 140,140,150
ccIH' (s¡Gil * st922) / 2,0
BBrH . DÀBS(SIG11 - 51G22) / 2.0
G0 10 160
ccrH. ((srG11 - s2By(H)) + (SrG22 - SlBY(N)l) / 2.0
BBrH = DÀBS((SrG11 - S2By(N)) - (SIG22 - S18Y(N))\ / 2.0
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160 CRIH = DSQRT(88IH *a ) + SIG44 û* 2)
SIG55=CCIH+CRIH
SIG66'CCIH-CRIH
GO 1Ð 205

170 IF (LIN) 175,175,205
115 KCOITNT s NCOUNT + 1

IF (NINCR - RCOIJNT) 180,180,205
180 IF (MPRINT) 200,190,290
190 wRrrE (6, 380)

XPRINT' 50
200 !,ÍPRINT = MPRINT - 1

I{RITE (6,390) N, RRR(51, ZZZ(5), SIGl (N), SIG2(N), SIG3(N), SIG4(N
e), sIcS(N), SrG6(N)
GO 1lC 205
rF (LrN) 360,360,210
rF (lrrYP .EQ. 200) GO 1þ 360
IF (IHÀrF) 220,220,230
sH " (slc55 + stc66 + (src33 - SzBY(N)')) / 3,0
51 "SIG55-Sl,l52"SIG66-Sì'l
53.SIG33-SH-S2BY(N)
GO 10 2{0

20s
210

220

230 s!'l " (srcs(N) + srG6(N) + (src3(N) - S2Bv(N) )) / 3.0
S1 " SIG5 (N) - Sl.{
s2'sIc6(N)-stt
s3 " sIG3(N) - Sr,r - S2BY(N)

2A0 SDSQ r DABS(S1 ** ) + 52 tÈ 2 + 53 ÛÊ 2)
SD " DSQRT(SDSQ)

250 KCOITNT e NCOT NT + 1

IF (NTNCR - KCorrNT) 260,260,350
260 IF (HPRINT) 280,210,290
270 r{RrrE (6,d00)

I{PRINT . 300
280 tlPRlNT ' IIPRINT - 1

HRITE (6,410) N, RRR(51, ZZZ(5), SIGl(N), SIG2(N), StG3(N), SIG4(N
&), sN, sD, sl.tcD(N), StfoD(N)

350 CÀLL PÀRåH(N, SM, SD)
360 CONTINUE
370 RETttRlr
380 FoR'tÀT (1H1 , 7HEL.NO. , 4X, 1HR, 7X, 1HZ, 8X, 8HR-STRESS, 5X, 8HZ-

&STRBSS, 6X, 8HT-STRESS, 6X, gHRZ-STRESS, 4X, 10HHÀX-SÎRESS, 4X, 10
&I$TIN-STRESS )

390 FoRt{À? (I7, 2F8.2, 2X, 1P812.4, 221,, 1P812.4, 2N,, 1P812.4, 2X,
r"1P812.4, 2X, 1P812.4, 2N, 1PE12.4)

400 FORHÀT (1H1, 85X, 1EHCOHEINED STRESSES, / , 1X, ?HEL.NO. , 4¡X, 1HR

&, 7x, 1HZ, 8X, 8HR-STRESS, 5X, 8HZ-SIRESS, 6X, 8HT-STRESS, 6X, 9HR
&Z-STRESS, 4X,11H!{EÀN-STRESS, 4tX, 1oHDEV-STRESS, 2X, gHSHtsÀR HOD,
&2x, SHBLTLK MOD)

410 FORHÀT fi7, 2p8.2, 2X, 1P812.&, 2X, 1P812.4, 2X, 1PA12.4, 2X,
&1p812.4, 2N,, 1p812.4, 2X, lPEl2.4, 2X, 1P89.3, 2X, 1PE9.3)

420 FOR¡{AÎ ( I4 , 2F8.2 , 6F 15 . 5 )
ET{D
suBRorrllNE ESSOLV
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IXPLICIT REÀL N 8(À - H, O - Z)
coHHoN / sor,vn / ¡oq, NuHSLK, 8(108), A(108, 54)
NN.54
¡llzlffl+1
NH"NN+NN
REL'IND 8
R$TIND 9
N8=0
co 10 30
REDUCE EQUÀÎIONS BY ELOCRS
1. SHIFT BLOCK OF EQUÀTIONS

c
c



10 NB=NB+1
DO 20 N o 1, NN

N!,1 =NN+N
s(u) " B(NH)
B (Nu) . 0.0
DO 20 Ì.1 o 1, lsl
A(N, H) . À(NH, H)
A (N!.1, ¡{) . 0 .0
2. REÀD NEXT BLOCK OF EQUATIONS INÎO T'TIE CORE

IF (NU}.TBLK - NB) 30,40,30
REÀD (9) (B(N), (A(N, M), Pt = 1, M!,t), N = NL, NH)
IF (NB) 40,10,40
3. REDUCE BTOCK OF EQUÀTIONS
DO 90 N' 1, NN

IF (À(N, 1) ) 50,90,50
B(x) ' B(N) / A(N, 1)
DO 80 L s 2, È{l,l

IF (À(N, t)) 60,80,60
c ' A(N, t) / À(N, 1)
¡=¡+¡-1
J.0
DOT0K.LTMM
JnJ+1
À(I, J) = A(I, J) - c Ê A(N, K)
¡(¡) " B(l) - À(N, L) " B(N)
À(N, L) ' c
CONTT}IT'E
CONÎINUE
If,RITE BLOCK OP REDUCED EQUATIONS OF TAPE 9

IF (NU'!BLK - ¡3) 100,110,100
HRITE(8) (B(N), (A(N, l{), }4'2, }.1},t), N ' 1, NN)
co ro 10

20
c

30

c
40

50

60

70

80
90
c

100

C BÀCK SUBSTITUÎÎON
110 æ130H"1rNN

N.NN+1-Èt
DO 120 K . 2, l,fM

L'N+K-1
120 8(x) = B(N) - A(N, K) t B(L)

NlloN+NN
B(NH)'B(N)

130 À(Nl.l, NB) 'B(x)NB.NB-1
IF (NB) 1{¡0,150,140

140 BÀCKSPÀCE 8
REÀD (8) (B(N), (A(N, H) , N " 2, w), N = 1' NN)
8ÀCKSPACE 8

GO TO 110
C ORDER I'HKNOIINS IN B ÀRRåY
150 K'0

DO 160 NB " 1' NUHBLK
DO 160 N. 1, NN

NMoN+NN
¡a6+1

160 8(K) " À(NH, NB)
RETURN
END
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REVISED SUBROUTINE TO EVALUATE
THE SHEAR CREEP FUIdCTION

suBRotJ'rINE PARÀÌ-{(N, SM, SD)
It'tPLicIT RE.ÀL f g(À - H, 0 - z)couxoN/rmø/w
coMMoN / cexcoN / oep¡,'üI{r, cEpAR, NNp, NEL, NHÀT, NBpc,

&LIN, NRNGKT, NINCR, NCOTINT, IHÀLF, MTYP, II.IOD, NTTNCR, STINCR
cor{t{oN / Npo¡t¡ / R(400), Z(400), UR(400), UZ(+00), CóOE(+OO)
co!,t!,toN / e¿p¡r¡ / BD(800), srcl (300), src2(3oo), sÍca(3oo), srG4(

&300), src5(300),.srG6(300), slBy(300), s2By(3ooi, eR(30),
&src(10), ANctE(4), IBC(30), JBC(30)
coMHoN / UOOr,,S / BMoD(300), SHOD(300), ÀÀÀ(15),888(15), CCC(15),

&DDD(15), eee(15), FFF(15), Gcc(15), HHH(15), SMPL, EltpL
cÀLt BULKIr(N, sH)

C CHECK FÀILURE CRITERION
SDF = 100.0 + (1.3 " o¡¡s(sN))
IF (SD - SDF) 6,6,4

4 KCOUNT = NCoUTNT + 1

rF (NINCR - KCoI¡N?) 6,5,6
5 HRIÎE (6,110) N
6 IF (DT) 10,10,20
r0 f.¡RITE(6, 100)

CÀLL EXIT
20 rF (rì,toD) 25,25,30
25 X=DT

DT = 0,016667
30 H0=DÀBS (SM)

IF (SD) 31,31,32
31 sD=1.08-12
32 r.r1 =W0**EEE (!{rYP )

I.I2=D?*rFFF (MTYP)
l.I3=DT*rHHH (M1'yp)
r,¡4=5p/Ir0
I.I5 =DDD ( I{TYP ) r¡t1 iw2
l.t6 =ccc ( tfTyp ) *vr3
rJ7=3369. 31 +. 46355r ( 1 . 0/I{6)
w8=0. 22563+0. 1 6386i (H6lT¡5 )
I.I9=1.0/Il4
sHoD ( N ) =W7* (W9*rI.¡8 )

IF (IMoD) 35,35,40
35 DT = x
40 EHOD = (9.0 * Bl,fOD(N) f SIíOD(N)) / (SlrOD(N) + (3.0 * BMOD(N)))porR = (3.0 0 BMoD(N) - 2.0, SMOD(N)) / ß.0 û BMOD(N) + 2.0 *

esHoD(N) )
100 FORÌ{ÀT (5X, 'I}WÀLID (NEGÀTIVE OR ZERO) TI}'íE STEP SPECIFIED rN pRO

&GRÀH' )

110 FORI,IÀT (5X, 'FÀILURE CRITERION EXCEEDED IN ELEMENT NO.', f5 )

RETURN
END
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